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From wirelessly connected robots to car-to-car communications, and to smart cities, almost every
aspect of our lives will benefit from future wireless communications. While promise an exciting
future world, next-generation wireless communications impose requirements on the data rate, spec-
tral efficiency, and latency (among others) that are higher than those for today’s systems by several
orders of magnitude.
Full-duplex wireless, an emergent wireless communications paradigm, breaks the long-held as-
sumption that it is impossible for a wireless device to transmit and receive simultaneously at
the same frequency, and has the potential to immediately double network capacity at the phys-
ical (PHY) layer and offers many other benefits (such as reduced latency) at the higher layers.
Recently, discrete-component-based demonstrations have established the feasibility of full-duplex
wireless. However, the realization of integrated full duplex radios, compact radios that can fit into
smartphones, is fraught with fundamental challenges. In addition, to unleash the full potential
of full-duplex communication, a careful redesign of the PHY layer and the medium access control
(MAC) layer using a cross-layer approach is required.
The biggest challenge associated with full duplex wireless is the tremendous amount of trans-
mitter self-interference right on top of the desired signal. In this dissertation, new self-interference-
cancellation approaches at both system and circuit levels are presented, contributing towards the
realization of full-duplex radios using integrated circuit technology. Specifically, these new ap-
proaches involve elimination of the noise and distortion of the cancellation circuitry, enhancing
the integrated cancellation bandwidth, and performing joint radio frequency, analog, and digital
cancellation to achieve cancellation with nearly one part-per-billion accuracy.
In collaboration with researchers at higher layers of the stack, a cross-layer approach has been
used in our full-duplex research and has allowed us to derive power allocation algorithms and
to characterize rate-gain improvements for full-duplex wireless networks. To enable experimental
characterization of full-duplex MAC layer algorithms, a cross-layered software-defined full-duplex
radio testbed has been developed. In collaboration with researchers from the field of micro-electro-
mechanical systems, we demonstrate a multi-band frequency-division duplexing system using a
cavity-filter-based tunable duplexer and our integrated widely-tunable self-interference-cancelling
receiver.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Today, it is hard to imagine life without wireless communications. We use our smartphones to
write emails, watch videos streaming, and catch up with our family and friends; the list of things
that we do with our wireless devices is perhaps endless.
The evolution of wireless communications never stops. While there exists various perceptions
about future wireless communications, it has generally been acknowledged that almost every facet of
our lives will benefit from the next-generation wireless communications, from wirelessly connected
robots to car-to-car communications, and to smart cities [14].
Figure 1.1: The North American mobile data traffic per month from 2010 to 2019 [1].
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Figure 1.2: The evolution of mobile technologies at the MAC and PHY layers.
The next-generation wireless communications promise an exciting future, but at the same time,
it imposes requirements that are higher than those for todays wireless systems by several orders
of magnitude in things such as data rate and spectral efficiency. For instance, the north American
mobile data traffic per month will increase by two orders of magnitude in nine years from 2010 to
2019 [1] (see Fig. 1.1). The natural question is how our technologies can realize the ever-increasing
requirements for future wireless communications. To answer this question, let us first briefly review
the evolution of mobile technologies in the past years.
The developments of mobile technologies at the Medium-Access Control (MAC) and Physical
(PHY) layers followed relatively independent paths in the past (see Fig. 1.2). At the MAC layer, the
representative system technologies for the second-, third- and fourth-generation mobile communi-
cations are Time-Division Multiple Access (TDMA), Code-Division Multiple Access (CDMA), and
Orthogonal-Frequency-Division Multiple Access (OFDMA), respectively [15]; while at the PHY
layer in terms of radio designs, the evolution has been towards higher integration levels, better
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power efficiency, and enhanced flexibility [16].
Next-generation wireless technologies given by telecom experts include full-duplex wireless, mas-
sive Multi-In-Multi-Out (MIMO), and mm-wave mobile communications [17]: full-duplex wireless
is based on novel radio designs that allow simultaneous transmission and reception at the same fre-
quency, challenging our long held assumption about duplexing (see Section 1.1); massive MIMO and
mm-wave mobile communications involve next-generation radios with orders of magnitude increase
in the number of antennas and in carrier frequencies, reshaping our understandings about inter-
ference management and radio propagation for mobile applications [18][19][20]. Therefore, unlike
the MAC and PHY layer technologies developed in the past, these transformative next-generation
paradigms involve a rethinking of the traditional assumptions about wireless communications, and
require extensive interactions between the MAC and PHY layer designs. While the focus of this
thesis is on integrated radios for full-duplex wireless, a cross-layer approach used in our collabora-
tive research with theoreticians at higher layers of the stack has allowed us to make concrete steps
towards practical full-duplex wireless networks: based on the model of the proposed integrated full-
duplex radios, the power control algorithms and the full-duplex rate gains have been derived and
characterized [21]; to enable experimental characterization of full-duplex MAC layer algorithms,
cross-layered software-defined testbeds have been developed and a practical real-time full-duplex
wireless link have been demonstrated [22].
1.1 Full-Duplex Wireless
When Guglielmo Marconi launched the first commercial bi-directional radio link, he created the
potential for Self-Interference (SI) – interference that comes from co-located transmitters. For
Marconi’s radios that used spark transmitters and coherer detectors [23], the transmission and
reception were separated in different time slots so that the detectors could receive messages from
the other user instead of being blocked by their own co-located transmitters. This separation
between transmission and reception is called duplexing [24].
More than one hundred years later, today’s wireless systems still rely on duplexing to avoid SI
– many short range or local area radios, such as Bluetooth and WiFi transceivers, transmit and
receive in non-overlapping time slots, essentially use Time-Division Duplexing (TDD), while other
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Figure 1.3: Separation of transmission and reception in (a) time (time-division duplexing) or (b)
frequency (frequency-division duplexing). (c) Full-duplex wireless simultaneously transmit and
receive at the same frequency, promising a significant enhancement in spectral efficiency.
modern wireless systems, such as the majority of today’s cellular bands, use Frequency-Division
Duplexing (FDD) to separate the transmission and reception in the frequency domain [25]. Both
TDD and FDD are half-duplex, where the separation of the transmitted signal and the received
signal of a single user in either frequency or time causes inefficient utilization of limited wireless
resources (see Fig. 1.3(a) and (b)).
But today we are living in a very different world from what Guglielmo Marconi lived in. Wire-
less communications systems have woven themselves into the fabric of our everyday lives with
applications well beyond wireless telegraphy. Despite advancements in wireless communications
technologies such as MIMO, the abundance of wireless systems together with the ever-increasing
demand for more communications bandwidths call for non-traditional spectrally-efficient duplex-
ing approaches. These changes and demand have sparked an emerging wireless communications
paradigm which has been revolutionizing the concept of duplexing in existing wireless systems and
networks; this new paradigm is called full-duplex wireless [26],[2].
Without the separation in either time or frequency, full-duplex wireless involves simultaneous
transmission and reception at the same frequency as illustrated in Fig. 1.3(c), promising a significant
enhancement in spectral efficiency [26],[21]. However, the biggest challenge associated with full-
duplex wireless is the tremendous amount of SI right on top of the desired signal. The SI has to
be suppressed to the receiver noise floor through isolation and cancellation as filtering the SI is
not an option. Given 0 to +20 dBm transmitter output power, 20 MHz receiver signal bandwidth
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and 5 dB receiver noise figure, 0 dBm − (−174 dBm/Hz + 5 dB + 10 lg 20M dB) = 96 dB to
20 dBm− (−174 dBm/Hz+5 dB+10 lg 20M dB) = 116 dB dB SI suppression is required. For full-
duplex radios, such a high degree of SI suppression must be performed across the antenna, Radio
Frequency (RF), analog, and digital domains [26],[27]. In addition to the tremendous amount of
SI, other challenges associated with full-duplex wireless include the changing wireless environment
that requires adaptive Self-Interference Cancellation (SIC) control algorithms and unknown adjunct
channel interference that comes from other transmitters in a full-duplex wireless network.
Recent demonstrations (such as those in [28],[29],[2],[7]) have established the feasibility of full-
duplex wireless through SI suppression at the antenna interface and SIC in the analog/RF and dig-
ital domains. Thanks to the advancement in Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (CMOS)
integrated circuit technology, complex digital SIC algorithms that reliably offer about 50 dB suppres-
sion can be readily implemented on commodity software-defined radios, such as WARP radios [30].
However, analog/RF SIC in existing full-duplex demonstrations rely on custom-designed cancellers
using bulky off-the-shelf components that are not suitable for compact and low-cost integrated-
circuit implementations.
The research presented in this thesis aims to build integrated SI-cancelling radios that bring the
full-duplex functionality to handheld mobile devices, such as smartphones and tablets (see Fig. 1.4).
A fully integrated CMOS implementation, on one hand, imposes constraints that render analog/RF
SIC techniques proposed in prior discrete-component-based implementations not viable. On the
other hand, a CMOS implementation opens up new design spaces through the unprecedented inte-
gration level. This thesis presents novel circuits and systems that leverage the true power of modern
CMOS technologies for the implementation of integrated SIC for full-duplex wireless communica-
tions systems. The contribution of the research presented in this thesis includes the theoretical
analysis, design, and experimental verification of the new findings. Based on the mathematical
model of the proposed integrated full-duplex radios, our collaborators at higher layers of the stack
have made concrete steps towards practical full-duplex wireless networks by deriving the power
control algorithms and characterizing the full-duplex rate gains [21]. We also have developed cross-
layered software-defined testbeds that enable experimental characterization of full-duplex MAC
layer algorithms, and have demonstrated a practical real-time full-duplex wireless link [22].
Another significant impact of the integrated RF SIC techniques proposed in this thesis is related
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Figure 1.4: Full-duplex radios use (a) off-the-shelf components [2], and (b) a 65 nm CMOS tech-
nology with orders-of-magnitude lower cost and smaller form factor [3][4].
to today’s FDD systems. Although TDD allows peer-to-peer communication and can assign more
downlink capacity through a flexible resource allocation between uplink and downlink, the majority
of cellular systems are based on FDD as FDD isolates receivers from signals produced by other
mobile transmitters [31],[25]. However, transmitters and receivers operate simultaneously in FDD
albeit at different frequencies; the transmitter SI can desensitize the receiver through cross- and
inter-modulation, gain compression, noise figure degradation, and reciprocal mixing. In an FDD
system, two front-end band-pass filters are combined to form a duplexer filter which isolates the
powerful transmit signal from the receiver. To ensure sufficient isolation between transmitters and
receivers, existing commercial compact duplexers are based on high order acoustic filters, such
as Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) filters [32]. However, each of these acoustic filters can only
operate at a fixed frequency band. On the other hand, modern cellular standards (such as Long-
Term Evolution (LTE)) often support numerous frequency bands [33], requiring wireless devices
to support FDD operation across transmit-receive band pairs that range from several hundreds
of megahertz to several gigahertz. Consequently, multi-band FDD operation requires numerous
acoustic-filter-based duplexers as depicted in Fig. 1.5(a) which limit the cost and system form
factor.
Recent research efforts have been making progress towards tunable duplexers [34],[35],[36]. How-
ever, the incorporation of tunability is typically associated with an increase in loss. Therefore,
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Figure 1.5: Multiband frequency-division duplexing systems utilizing (a) numerous fixed-frequency
acoustic-filter-based duplexers and (b) a tunable duplexer with integrated RF self-interference can-
cellation.
tunable duplexers tend to have less transmitter-to-receiver isolation for the same insertion loss
when compared with fixed-frequency duplexers. To relax transmitter-to-receiver isolation, SIC
is required as depicted in Fig. 1.5(b). The novel RF SIC techniques that we demonstrate can
be employed together with tunable or low-cost duplexers to replace the numerous fixed-frequency
acoustic-technology-based duplexers in next-generation multiband FDD systems.
1.2 Organization
This thesis is organized as follows. A qualitative discussion about various SI mitigation strategies
in full-duplex wireless communications systems is provided in Chapter 2 followed by a quantitative
examination of the specifications and SIC requirements for a high-performance full-duplex wireless
system. The impact of SI under reduced transmitter-to-receiver isolation at the antenna interface
in multiband FDD systems is also discussed; a fundamental benefit of performing RF SIC over
having an ultra-linear Receiver (RX) for FDD systems is unveiled.
Chapter 3 presents an overview of existing SI mitigation architectures and techniques. The
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limitations of current SI suppression techniques are identified, motivating the need for integrated
SIC solutions that can handle powerful SI with negligible RX desensitization, support a wide SIC
bandwidth, and allow compact full-duplex radio implementations.
In Chapter 4, a Noise-Cancelling, Self-Interference-Cancelling (NC-SIC) receiver is presented.
It breaks a fundamental trade-off between support for low antenna interface isolation levels (or
equivalently, power of SI being cancelled) and receiver noise figure degradation through the insight
that unlike discrete-component-based designs that naturally utilize a block-by-block partitioned design
strategy, the design of integrated SI-cancelling receivers enables co-design opportunities that can
significantly enhance the system performance. In the proposed NC-SIC receiver, an SI canceller is
embedded within a noise-cancelling low-noise amplifier. After covering the evolution of the proposed
NC-SIC receiver system architecture, a detailed theoretical analysis related to the simultaneous
cancellation of the noise and distortion of the SIC circuitry at both circuit and system levels is
provided. A prototype receiver that handles SI with a higher power level than that in prior art by
three orders of magnitude is designed and implemented to verify the proposed architecture as well
as the corresponding analysis. The 0.3-to-1.7 GHz NC-SIC receiver in 65 nm CMOS can cancel up
to +2 dBm peak TX SI at the receiver input, resulting in an effective out-of-band IIP3 of +33 dBm,
while the associated increase in receiver noise figure is less than 0.8 dB.
In order to emulate SI channels at RF over a wide frequency range for wideband SIC, Chap-
ter 5 introduces a new concept called Frequency-Domain Equalization (FDE) in the RF do-
main. This concept brings frequency-domain equalization, a functionality that is traditionally im-
plemented in the digital signal-processing block, to the RF domain to ensure an SIC bandwidth
that is wider than that using a conventional approach. The proposed FDE in the RF domain em-
ploys multiple RF bandpass filters with independent controls to emulate SI channels in different
sub-bands. The realization of FDE in the RF domain is accomplished by leveraging today’s ultra-
scaled CMOS technology; with transistors that are able to be efficiently switched at high frequencies,
high-quality factor RF BPFs can be realized based on Linear Periodically Time-Varying (LPTV)
circuits [37][38][39][40][41]. Theoretical treatments of the proposed FDE-based SIC and the LPTV
high-quality factor RF BPFs with embedded amplitude and phase adjustments capability are given.
Experimental results of a 0.8-to-1.4 GHz SI-cancelling receiver with an FDE-based canceller in a
65 nm CMOS process validate the theoretical findings. In measurement, more than 20 MHz 20 dB
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cancellation bandwidth is achieved across a couple of frequency-selective antenna interfaces.
A 0.6-to-0.8 GHz full-duplex radio with an integrated magnetic-free passive circulator and
analog baseband (BB) SIC is presented in Chapter 6. The integrated circulator is based on a linear
time-varying two-port N-path filter that breaks reciprocity via staggered commutation [42]. A joint-
SIC methodology across the antenna and analog domains is proposed with enhanced performance
when compared to a conventional approach where the antenna interface and the analog BB SI
canceller are configured independently. Furthermore, the cancellation of the SI and its associated
IM3 distortion in the digital domain is investigated. In conjunction with the digital SIC, the
proposed integrated SI-cancelling full-duplex radio with the magnetic-free passive circulator in
65 nm CMOS demonstrates 85 dB overall SI suppression, enabling a full-duplex link budget of
−7 dBm Transmitter (TX) average output power and −92 dBm noise floor.
Chapter 7 discusses the full-duplex cross-layered software-defined testbeds which consist of
custom-designed RF SI cancellers and National Instruments (NI) Universal Software Radio Periph-
erals. The RF cancellers are implemented using discrete components and emulate our proposed
integrated SI cancellers mentioned in previous Chapters. Digital SIC and adaptive canceller control
algorithms are implemented in NI LabVIEW. Using these testbeds, we demonstrate a practical real-
time full-duplex wireless link consisting of two full-duplex transceivers [22]. Using the integrated
SI-cancelling receiver described in Chapter 5 and a tunable duplexer based on cavity filters [43], a
tunable FDD system demonstration is presented at the end of the Chapter 7.
Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the dissertation with a summary of the key technical contributions
and a discussion of possible future research.
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Chapter 2
Self-Interference and Its Mitigation in
Wireless Communication Systems
TX SI mitigation in full-duplex wireless and FDD communication systems can be performed in
different domains, including the wave propagation (at the antenna interface), analog/RF, and dig-
ital domains. Natural questions that arise are in which domain or domains should we perform SI
suppression and how much suppression is required in each domain. The answers to these questions
on SI mitigation strategies strongly depend on the performance specifications of the corresponding
wireless systems. This chapter starts with a brief review of related wireless transceiver basics.
After the review, a qualitative discussion on various SI mitigation strategies for full-duplex wireless
communication systems is presented. This is followed by a quantitative examination of the spec-
ifications and SIC requirements in a high-performance (WiFi-like) full-duplex system. Finally, in
section 2.3, the impact of SI under reduced transmitter-to-receiver isolation at the antenna interface
in multiband FDD systems is discussed, and the fundamental benefit of performing SIC at RF over
having an ultra-linear RX for FDD systems is unveiled.
2.1 A Brief Review of Wireless Transceiver Basics
With the proliferation of wireless applications and standards, modern radios have evolved into
various categories that can be characterized based on specifications such as communication range,
data rate, power consumption, modulation scheme, occupied bandwidth, interference tolerance, and
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Figure 2.1: Block diagram of a wireless transceiver that employs the direct-conversion architecture.
The direct-conversion architecture has been used for many today’s high-performance cellular and
WiFi radios[5][6]; those radios most likely will adopt full-duplex operation first in the near future
[2][7].
so on. Here we present a brief review of the basics of modern high-performance wireless transceivers,
specifically those for WiFi and cellular applications, as WiFi and cellular standards will most likely
adopt full-duplex operation first when compared with other standards in the near future [2][7].
Modern high-performance wireless transceivers for cellular and WiFi standards such as wide-
band Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA), LTE, and 802.11b/a/g often use a
direct-conversion architecture for both TXs and RXs [5][6]. Despite having design issues related
to local oscillator (LO) leakage, DC offset, and flicker noise, the direct-conversion architecture is
a superior choice as it is compact and power efficient and has no image problem, resulting in low
cost implementations with a simplified design process [25].
Fig. 2.1 depicts the block diagram of a direct-conversion wireless transceiver. The RX consists
of an Low-Noise Amplifier (LNA), quadrature down-conversion mixers, analog BB circuits that in-
clude Variable-Gain Amplifiers (VGAs) and Low-Pass Filters (LPFs), and Analog-to-Digital Con-
verters (ADCs). This architecture is called “direct-conversion” because its Local Oscillator (LO)
frequency is set exactly to its incoming RF signal frequency. Quadrature down-conversion which
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consists of two down-conversion paths driven by in-phase and quadrature-phase LOs is employed to
avoid self-corruption of asymmetrically-modulated signals [25]. Many of today’s modulations ex-
hibit asymmetrical spectra around their carrier frequency, such as Frequency-Shift Keying (FSK),
Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying (QPSK), and Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM). BB
VGAs and LPFs further amplify the signals and perform channel selection. Finally, ADCs convert
received analog signals to digital bits.
A TX that utilizes direct up-conversion looks similar to a direct-conversion RX, except it op-
erates in reverse order. TX digital BB signals are first converted into the analog domain by
Digital-to-Analog Converters (DACs). Then TX BB LPFs suppress the quantization noise and
aliasing spurs from the DACs. Quadrature up-conversion that includes two up-conversion pathes
driven by in-phase and quadrature-phase LOs allows for quadrature modulations and transfers the
analog BB signals to the carrier frequency. At the end of the TX chain, a Power Amplifier (PA)
amplifies the transmitted signal to the desired power level.
2.1.1 TX Design Considerations
2.1.1.1 TX Linearity
Transmitters in high-performance wireless transceivers can operate at a relatively high output
power level – the 802.11b WiFi standard stipulates a TX output power of +20 dBm [25]. Due to
large signal operation, the nonlinearity of transmitters must be considered. In a typical TX design,
the linearity performance of the TX is limited by the PA as it handles the largest voltage swing.
PA nonlinearity leads to two effects: (1) distortion of the signal to be transmitted, and (2) high
adjacent channel power as a result of spectral regrowth.
To understand the effect of distortion and spectral regrowth, let us consider an amplifier with
a memoryless third-order nonlinearity as depicted in Fig. 2.2. The output (y(t)) of the amplifier
can be written as a function of its input (x(t)) as y(t) = α1x(t)+α3x
3(t), where α1 and α3 are the
first- and third-order nonlinear coefficients. Assuming a single-tone signal x(t) = A cosωt passing













3A cos 3ωt. (2.1)
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Figure 2.2: Amplitude compression of a single-tone signal passing through a memoryless nonlinear
amplifier and the definition of the input 1 dB compression point A1dB .
Figure 2.3: Inter-modulation of a two-tone signal passing through a memoryless nonlinear amplifier,
and the definitions of the input and output third-order intercept points (IIP3 and OIP3).







depends on the amplitude of the input
single (A) – a larger input signal amplitude results in more severe amplitude compression assuming
α1α3 < 0, which is typically the case for amplifiers. The input signal amplitude that corresponds
to a 1 dB gain compression is called as the input 1 dB compression point A1dB as illustrated in
Fig. 2.2, and can be calculated as A1dB =
√
0.145|α1α3 |.
Next, if a two-tone signal x(t) = A1 cosω1t + A2 cosω2t appears at the input, the amplifier
output can be calculated as:

































































indicating two side tones around the original two-tone signal as depicted in Fig. 2.3. These side
tones or third-order inter-modulation (IM3) tones, representing the “spectral regrowth” when more
complex modulation signals are considered, can corrupt the adjacent channels if the TX linearity
performance doesn’t meet the requirement prescribed in the wireless standard. Furthermore, from
(2.2) we can see that for small A1 and A2, the IM3 tones grow three times as fast as the fundamental
tones at ω1 and ω2 when the input amplitudes increase. Therefore, if we extrapolate the output-
versus-input amplitude plots of the fundamental and IM3 tones for small A1 and A2, the plots will
intersect as shown in Fig. 2.3. The input level at which this intersection happens is defined as the
input third-order intercept point (IIP3), while the corresponding output level is called the output






| ≈ A1dB + 10 dB.
Note that the third-order intercept point is obtained from an extrapolation and that the TX is
never operated at that point (with very high power levels). Rather, third-order intercept point is
a metric that allows one to calculate the IM3 levels at the actual point of operation.
2.1.1.2 TX Digital Predistortion
Digital predistortion is one of many techniques that have been employed for TX linearization, is
closely related to SIC in the digital domain as we will see later in this thesis. The basic idea of
digital predistortion is as follows: if the PA nonlinear characteristics are known, then it is possible
to design a block that predistort the TX input signals such that a cascade of this block, called the
predistortor, and the nonlinear PA exhibits an overall linear performance. The predistortor is often
implemented in the digital domain due to the advancement of modern digital signal processing
technology [44]. For instance, as illustrated in Fig. 2.4, if the PA has a nonlinear characteristic of
y = f(x), then the predistortor should have a response of y = f−1(x) to linearize the PA. As we will
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Figure 2.4: Basic idea of predistortion for TX linearization.
see later, digital predistortion is closely related to digital SIC as it involves the digital estimation
and cancellation of spurious signals.
2.1.1.3 TX Noise
TX noise is often characterized in FDD systems as it can desensitize the RX. TX noise contributors
include DAC quantization noise and thermal noise from the TX BB circuits and the quadrature
modulator. In a typical design, the noise contribution from the PA can be assumed to be negligible.
Given a typical TX noise floor of −156 dBc/Hz [45], and a signal bandwidth of 20 MHz, the TX
noise integrated over the signal bandwidth is about 80 dB below the transmitted signals.
2.1.2 RX Design Considerations
2.1.2.1 RX Noise
The primary goal of receivers is to demodulate very weak signals from a noisy environment. The
capability of detecting a weak signal in the presence of noise is quantified through RX sensitivity.
The sensitivity is defined as the minimum signal level that an RX can detect with acceptable quality
and can be calculated as Psen = PNoiseF loor+SNR, where SNR is the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)
prescribed in the wireless communication standard and PNoiseF loor is the RX noise floor. The RX
noise floor is further determined by the RX Noise Figure (NF) and the signal Bandwidth (BW),
and can be calculated as: PNoiseF loor = −174 dBm/Hz +NF + 10 log10(BW ).
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Figure 2.5: A continuous-wave (CW) unknown jammer with a two-tone TX self-interference signal
passing through a nonlinear amplifier generating unknown cross-modulation distortion. Triple
beat (TB) is defined as the difference (in dB) between the CW jammer and the cross-modulation
distortion tone at the nonlinear system output.
2.1.2.2 RX Linearity
Interference from other wireless devices or devices located on the same platform can cause large
voltage swings, resulting in nonlinear distortion. At RF, wireless transceivers today are largely
interference limited, rather than noise limited, due to spectral congestion. Similar to transmitters,
third-order intercept point (IP3) and 1 dB compression point are used to characterize the RX lin-
earity performance. Depending on the interference frequency location with respect to the RX BW,
Out-Of-Band (OOB) IP3 and 1 dB compression point and In-Band (IB) IP3 and 1 dB compres-
sion point are used. A key point of difference between receivers and transmitters is that for most
receivers, the interference is an unknown signal, and therefore, techniques such as pre-distortion
that compensate for the effects of nonlinearity cannot be applied. Full-duplex wireless, the focus
of this thesis, represents a unique situation where the primary interference signal is from one’s own
transmitter and is known, thus enabling techniques such as SIC.
In existing FDD systems where transmitters and receivers operate simultaneously in different
frequency bands, other more complex nonlinearity mechanisms exist that are characterized by
other metrics. The TX signal can leak to the RX input through the antenna interface, which is
typically an acoustic duplexer. This modulated SI can cross-modulate with an unknown jammer in
the vicinity of the RX band, generating cross-modulation distortion and desensitizing the RX. To
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understand this phenomenon, let us consider three tones passing through a memory-less nonlinear
amplifier as depicted in Fig. 2.5. A Continuous-Wave (CW) signal at frequency fjam represents
the jammer, while a two-tone signal located at f1 and f2 models the TX SI. Due to the third-order
nonlinearity, distortion tones 32α3AjA
2
SI cos[ωj + (ω1 − ω2)]t and 32α3AjA2SI cos[ωj − (ω1 − ω2)]t
appear at the amplifier out around the CW jammer. It should be noted that the cross-modulation
distortion involves an interaction between the unknown CW jammer and SI, and therefore the
distortion cannot be predicted in the digital domain. To quantify the level of cross-modulation,
the difference (in dB) between the CW jammer and the cross-modulation distortion tone is called
Triple Beat (TB) as shown in Fig. 2.5, a specification that can be commonly found in literature
describing FDD wireless transceiver designs [46][47]. Based on the definition and a power series
analysis, TB can be related to IIP3 as TB = 2(IIP3 − PSI,avg), where PSI,avg is the average SI
power.
2.1.2.3 ADC Dynamic Range
ADCs on the RX side need to digitize complex modulated signals that have large peak-to-average
ratio under fading conditions with sufficient SNR. In interference-limited scenarios, the ADC dy-
namic range must be sufficient to quantize the desired signal and the interference signal, without
having the latter corrupt the former. Typically, a dynamic range of 60 dB is required for a ADC
to support 64-QAM in a WiFi transceiver, of which about 30 dB is for SNR and another 30 dB
for various margins [27]. Based on the ADC figure-of-merit defined in [48], a 6 dB increase in
ADC dynamic range, or adding one more bit to the ADC, requires four times larger ADC power
consumption. Considering a simple flash ADC, this can be understood as follows: adding one more
bit to the ADC requires not only twice as many comparators as before but also higher performance
from the comparators as the least significant bit is halved.
2.1.3 LO Design Considerations
2.1.3.1 LO Phase Noise
An LO circuitry is used to generate LO signals in a wireless transceiver for frequency conversion as
depicted in Fig. 2.1. Typically, the core of an LO circuitry is a phase-locked loop that can generate
a very precise clock frequency from an external crystal oscillator (see Fig. 2.6) [49]. An ideal phase-
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Figure 2.6: A typical phase-locked loop used in wireless transceiver LO circuitry with an illustration
of the LO phase noise.
locked loop produces a perfectly-periodic output of the form vLO(t) = cos (ωLOt+ ψn). The zero
crossings occur at exact integer multiples of the clock period. However, the noise of phase-locked
loop circuits randomly perturbs the zero crossings or the phase ψn of the LO signal in reality. This
perturbation in the zero crossings or the phase of the LO signal is called the “phase noise”, and can
be modeled as vLO(t) = cos (ωLOt+ ψn(t)) in the time domain, where ψn(t) represents the noisy
LO phase [25][50]. In the frequency domain, the presence of phase noise creates a “noise skirt”
around the ideal LO impulse as illustrated in Fig. 2.6.
2.1.3.2 Effect of Phase Noise
Phase noise is a critical design consideration in wireless transceiver designs as it can significantly
affect the system performance. First of all, the mixing of a desired signal with a noisy LO signal in
the TX or RX path can affect the information carried by the desired signal, degrading the bit error
rate of the communication systems. Phase noise can also introduce interference issues in the TX
or RX path. In transmitters, phase noise causes spectral spreading which can mask weak desired
signals in adjacent channels. In receivers, the mixing of a noisy LO signal with an interferer results
in a noise skirt that can corrupt the desired signal after down-conversion. This phenomenon is
called reciprocal mixing [25].
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Figure 2.7: Illustration of a full-duplex wireless transceiver with self-interference isolation at the
antenna interface and self-interference cancellation purely in the digital domain.
2.2 SI and Its Mitigation in Full-Duplex Systems
2.2.1 SI Suppression Across the Antenna, Analog/RF, and Digital Domains
Thanks to the advancements in the CMOS technology, sophisticated Digital Signal Processing
(DSP) techniques, such as digital predistortion mentioned in Section 2.1.1 and digital beamforming
in phased-array systems [51], can be utilized to enhance the performance of wireless systems.
However, performing SIC only in the digital domain imposes extremely stringent requirements on
the wireless system and is ineffective for unpredictable effects of the SI. The discussions presented
here motivate an SI suppression strategy across the antenna, analog/RF, and digital domains.
Consider a full-duplex wireless transceiver depicted in Fig. 2.7. A direct-conversion architecture
is assumed for both the TX and RX based on the reasons given at the beginning of Section 2.1.
Quadrature conversion is not shown in Fig. 2.7 for simplicity. At the TX PA output, the transmitted
signal contains not only the up-converted TX BB signal but also distortion and noise from the TX
chain (see Section 2.1.1 and 2.1.3). The transmitted signals leak to the RX side after initial isolation
from the antenna interface (e.g. a circulator or an antenna pair). A digital SI canceller emulates
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Figure 2.8: Illustration of a full-duplex wireless transceiver with self-interference mitigation across
the antenna, RF, and digital domains.
the SI channel response, including both linear and nonlinear parts, to create a cancellation signal
in the RX digital BB for SIC. For SIC purely in the digital domain, the ADC acts as the major
bottleneck. Given a TX output power of +20 dBm, RX input-referred noise floor of −90 dBm, and
SI isolation of 30 dB at the antenna interface, 80 dB digital SIC and hence ADC DR is required; this
results in a 16-bit ADC 1 with an estimated power consumption of about 5 W at a sampling rate of
50 MS/s! In addition, the RF/analog receiver front-end must also exhibit the same DR. To relax
the ADC and RF/analog front-end DR requirement and thus reduce their power consumption, SIC
in the analog/RF domain is critical; given 30 dB SIC in the RF domain, the ADC would consume
one thousand times less power (see Fig. 2.8). Furthermore, SI mitigation across the antenna,
analog/RF, and digital domains is necessary for obtaining the 110 dB overall suppression as it is
very challenging to achieve >100 dB precision from a single stage.
Even if we manage to have an ADC with the required DR performance, SIC purely in the digital
domain can still be ineffective as unpredictable effects of the SI, including RX gain compression of
the desired signal, the resultant increase in RX noise floor, and cross-modulation between the SI
1ADC effective DR can be roughly calculated as 6×(ENOB-2), where ENOB is the ADC effective number of bit.
The factor 2 takes into account the signal peak-to-average ratio as well as a one-bit margin at the noise floor [26].
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and an unknown incoming CW jammer, cannot be cancelled in digital. In addition, although it is
possible to estimate the TX and RX distortion in the digital domain, similar to what is typically
done for TX digital predistortion [44], the distortion cancellation is limited to 20-to-40 dB in practice
[2][52] which can impose stringent requirements on the TX and RX linearity performance. On the
other hand, consider SIC in the RF domain as illustrated in Fig. 2.8 where an RF SI canceller
couples a fraction of the TX signal at the PA output, adjusts the TX replica signal based on the
corresponding SI channel response, and subtracts the SI at the RX input. In this architecture,
SI gets cancelled right at the receiver input, protecting the LNA and RX from gain compression
and reducing the cross-modulation distortion by enhancing the effective input third-order intercept
point (IIP3) of the LNA and RX. The SIC also includes the TX impairments and thus suppresses
the powerful SI together with its associated TX distortion and noise, relaxing TX linearity and
noise requirements.
2.2.2 Link Between SI Mitigation Strategies and System Specifications
SI mitigation strategies are strongly coupled with the performance and specifications of the cor-
responding wireless systems. The aforementioned SIC architecture depicted in Fig. 2.8 targets
high-performance wireless transceivers with high PA output power and low RX NF. However,
alternate SI mitigation architectures have been reported targeting other system performance en-
velopes. Note that the focus of this section is on highlighting the link between SIC architectures
and the performance and specifications of the corresponding wireless systems; a comprehensive
survey of full-duplex SIC architectures is deferred to Chapter 3.
One variant of the SIC architecture shown in Fig. 2.8 is depicted in Fig. 2.9. This architecture
proposed in [8] adopts a passive mixer-first RX [53] for maintaining high IB linearity under strong
SI. Due to the transparency of the passive mixer [54], the cancellation injection node is moved
to the analog BB and the SI canceller phase shift, attenuation and downmixing can be combined
in a single Vector Modulator (VM) as depicted in Fig. 2.9. Similar to the architecture presented
in Fig. 2.8, this topology taps the TX signal at the PA output, including TX impairments in
the cancellation, relaxing TX linearity and noise requirements. However, this mixer-first VM-
downmixer-based architecture results in >10 dB RX NF in full-duplex mode due to the mixer-first
RX and the strong coupling of the cancellation path to the analog BB, and thus aims for wireless
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Figure 2.9: A full-duplex radio using a mixer-first receiver with a vector-modulator-downmixer-
based self-interference canceller presented in [8].
applications with relaxed NF requirements.
For short-range wireless communications, the SIC budget can be relaxed resulting in another
SIC architecture illustrated in Fig. 2.10 [9]. Since 80 dB overall SI suppression is budgeted (30 dB
less when compared to the example shown in Fig. 2.8), SIC can be performed in the analog and
digital domains without any isolation at the antenna interface. Baseband duplexing amplifiers are
proposed that allow the TX and RX share one common mixer while providing 30 dB TX-to-RX
isolation. This architecture leads to a highly integrated full-duplex implementation using a single
antenna without having bulky and expensive off-chip components like circulators 2. It should also
be mentioned that the shared-antenna interface without any TX-RX isolation also limits the TX
power to −17 dBm.
2.2.3 Example Full Duplex System-Level Analysis
After a qualitative overview of SI mitigation in full-duplex wireless transceivers, this section pro-
vides a quantitative examination of specifications and SIC requirements for a moderately-high-
performance wireless transceiver with moderate PA output power and low RX NF. The system-level
2Recent research efforts have been making progress towards integrated magnetic-free circulators which also promise
compact full-duplex system implementations with a single antenna but with potentially higher TX output power due
to the extra isolation from the antenna interface [42]
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Figure 2.10: A compact short-range full-duplex radio using baseband duplexing amplifiers presented
in [9].
analysis presented here are based on the integrated full-duplex radio presented in [3][4], but the
analysis can be applied to other full-duplex radio designs with similar architectures.
2.2.3.1 Full Duplex System Considerations
In a full-duplex wireless transceiver as depicted in Fig. 2.11, the TX signal at the PA output includes
the TX main signal (PTX,main), TX nonlinear distortion signal (PTX,dis), and TX noise (PTX,noise).
The TX signal leaks to the receiver input (becoming SI) through an antenna interface with certain
TX-to-RX isolation (ISO).
Assuming a full-duplex wireless system with PTX,main=+15 dBm, 20 MHz RX BW, and 5 dB
RX NF (NFRX ), SIC of 15 dBm − (−174 dBm/Hz + 5 dB + 73 dBHz) + 6 dB = 117 dB is
required. Additional 6 dB cancellation has been assumed to ensure that the residual SI is well
below the RX noise floor. Such a large amount of isolation/cancellation must be achieved by
combining suppression at the antenna, and in RF, analog and digital domains as mentioned in
Section 2.2.1.
As mentioned earlier, SIC in the RF domain that taps from the PA output and cancels the
SI at the RX front-end will cancel TX nonlinear distortion as well. However, the RF canceller
might introduce its own nonlinear distortion (PCanc,dis in Fig. 2.11). Depending on how much
cancellation is achieved, the RX will introduce nonlinear distortion on the TX signal as well (PRX,dis
in Fig. 2.11). All these nonlinear distortions are predictable and can eventually be cancelled in the
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Figure 2.11: Full-duplex transceiver block diagram with TX self-interference cancellation in the
RF, analog and digital domains. Various distortion mechanisms are also depicted.
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Figure 2.12: SIC budget of a full-duplex wireless system assuming +15 dBm PA output power
(PTX,main), 20 MHz RX BW, and 5 dB RX NF. RX noise floor is PNoiseF loor = −174dBm/Hz +
5dB + 73dBHz = −96dBm.
digital domain [2][52]. What cannot be cancelled in the digital domain are unpredictable effects of
the SI, including RX gain compression of the desired signal, NF increase and interaction between the
SI and an unknown incoming CW jammer (Pjam in Fig. 2.11). We assume that RF SIC suppresses
the SI sufficiently to prevent gain compression of the desired signal (verified by our prototype in
[3][4]) and NF increase. Hence, we focus on cross-modulation between the SI and an unknown
jammer.
Due to the stringent SIC requirement of almost 120 dB in this example, analog SIC is needed
in addition to the SIC in the RF domain. The analog cancellation is depicted as tapping from the
PA output (similar to [8]). Therefore, it will further suppress not only the TX main signal, but also
the TX distortion and the TX noise. We assume that RF and analog SIC are sufficient to suppress
the TX noise below the RX noise floor (see Fig. 2.11). RF canceller noise (PCanc,noise in Fig. 2.11)
needs to be considered as well in establishing the final RX noise floor in the full-duplex system.
Figure 2.12 illustrates the aforementioned 117 dB full-duplex link budget enabled by SI isola-
tion/cancellation across the various domains. The CW jammer and its associated cross-modulation
distortion are not shown in Fig. 2.12 as they cannot be cancelled. We assume that the RX and
RF canceller are designed so that their distortion (PRX,dis and PCanc,dis) have the same power
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level as the residual SI after RF and analog SIC. Therefore, the ADC DR is determined by the
residual SI, RX distortion, canceller distortion, and RX noise floor (PNoiseF loor) as DRADC =
(PTX,main − ISO − SICRF − SICBB + 6) − (PNoiseF loor − 6), where SICRF and SICBB are
the amount of SIC achieved in the RF and analog domains, PNoiseF loor is the RX noise floor
(−174 dBm/Hz+5 dB+73 dBHz=−96 dBm3) and we have included a 6 dB margin at both ends4
[26]. Since we’ve assumed that the RX distortion has the same power as that of the residual SI
after RF and analog SIC, we can compute the required RX linearity performance. The RX effective
IB IIP3 (i.e. IIP3 under RF and analog cancellation of the SI) can be calculated as:
IIP3,RX,effective = (PTX,main − ISO − 3) +
1
2
(SICRF + SICBB). (2.3)
Given 30 dB antenna isolation/cancellation [55], and 50 dB digital SIC [2], 37 dB SIC needs to
be achieved in the RF and analog domains, resulting in DRADC = 56 dB and IIP3,RX,effective =
+0.5 dBm.
One interesting question is how to distribute the 37 dB SIC between RF and analog domains.
SIC must be judiciously distributed between the two to ensure that the required IIP3,RX,effective
is achieved and gain compression and NF increase is prevented along the RX chain. Furthermore,
as is discussed in the next subsection, RF SIC at the RX input is required to protect the RX
front-end from cross-modulation distortion [56]. The amount of SIC that can be obtained at RF is
also typically limited by the selectivity of the antenna interface and the required RF SIC BW (we
will explain this in detail later in Chapter 3). We assume 20 dB cancellation can be achieved over
>20 MHz BW (verified by our prototype in [3][4]). Therefore, analog SIC is required to meet the
SIC budget.
2.2.3.2 RF Canceller Design Trade-offs
Here, we analyze the design trade-offs associated with the integrated canceller in the RF domain.
In Fig. 2.11, an adjacent channel unknown jammer (Pjam) together with SI is present at the
3This noise floor should also consider the NF increase due to the noise of the RF and analog cancellers, but we
have neglected that here for simplicity.
4Part of the 12 dB margin can account for the addition of the residual SI, RX and canceller distortion, and the
NF increase due to canceller noise for instance.
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RX input. Due to the 3rd-order nonlinearity of the LNA, SI cross-modulates with the jammer
generating a distortion signal (Pxmod) that cannot be canceled:
Pxmod = 2(PTX,main − ISO − SICRF ) + Pjam − 2IIP3,LNA, (2.4)
where PTX,main is the average power of the two-tone TX signal, and IIP3,LNA is the LNA IIP3
5.
To ensure that RX noise floor is not degraded, the cross-modulation distortion needs to be well
below (6 dB below in our calculation) the noise floor, resulting in a required SICRF of:
SICRF = PTX,main − ISO − IIP3,LNA +
1
2
(Pjam − PNoiseF loor + 6). (2.5)
Current-mode receivers typically employ complementary LNTAs that achieve IIP3,LNA values
around +10 dBm. Assuming a conservative IIP3,LNA of +6 dBm, PTX,main=+15 dBm, ISO=30 dB,
PNoiseF loor=−96 dBm, and Pjam=−33 dBm6, SICRF of ¿14 dB is obtained.
Regarding the RF canceller’s linearity requirement, the third-order inter-modulation (IM3)
distortion signals (PRX,dis) generated by the canceller are assumed to be at the power level of
residual SI after RF and analog SIC (see Fig. 2.12). Thus, the required output third-order intercept
point (OIP3) of the RF canceller is:




where CPRX is the coupling strength at the RX side.
In Fig. 2.11, the RF SI canceller is a passive structure depicted as consisting of a variable
attenuator and a phase shifter, although more sophisticated structures may be required to achieve
wideband SIC and gain in the canceller may be required to support low antenna isolation. Since
linearity is typically challenging to achieve in scaled CMOS, one may assume that the variable
attenuator precedes the other building blocks in the canceller. Assuming the noise figure of the
phase shifter is NFPS, the NF of the RX including the RF canceller can be written as:
5We assume a current-mode receiver implementation so that the mixer following the LNA is highly linear, and
that the jammer is filtered out in the analog baseband. Therefore, the LNA is the main source of cross-modulation
distortion.
6No full-duplex wireless standard is currently available. Pjam is taken from current FDD systems (specifically
CDMA [46]).
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Figure 2.13: Canceller output IP3 (OIP3,Canc) and RX overall NF (NFRX,tot) including canceller
noise versus the coupling strength at the RX side (CPRX).
NFRX,tot = 10log10(10
NFRX/10 + 10(NFPS−IL+CPRX)/10), (2.7)
where IL is the implementation loss of the phase shifter. Furthermore, the attenuation of the RF
canceller and CPRX can be related to ISO and the TX-side coupling strength (CPTX):
ISO = −CPTX −CPRX+ATT+IL, (2.8)
where ATT is the attenuation from the variable attenuator. Equations (2.6), (2.7), and (3.1) indi-
cate a design trade-off between the RX NF degradation and the RF canceller linearity requirement.
Assuming CPTX=−10 dB, ISO=30 dB, NFRX=5 dB, IL=3 dB, and NFPS=15 dB, canceller
OIP3 requirement and receiver overall NF including the RF canceller are plotted in Fig. 2.13 ver-
sus CPRX . The specifications used closely match our implementation in [3][4]. For a given ISO,
the attenuation that must be achieved in the canceller can be partitioned between ATT and CPRX
based on (3.1). OIP3,Canc+CPRX is fixed based on (2.6). As shown in Fig. 2.13, stronger coupling
at the RX side relaxes the canceller linearity requirement. Stronger coupling, however, degrades the
RX overall NF performance as more canceller noise couples to the RX input as seen in (2.7). In
our design described in [3][4], CPRX=−10 dB is chosen, resulting in a canceller OIP3 requirement
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Figure 2.14: (a) Full-duplex transceiver block diagram with TX self-interference cancellation in the
RF domain for phase noise analysis. vLO,TX,I(t), vLO,TX,Q(t), vLO,RX,I(t), and vLO,RX,Q(t) are
the LO signals. vBB,TX,I(t) and vBB,TX,Q(t) are up-converted and amplified to vTX(t). A BPF
at the TX output is assumed to suppress harmonic emissions. vTX(t) leaks to the RX input after
antenna isolation and RF SIC through a response modeled as a combination of a magnitude response
1/
√
ISO × SICRF and a time delay τSI . The SI present at RX input (vRX(t)) is down-converted
obtaining xBB,RX,I(t) and xBB,RX,Q(t). Simulated (lines) and calculated (markers) NFRX,PN for
different amounts of SICRF are plotted in (b) with τSI =10 ns, and in (c) with τSI =25 ns. It is
assumed that ISO=30 dB, fLO=1.4 GHz, FoMV CO=−185 dBc/Hz, and PTX=15 dBm.
of 10.5 dBm and an expected NF degradation of less than 2 dB.
2.2.3.3 Impact of RF SIC on LO Phase Noise Requirements
Phase noise limits the overall achievable SIC in a full-duplex wireless system when separate local
oscillators are used for TX and RX [57]. In an integrated full-duplex radio, a common LO can be
shared between TX and RX, and thus phase noise in the TX and the RX path are fully correlated. In
practical scenarios, however, there will be some delay between the transmission and reception of the
SI introduced by the wireless channel. This delay reduces the correlation between the transmitted
and received SI signal and hence limits the subsequent digital cancellation[57].
Fig. 2.14(a) depicts a full-duplex transceiver with SIC in the RF domain. A common LO is
shared between the TX and the RX, and the LO signals appearing at the TX and RX mixers
are vLO,TX,I(t), vLO,TX,Q(t), vLO,RX,I(t), and vLO,RX,Q(t). The TX BB signals vBB,TX,I(t) =
cos(ωBBt + ϕ) and vBB,TX,Q(t) = sin(ωBBt + ϕ) are up-converted and amplified to vTX(t). The
TX signal leaks to the RX input after antenna isolation and RF SIC through a response modeled
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as a combination of a magnitude response7 1/
√
ISO × SICRF and a time delay τSI . Finally, the SI
present at the RX input (vRX(t)) is down-converted obtaining the receiver BB signals vBB,RX,I(t)
and vBB,RX,Q(t).
Assuming the phase noise at the TX and RX mixers are fully correlated, we have:
vLO,I(t) = vLO,TX,I(t) = vLO,RX,I(t) = cos (ωLOt+ ψn(t)) , (2.9)
where ψn(t) represents the noisy LO phase. Assuming complex up-conversion mixing,
vTX(t) = ATXcos (ωRF t+ ψn(t) + ϕ) , (2.10)











cos (ωRF (t− τSI) + ψn(t− τSI) + ϕ) .
(2.11)











(ψn(t− τSI)− ψn(t)) sin(ωBBt− ωRF τSI + ϕ),
(2.12)
where we’ve assumed ψn(t− τSI)−ψn(t) ≪1 rad and the presence of a low-pass filter to eliminate
the component near the second harmonic. The first term in the RX baseband signal is perfectly
correlated with vTX,BB,I(t) and vTX,BB,Q(t), and hence can be subsequently cancelled using analog
or digital SIC. However, the second term is uncorrelated with the transmitter baseband signals
due to the multiplication with the term (ψn(t− τSI)− ψn(t)) that represents random phase noise.
Hence, it cannot be cancelled in analog or digital, and will remain as residual SI.
7As required by the calculations, all variables represent their raw number (instead of decibel number) unless
otherwise mentioned.
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Modeling the phase noise as the peak sinusoidal jitter level Φn at a frequency offset ∆ω (ψn(t) =
Φncos(∆ωt+ θn)) [58] results in:
ψn(t− τSI)− ψn(t) ≈ Φn∆ωτSIsin(∆ωt+ θn), (2.13)













sin(∆ωt+ θn)sin(ωBBt− ωRF τSI + ϕ).
(2.14)
For simplicity, let us assume ωBB=0 as it eases the visualization of the creation of a phase-noise






where we have used A2TX/2 = PTX,main. Now, we consider phase noise with a power spectral















2 is replaced with
φ̄2n
Hz , since Φn represents the peak jitter amplitude. By definition, the
single-side band phase noise at frequency offset ∆f is L{∆f} = Φ2n/4 = φ̄
2
n/Hz
2 . Note that the
resultant noise floor pn(∆f)/Hz is flat with respect to ∆f if phase noise varies as 1/∆f
2. Now, the
RX NF including residual SI noise that arises from the delay-induced decorrelation of LO phase





kT × ISO × SICRF
)
. (2.17)
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Figure 2.15: Calculated required VCO PDC that ensures that the noise floor resulting from LO
phase noise is 6 dB below the RX noise floor versus the amount of delay in the SI leakage path
for SICRF=0 dB, 10 dB, and 20 dB. ISO=30 dB, fLO=1.4 GHz, FoMV CO=−185 dBc/Hz, and
PTX=15 dBm.
Both NFRX,PN and NFRX are in decibels. Given 30 dB isolation from the antenna interface
(ISO=30 dB), the simulated and calculated NFRX,PN for different amounts of SICRF are plotted
in Fig. 2.14(b) and Fig. 2.14(c) with τSI =10 ns and τSI =25 ns, respectively. In simulation, an ideal
full-duplex transceiver chain is constructed at 1.4 GHz with PTX,main =+15 dBm. A 2
nd-order BPF
is included at the TX output to filter out harmonic content and has a quality factor of about 10.
As shown in Fig. 2.14, the SI delay is modeled in simulation using an LC-based quasi-distributed
transmission line. The RX has a NF of 5.6 dB. 4-phase passive mixers are used at both TX and
RX sides. A cross-coupled LC-VCO designed in 65nm CMOS followed by the divide-by-2 divider
and 25% duty-cycle LO generation circuitry used in our prototype is used to drive both TX and
RX mixers. The 2.8 GHz LC-VCO has a phase noise of −121 dBc/Hz at 1 MHz offset with a DC
power consumption of 3.2 mW, resulting in a figure-of-merit (FoMV CO) [59] of −185 dBc/Hz. The
VCO 1/f3 noise corner is about 100 kHz. As shown in Fig. 2.14(b) and Fig. 2.14(c), the simulation
matches calculation well. Without RF SIC, the RX NF is degraded by about 5 dB/10 dB for
τSI =10 ns/25 ns. With 20 dB RF SIC, negligible degradation is observed.
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where PDC is the VCO power consumption. By setting pn(∆f)/Hz to be 6 dB below the noise floor
(i.e. the second term inside the bracket of (2.17) to be 4× below the first term), we can obtain the
required PDC (given FoMV CO) such that the LO phase noise will not limit the overall achievable
SIC in the full-duplex transceiver. Given ISO=30 dB, fLO=1.4 GHz, FoMV CO=−185 dBc/Hz,
PTX=+15 dBm, the required PDC is plotted versus the amount of delay in the SI leakage path in
Fig. 2.15, for SICRF=0 dB, 10 dB, and 20 dB. It can be seen that increasing the SICRF relaxes the
VCO phase noise and power consumption requirement. From Fig. 2.15, 20 dB SIC at RF relaxes
the VCO DC power requirement from 24 mW to 0.24 mW assuming 10 ns delay in the SI channel.
Larger delays in the self-interference channel for a given ISO increase the VCO phase noise (and
hence power consumption) requirement. For reflections off environmental objects, typically paths
that incur larger delay are weaker. In our measurements presented in [4] using a 1.4 GHz antenna
pair, the direct coupling path between the TX and RX antennas inside an anechoic chamber has a
peak isolation magnitude of 32 dB and peak isolation group delay of 9 ns8. While a single reflection
or delay path has been considered here for simplicity, in reality, multiple reflections resulting in
a delay spread need to be considered. Characterization of the delay spread of typical wireless
SI channels, and its usage in conjunction with the formulation presented here to establish the
requirements on integrated VCOs and synthesizers is an important future research direction.
Finally, Table 2.1 summarizes the system-level analyses and specifications presented in section
2.2.2.
2.3 SI and Its Mitigation in Multiband FDD Systems
Existing multiband FDD systems rely on numerous fixed-frequency acoustic-filter-based duplexers
as depicted in Fig. 1.5(a) which limit the cost and system form factor. Recent research efforts
have been making progress towards tunable duplexers [34][35][36] that can be employed to replace
the numerous fixed-frequency duplexers. However, the tunable duplexers tend to have less TX-to-
RX isolation for the same insertion loss when compared with the fixed-frequency duplexers. This
reduced TX-to-RX isolation can result in stringent wireless transceiver requirements.
8Due to the tuned nature of the antenna, this group delay is larger than the time delay associated with the physical
separation.
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Table 2.1: Summary of the specifications for an example full-duplex system.
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Figure 2.16: Frequency-division duplexing receiver challenges in the presence of strong transmitter
self-interference.
To derive the system requirements under reduced TX-to-RX isolation, let us consider a simplified
direct conversion RX front-end in Fig. 2.16 detecting a weak signal PRX . The output of a TX on
the same platform couples to the RX input through the antenna interface. The TX generates
a powerful signal PTX that is outside the RX band as well as a noise floor that extends to the
RX band. The TX SI can degrade the receiver performance in several ways (Fig. 2.16). In this
thesis, we focus on cross-modulation distortion and TX noise in the RX band. The TX SI can
cross-modulate with an in-band CW jammer (Pjam in Fig. 2.16), desensitizing the receiver [60;
61]. Modeling the TX signal as two tones, the input-referred cross-modulation product can be
calculated as:
Pxmod,in = 2(PTX,avg − ISO)− 2IIP3 + Pjam, (2.19)
where PTX,avg is the average transmitted power, ISO is the TX-to-RX isolation, and IIP3 is the
RX OOB input-referred third-order intercept point. Note that all quantities are expressed in dB
scale. We assume a desired SNR of 7 dB, signal bandwidth of 2 MHz, in-band jammer power of
−30 dBm and peak PA output power of +24 dBm. For a receiver with 5 dB NF, the sensitivities
based on the individual contributions of cross-modulation distortion and TX noise in the RX band
are plotted in Fig. 2.17. For 55 dB isolation, offered by current fixed-frequency duplexers, OOB
IIP3 of +10 dBm is sufficient for −100 dBm sensitivity. However, for a reduced isolation of 25 dB,
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Figure 2.17: Receiver sensitivity with varying TX-to-RX isolation for different (a) out-of-band IIP3
levels and (b) levels of TX noise in RX band. Desired SNR of 7 dB, signal BW of 2 MHz, an in-
band CW jammer power of −30 dBm, peak PA output power of +24 dBm and RX NF of 5 dB are
assumed.
enabling low-cost/compact/tunable front-end modules, receiver OOB IIP3 greater than +30 dBm
is required. A stringent requirement of −170 dBc/Hz is seen for the RX-band TX noise as well.
2.3.1 Trade-offs and Benefits Associated with RF SIC for FDD
Knowledge of the SI enables SIC in the RF domain that can relax the aforementioned stringent
wireless transceiver requirements in FDD systems. A natural question is whether the active can-
celler DC power consumption may be used in the original RX to achieve equivalent performance 9.
We investigate this fundamental question in this section.
First, let us consider a RX without RF SIC in Fig. 2.18(a) and assume a two-tone signal for
the TX signal. Using (2.19) and assuming that the receiver is linear enough to keep the cross-
modulation distortion products at the RX sensitivity level, the required OOB IIP3 is:
IIP3 = (PTX,avg − ISO) +
1
2
(Pjam − Psen) , (2.20)
where Psen is the receiver sensitivity and we’ve assumed that only one of the two cross-modulation
9As discussed in Chapter 3, active RF SIC has the advantages of being area efficient, more amenable to silicon
integration, and widely tunable when compared with passive SIC approaches.
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Figure 2.18: Transceiver block diagram with a two-tone TX self-interference signal along with an
in-band CW jammer at the input of the receiver: (a) without RF self-interference cancellation, and
(b) with a generic RF self-interference cancellation.
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tones falls on top of the desired signal.
Now consider a RX with RF SIC shown in Fig. 2.18(b). A portion of the TX signal is coupled
from the PA output. The TX replica signal is then adjusted in amplitude and phase, and subtracted
at the RX input using another coupler. The total gain of the canceller which consists of a lossy
variable attenuator, a phase shifter, and an amplifier is GCanceller. The amplifier is used to partially
compensate for the coupling ratios of the couplers (CTX and CRX) and implementation losses in
the canceller. CTX must be high to avoid degrading PA efficiency and is assumed to be 15 dB.
The finite linearity of the canceller will generate IM3 tones at the RX input. These IM3 tones
as well as the residual TX SI due to finite SIC can still cross-modulate with the jammer. The
canceller should have sufficient linearity to keep the distortion tones at the level of the residual SI
– a further increase in the canceller power consumption would not help, since the sensitivity would
dominated by cross modulation products generated by the residual SI. Note that the extent of RF
SIC is limited by the selectivity of the antenna interface and we will explain this in detail later in
Chapter 3. Nevertheless, with these design guidelines, the canceller IIP3 is:
IIP3,Canceller = PC +
1
2




where PC is the coupled signal power from the PA at the input of the canceller, Prep is the power
of the cancellation signal at the output of the canceller, and Pdis is the power of the 3
rd order
distortion produced by the canceller. Each of them represents the power of one tone of a two-tone
signal. We have assumed that the cancellation signal has approximately the same power as the
SI (Prep ≈ PTX,avg − ISO − 3 + CRX). The gain of the canceller GCanceller = Prep − PC , and
consequently PC ≈ PTX,avg − ISO − 3 + CRX − GCanceller. SICRF = PTX,avg − ISO − 3 − Perr
is the amount of SIC in dB scale. The canceller is designed so that the 3rd order distortion tone
at the RX input (Pdis − CRX) is equal to the residual TX leakage (Perr). Therefore, we have
SICRF ≈ Prep − Pdis.
At the same time, the relaxed receiver OOB IIP3 after the RF SIC is:
IIP3,relaxed = PTX,avg − ISO − SICRF + 3 +
1
2
(Pjam − Psen). (2.22)
The additional 3 dB in (2.22) comes from the cross-modulation distortion produced by Pdis.
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Figure 2.19: Required RX OOB IIP3 with or without RF self-interference cancellation and required
canceller IIP3 (PTX,avg = +21 dBm, ISO = 25 dB, IL = 5 dB, GAmp = 5 dB, CRX = 10 dB, CTX
= 15 dB, Pjam = −30 dBm and Psen = −90 dBm).
Figure 2.20: Required RX OOB IIP3 plotted in a linear scale with or without RF self-interference
cancellation and required canceller IIP3.
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Given PTX,avg = +21 dBm, ISO = 25 dB, GCanceller = 0 dB, CRX = 10 dB, Pjam = −30 dBm
and Psen = −90 dBm, we plot (2.20), (2.21) and (2.22) as a function of RF SIC in Fig. 2.19.
In Fig. 2.19, the calculated RX OOB IIP3 without RF SIC is +26 dBm, while with RF SIC of
20 dB, the RX OOB IIP3 is relaxed to +9 dBm, while the canceller IIP3 must be +13 dBm.
Assuming that the linearity performance of the RX and RF SI canceller can be traded with their
power consumption in a linear fashion based on a RX figure-of-merit (FoM) defined in [62], we plot
Fig. 2.19 again using a linear scale as shown in Fig. 2.20. Assuming similar NF requirements for the
RX and RF SI canceller with and without SIC (which will be verified later in Chapter 3), it is clear
that the combination of a RX and a RF SI canceller consumes much less power than a RX alone
that is designed to handle the powerful TX SI. Fundamentally, this is because the RF SI canceller
dramatically relaxes the RX linearity requirement. While the canceller has to handle a large replica
signal, it has a significantly lower DR requirement than a RX without SIC as it does not handle the
weak desired signal. Hence its distortion does not need to be below the sensitivity level. Another
advantage of active cancellation is that the canceller can be deactivated to save power when the
TX is off or operating at low output power levels.
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Chapter 3
A Review of Self-Interference
Cancellation Techniques
A variety of SIC architectures have been reported for full-duplex and FDD wireless communication
systems. A review of reported SIC architectures is presented in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 discusses the
existing implementations of SIC in the RF domain. Finally, the fundamental challenges associated
with the existing SIC techniques are identified, motivating the need for integrated SIC solutions
that can handle powerful SI with negligible receiver desensitization, support a wide SIC bandwidth,
and allow compact full-duplex radio implementations with SIC across the antenna, analog/RF, and
digital domains.
3.1 Self-Interference Cancellation Architectures
A generic self-interference-cancelling full-duplex transceiver with SI isolation at the antenna inter-
face is depicted in Fig. 3.1. For SIC, a replica of the transmitted signal is first obtained from the
TX side, then the TX replica is adjusted based on the SI channel response, and finally the processed
replica is injected at the RX side. As depicted in Fig. 3.1, the tapping points at the TX side can
be freely chosen in the RF, analog, and digital domains, and so can the injection nodes at the RX
side; this freedom results in a variety of SIC architectures.
Several recently-reported SIC architectures are shown in Fig. 3.2. As is shown in Fig. 3.2(a)-
(c), the TX replica signal is often tapped at the output of the PA so that the replica contains
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Figure 3.1: A generic self-interference-cancelling full-duplex transceiver with self-interference isola-
tion at the antenna interface.
the distortion and noise from the entire TX chain, allowing cancellation of the TX nonidealities
at the RX side. Figure 3.2(a) depicts a common SIC architecture employed in full-duplex radios
that aim for >+15 dBm TX output power and a < −90 dBm noise floor [2][7][4]. Given moderate
(20-to-30 dB) isolation from the antenna interface, residual SI of at least −15 dBm to −5 dBm
can be present at the RX input, imposing an extremely stringent linearity requirement on the RX.
To relax the RX linearity requirement, cancellation signals are injected at the input of the RX as
depicted in Fig. 3.2(a). For full-duplex radios that target wireless applications with relaxed noise
figure requirements, the cancellation signal can be injected at the output of a passive mixer in a
mixer-first RX as shown in Fig. 3.2(b) [8]. This topology results in superior RX in-band linearity
performance thanks to the mixer-first RX [54]. A TX noise cancellation architecture is reported in
[63] where the cancellation signal tapped at the PA output is injected in the digital domain at the
RX side (see Fig. 3.2(c)). Note that [63] targeted the cancellation of TX noise in the RX band for
FDD applications. It is unlikely that such an architecture is viable for FD as the entire RF/analog
portion of the RX chain is exposed to the residual SI after the antenna isolation.
Alternatively, TX replica signals can be obtained from the digital domain, resulting in a mixed-
signal SIC architecture as depicted in Fig. 3.2(d) [29]. In this mixed-signal SIC architecture, a
separate SIC chain that consists of a DAC and an up-conversion-based SI canceller is used to
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Figure 3.2: Recently-reported SIC architectures.
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perform SIC at the RX input. TX replica signals are processed in the digital domain to emulate
the SI channel response; therefore, this architecture can leverage the capability of modern CMOS
technology nodes to implement efficient digital signal processing. However, this mixed-signal SIC
requires estimation and recreation of the nonlinearity of the entire TX chain, which can be power
hungry, and cannot cancel TX noise. It should be mentioned that the passive mixer output stage
limits the output power and the efficiency achievable in the TX. The lack of isolation in the antenna
interface also limits the TX power at which effective duplexing can be achieved.
Figures 3.2(e) and (f) illustrate SIC architectures that have been reported for short-range full-
duplex applications [52][9]. With reduced TX output power (and correspondingly reduced PA
distortion), an analog SI canceller which taps from the TX analog baseband and injects cancellation
signals at the RX analog baseband can be utilized to replace an RF SI canceller, resulting in lower
RX NF and TX efficiency degradation. Fig. 3.2(f) shows a short-range full-duplex radio with
relaxed SIC budget (overall 80 dB SIC is budgeted in [9]). The TX and the RX share a passive
mixer as the (common) antenna interface, resulting in a compact and widely tunable full-duplex
implementation. To relax the RX and analog-to-digital converter dynamic range requirements,
analog SIC is performed within an analog baseband duplexing amplifier [9].
3.2 Self-Interference Cancellation in the RF Domain
Among the SIC architectures discussed in the previous section, SIC in the RF domain (such
as the RF SIC in Fig. 3.2(a)), where a replica signal is tapped from the TX output and in-
jected prior to RX down-conversion, has been used in many full-duplex and FDD wireless systems
[2][7][4][64][65][66][67]. The benefit of SIC in the RF domain (as discussed in Chapter 2) is that
the cancellation signal includes all the nonidealities coming from the TX chain. Furthermore, the
earlier the SIC, the more relaxed is the RX front-end linearity requirement.
3.2.1 RF SIC with Passive or Active Circuitry
SIC in the RF domain may be pursued using passive or active circuitry. Passive RF SIC (Fig. 3.3(a))
requires bulky LC-based [65] or transmission line-based [68] cancellation paths that are not amenable
to silicon integration and wideband/tunable operation. Absence of some gain in the cancellation
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Figure 3.3: SIC in the RF domain using (a) passive circuitry with a variable attenuator and a
bulky passive phase shifter, or (b) active circuitry with a variable attenuator, a compact active
phase shifter. The presence of some gain in the cancellation path enables cancellation across
antenna interfaces with low inherent isolation.
path also prevents support for antenna interfaces with low inherent isolation due to inevitable losses
in coupling a replica signal out of the TX and into the RX and in the canceller itself. Active RF
SIC (Fig. 3.3(b)) has the advantages of being area efficient, more amenable to silicon integration
and widely tunable when compared with passive SIC approaches. Furthermore, the presence of
some gain in the cancellation path enables cancellation across antenna interfaces with low inherent
isolation. Note that an antenna interface typically can trade its TX-to-RX isolation for a more
compact size and/or lower cost.
A generic active RF SIC approach is shown in Fig. 3.3(b), where a portion of the TX signal
is coupled from the PA output. The TX replica signal is then adjusted in amplitude and phase,
and subtracted at the RX input using another coupler. To partially compensate for the coupling
ratios of the couplers (CTX and CRX) and implementation losses (IL) in the canceller, the active
phase shifter includes amplification of GAmp. Thus, the total gain of the canceller can be written
as GCanceller = GAmp − IL. CTX must be high to avoid degrading PA efficiency1 and is assumed
to be 15 dB. The required gain GAmp can be related to ISO in the dB scale as
1In this discussion, the coupling ratios and the antenna isolation are assumed to be positive numbers.
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Figure 3.4: SIC in the RF domain based on time-domain equalization using true time delays [2]
ISO = CTX + CRX −GCanceller = CTX + CRX −GAmp + IL. (3.1)
Assuming CTX=15 dB, CRX=10 dB, and IL=5 dB, 10 dB gain is required to support antenna
interfaces with as low as 20 dB isolation (for instance, the miniature circulator in [13]). On the
other hand, if passive SIC is used, the minimum supported antenna interface isolation is 30 dB
(GAmp=0 dB).
3.2.2 Equalization-based Wideband RF SIC
The SI channel at RF often includes a frequency-selective antenna interface (a circulator, an antenna
pair, or a duplexer) and environmental reflections as depicted in Fig. 3.4. Because of the frequency
selectivity difference, a frequency-flat amplitude- and phase-based RF canceller shown in Fig. 3.3
cannot emulate a frequency-selective SI channel over a wide frequency range, resulting in a limited
RF SIC BW [64][56]. Equalization of a frequency-selective SI channel can be performed based
on time-domain equalization. In [2] and as illustrated in Fig. 3.4, multiple on-PCB transmission-
line delays and variable attenuators are used in a time-domain equalization approach, essentially
implementing an RF Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter.
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3.3 Fundamental Challenges Associated with Self-Interference Can-
cellation
3.3.1 Noise and Distortion Associated with Active RF SIC
As mentioned earlier, RF SIC using active circuitry is more amenable to silicon integration and can
support antenna interfaces with less TX-to-RX isolation when compared with SIC using passive
circuitry. However, previously reported integrated (CMOS-based) active RF SIC works typically
do not relax the RX input linearity requirement and/or are limited to SI levels of −25 to −28 dBm
[64][67].
The fundamental challenge associated with active RF SIC is the degradation of RX performance
due to the noise and distortion of the active devices in the canceller, particularly when designed to
handle powerful SI and performed at the RX input. Consider the generic active RF SIC shown in
Fig. 3.3(b). If the NFs of the canceller and the RX are NFCanceller and NFRX respectively, the
NF of the RX including the canceller can be calculated as
NFRX,tot = 10log10(10
NFRX/10 + 10(NFCanceller+GAmp−IL−CRX)/10), (3.2)
From (3.2) and (3.1), a larger value of CRX protects the receiver from NF degradation due to the
canceller but requires greater ISO to be achieved in the antenna interface. Assuming NFRX =
3 dB, NFCanceller = 12 dB, CTX = 15 dB, CRX = 10 dB, IL = 5 dB, the NFRX,tot and ISO are
plotted versus GAmp in Fig. 3.5. In order to support antenna interfaces with as low as 25-20 dB
isolation (for instance, the miniature circulator in [13]), 5-10 dB gain is required in the canceller
amplifier but the overall NF will degrade by 2.5-5.5 dB. Therefore, there exists a fundamental
trade-off between support for low antenna interface isolation levels (or equivalently, power of TX
SI being cancelled) and RX NF degradation.
3.3.2 Bandwidth Limits for Integrated RF SIC
Equalization-based RF SIC has the advantage of being able to emulate frequency-selective SI chan-
nel responses over a wide frequency range for wideband cancellation. However, for time-domain-
equalization-based RF SIC (e.g., the one in [2]), generation of significant (nanosecond-scale) true
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Figure 3.5: Total RX NF and minimum supported inherent antenna interface isolation as a
function of canceller amplifier gain. There exists a fundamental trade-off between support for low
antenna interface isolation levels and RX NF degradation.
Figure 3.6: The amount of time delay versus required transmission line length in silicon dioxide.
To have 10 ns delay, a transmission line with length of 15 cm is needed which is too bulky and
lossy to be integrated on silicon.
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Figure 3.7: Calculated RF SIC BW for a given worst-case RF SIC and a frequency-flat amplitude-
and phase-based canceller using (3.3) across various SI channel delays.
time delay on silicon is fundamentally challenging due to the length of the transmission lines re-
quired and the lossy nature of the silicon substrate [69]. Figure 3.6 plots the amount of time delay
versus required transmission line length in silicon dioxide; to have 10 ns delay, a transmission line
with length of 15 cm is needed which is too bulky and lossy to be integrated on silicon.
Equalization of a frequency-selective SI channel can be performed in the digital domain as well,
and a dedicated cancellation path can up-convert the TX replica signal to RF to perform SIC
(see Fig. 3.2(d)) [29]. However, to suppress the TX distortion signals, this approach requires a
re-creation of the nonlinearity characteristics of the entire TX chain. Moreover, this approach is
not able to cancel the noise from the TX chain.
Because of the aforementioned fundamental challenges associated with existing equalization-
based RF SIC techniques, most reported integrated RF SI cancellers don’t have equalization func-
tionality and purely rely on amplitude-and-phase scaling. Consider a wireless transceiver with a
frequency-selective antenna interface (such as an antenna pair, a circulator or a duplexer) and a
frequency-flat amplitude- and phase-based RF canceller depicted in Fig. 3.3. For simplicity, let us
model the antenna interface response (HSI,model(jω)) with a flat magnitude response but a constant
group delay as HSI,model(jω) = A0exp(−j(ω − ω0)τSI + jφ0). A0 is the flat magnitude response,
τSI is the isolation group delay, and φ0 is the phase at frequency ω0. For the frequency-flat RF
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Figure 3.8: (a) Measured isolation phase and group delay of an Avago ACMD-7612 miniature
UMTS band-I duplexer, and (b) measured small-signal RF SIC across the entire TX passband of
the Avago duplexer.
canceller, the transfer function (TF) Ĥflat can be written as Ĥflat(jω) = ACexp(+jφC)
2. AC
and φC are the frequency-flat magnitude and phase responses of the canceller. To achieve RF SIC
centered at ω0, one needs to set AC = A0 and φC = φ0. One can then write an equation for the
residual SI across ω, and assuming (ω − ω0)τSI ≪ 1 rad, write an equation for the RF BW (ωBW )





SICRF is plotted versus fBW in Fig. 3.7 for τSI =1 ns, 10 ns, and 25 ns. For SICRF=20 dB, the
supported SI RF BWs are 31 MHz, 3 MHz, and 1.2 MHz, respectively.
To verify the theoretical analysis, small-signal SIC is measured across the entire TX pass-band of
an Avago ACMD-7612 miniature UMTS band-I duplexer [70] using our self-interference-cancelling
RX reported in [56]. In the TX band (1.92-1.98 GHz) of this Avago duplexer, we measured an
isolation magnitude that varies from 40-50 dB with 10-20 ns group delay3 (as shown in Fig. 3.8(a)).
2The hat above the transfer function is used to signify a canceller that is attempting to approximate an antenna
interface.
3Although such a duplexer does not require SIC due to its high initial isolation, duplexers with relaxed isolation
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Table 3.1: Comparison of antenna interfaces for full-duplex radios.
In Fig. 3.8(b), the measured 20 dB SIC BW ranges from 1 to 7 MHz which matches reasonably
well with the predictions from (3.3).
3.3.3 SIC Across Multiple Domains
Suppressing the tremendous amount of TX SI below the RX noise floor in full-duplex wireless sys-
tems is fundamentally challenging. Short-range wireless applications relax FD system requirements
[8][9][52], but a full-duplex system with −6 dBm transmit power, 10 MHz signal bandwidth and
12 dB NF budget still requires 86 dB of SI suppression to reach the −92 dBm noise floor. To achieve
such a high degree of SI suppression, cancellation must be performed across the antenna[71][55],
analog/RF[56][4][65][66][8][71], and digital domains[52][2] as discussed in Chapter 2.
While across-domain SIC breaks a formidable amount of overall cancellation into several man-
ageable pieces, it has several challenges. In a cascaded across-domain SIC system, the successive
cancellation can become a difficult task if the previous cancellation is optimized individually, as the
successive cancellers work on the extremely frequency-selective residual SI. A joint-SIC approach
that unites all SI cancellers across domains is desirable. In addition, it has been shown in [57]
that phase noise can limit the overall suppression for across-domain SIC. Therefore, SIC must be
judiciously distributed across all domains based on the transceiver architecture and the LO phase
noise performance to ensure that the required total SIC is achieved.
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3.3.4 Integrated Antenna Interface For Full-Duplex Wireless
Another fundamental challenge is related to the full-duplex antenna interface. As shown in Ta-
ble 3.1, reported full-duplex antenna interfaces can be divided into three categories, namely antenna
pairs[71][55], electrical-balance duplexers[72][73] and non-reciprocal circulators[13][74][9]. Among
them, shared-antenna interfaces such as the electrical-balance duplexers and circulators are more
favorable as they enable compact form factor, translate easily to MIMO and antenna diversity
applications, and ease system design through channel reciprocity. However, reciprocal full-duplex
shared-antenna interfaces, such as electrical-balance duplexers [72][73], feature a fundamental min-
imum of 3 dB loss (typically higher when parasitic losses are factored in). Passive non-reciprocal
circulators typically require the use of magnetic materials (ferrites [13]), making them bulky, expen-
sive, and not amenable to CMOS integration. Circulators that exploit the inherent non-reciprocity
of active devices [74][9] are limited by the noise and nonlinearity introduced by the active devices
[75]. In other words, the realization of compact CMOS-compatible full-duplex shared-antenna in-
terfaces with low loss, low noise, high linearity, and high TX-to-RX isolation is an important open
challenge.
of 20-30 dB can still exhibit >10 ns group delay (such as the one reported in [4]).





As discussed in Chapter 3, SIC in the RF domain using active circuitry has the advantages of being
area efficient, more amenable to silicon integration and widely tunable when compared with passive
SIC approaches. The fundamental challenge associated with active RF SIC is the degradation of RX
performance due to the noise and distortion of the active devices, and there exists a fundamental
trade-off between support for low antenna interface isolation levels (or equivalently, the power
of TX SI being cancelled) and receiver sensitivity degradation. This chapter introduces a noise-
cancelling, self-interference-cancelling (NC-SIC) RX [76][56] that breaks this fundamental trade-off
through the insight that unlike discrete-component-based designs that naturally utilize a block-
by-block partitioned design strategy, the design of integrated SI-cancelling RXs enables co-design
opportunities that can result in enhanced system performance. In the NC-SIC receiver, an active
SI canceller is embedded and co-designed within a noise-cancelling receiver.
This Chapter is organized as follows. The block-by-block partitioned design strategy is briefly
discussed in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 presents the evolution of the NC-SIC RX architecture for
multi-band FDD wireless communications systems. Noise analysis of the NC-SIC RX is described
in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 discusses distortion cancellation in the proposed NC-SIC RX based on a
current-mode receiver OOB linearity analysis. Sections 4.5 and 4.6 discuss circuit implementations
and measurement results, respectively. Section 4.7 summarizes the Chapter. While the NC-SIC
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Figure 4.1: Diagram of a discrete-component-based RF front-end that adopts a block-by-block
partitioned design methodology. On one hand, this methodology enables the experimental deter-
mination of input and output port parameters without the need to know the internal block details.
On the other hand, this methodology misses many degrees of design freedom as it ignores the
low-level device/component characteristics.
RX prototype presented here aimed at multi-band FDD applications, variants of the NC-SIC archi-
tecture based on a similar co-design methodology (such as the one in [9] which has been developed
in parallel) can be employed for full-duplex wireless communications systems.
4.1 Block-by-Block Partitioned Design Methodology
Many RF system designs adopt a block-by-block partitioned design methodology [77]. As depicted
in Fig. 4.1, an RF front-end is partitioned into major building blocks including an antenna interface,
an LNA, a PA, and a TX SI canceller. In a partitioned design methodology, each building block
is treated as a ”black box” and is reduced to a simple input-output relation. One of the most
prominent advantages associated with this design methodology is the experimental determination of
input and output port parameters without the need to know the internal block details [77]. Discrete-
component-based RF system designs almost exclusively use this partitioned design methodology
as only the component input and output ports are available or the distributed nature of discrete-
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component-based RF systems makes it challenging to utilize the component internal nodes.
On the other hand, the block-by-block partitioned methodology misses many degrees of design
freedom as it ignores the lower-level device/component characteristics, resulting in fundamental
design trade-offs, such as the one between support for low antenna interface isolation levels (or
equivalently, the power of TX SI being cancelled) and receiver sensitivity degradation. An integrated
implementation of RF systems allows easy access and utilization of device internal nodes, opening
doors to co-design opportunities that can substantially enhance the system performance.
4.2 NC-SIC Receiver: A Co-Design Between the Receiver and SI
Canceller
The idea of the NC-SIC RX starts from noise-cancelling LNAs. The concept of noise cancelling
in wideband LNAs uses a voltage-sensing stage [the common-source transistor MCS shown in
Fig. 4.2(a)] in addition to a matching stage [common-gate transistor MCG in Fig. 4.2(a)] so that
when the outputs of the two stages are combined (differentially in this case), the noise from the
matching device adds destructively while the desired signals are added constructively [10][78][79].
Therefore, broadband input matching is accomplished through the matching device without its
associated noise penalty thanks to the noise cancellation mechanism. The condition to cancel the
Common-Gate (CG) device’s noise and generate a balanced desired signal at the LNA output is:
gm,CGRCG = gm,CSRCS , (4.1)
where we’ve assumed that gm,CGRS = 1 for input matching.
The NC-SIC technique [76] involves a co-design between the noise-cancelling LNA and a TX SI
canceller by repurposing the CG device of the noise-cancelling LNA as part of the TX SI canceller
as in Fig. 4.2(b). By driving the gate node of the CG device – an LNA internal node that ties to a
fixed voltage bias in conventional designs – with an appropriately scaled TX replica signal, the SI
can be cancelled right at the input of the LNA. A TX-replica signal is injected at the gate of the
CG device through a phase shifter and VGA, while the desired signal and the SI are both present
at the LNA input.
Applying KCL at the LNA input and considering only the SI, we have
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Figure 4.2: Evolution of the proposed Noise-Cancelling, Self-Interference Cancelling Receiver (NC-
SIC RX): (a) noise-cancelling LNA in [10], (b) noise-cancelling LNA with embedded RF SIC, and
(c) NC-SIC RX with current-mode downconversion to alleviate the output-side linearity challenge
in the CG path.
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gm,CG(AcancellerVTX−replica − Vin) = ISI + Vin/RS . (4.2)
where Acanceller is the voltage gain of the phase shifter and VGA. If the VGA and phase shifter are
adjusted so that gm,CGAcancellerVTX−replica = ISI , then Vin = 0, indicating the SI voltage swing is
eliminated at the LNA input. It is interesting to note that under SIC, the source node of the CG
device is a virtual ground for the TX-replica signal, and therefore the CG device is not degenerated
by the source resistance.
Meanwhile, interestingly, the entire noise from the active canceller, namely the transistor MCG,
variable-gain amplifier and phase shifter, gets completely cancelled through the noise cancelling
property, as the common source device MCS senses the noise from the canceller and then subtracts
it at the output. Therefore, in the proposed scheme, SIC is achieved right at the LNA input with
ideally no noise penalty, while the desired signal appears differentially at the LNA output. A
detailed noise analysis will be presented in the next sub-section.
Unlike in a conventional RF SIC architecture such as the one shown in Fig. 4.1, in the proposed
architecture, while the SI is cancelled at the input, a large SI current still flows down the CG
device producing a large voltage swing (ISIRCG) at its output. To mitigate this, in Fig. 4.2(c), a
current-mode down conversion stage with impedance transfer from baseband consisting of passive
mixers and baseband transimpedance amplifiers (TIAs) is inserted before the combining network
to filter out the large OOB SI current before the achievement of voltage gain. The structure has
evolved into the NC-SIC RX. It should be noted that the NC-SIC RX prototype presented here
aimed for multiband FDD applications, but variants of the NC-SIC architecture based on a similar
co-design methodology (such the one in [9] which has been developed in parallel) can be employed
for full-duplex wireless communications systems.
While the Low-Noise Transconductance Amplifier (LNTA) Common-Source (CS) device is pro-
tected due to the SIC at the input, the CG device still experiences large voltage swing at its gate
node due to the CG canceller injection, and can generate cross-modulation distortion together with
an incident in-band CW jammer. The cross-modulation distortion generated by the CG device ap-
pears at the input as well as in the CG path of the receiver as depicted in Fig. 4.3. Interestingly, in
the proposed scheme, the cross-modulation distortion of the CG device gets cancelled as well upon
baseband recombination, as the cross-modulation distortion is sensed by the CS device, generating
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Figure 4.3: Cancellation of the cross-modulation distortion of the CG device in the proposed NC-
SIC RX, and the second injection point in the CS path for RX-band TX noise cancellation.
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a distortion current that is in phase with the distortion current in the CG path. This is similar to
the distortion cancellation property of noise-cancelling LNAs [78][80] and implies that SIC in the
RF domain has been achieved with no noise or distortion penalty, thus breaking the fundamental
trade-off between support for low antenna interface isolation levels (or equivalently, power of TX SI
being cancelled) and receiver sensitivity degradation in a block-by-block partitioned design. This is
essentially accomplished by the co-design between the active SI canceller and the RX that introduces
more degrees of design freedom.
It is interesting to take a more general view of the proposed scheme as an active combining
circuit that has ideally no noise penalty, and is able to handle large signals without generating
distortion. Consequently, the scheme can be used to cancel any interference signal for which a
replica can be generated. For instance, spatial interference is mitigated through a similar scheme
in MIMO/digital beamforming arrays in [81].
Although the discussion and analysis presented in this Section assume a 50Ω source impedance
from the antenna interface, the canceller noise in the proposed NC-SIC RX may be mitigated even
in the presence of source impedance variation. This is possible because that the noise cancellation
occurs at the RX analog baseband upon recombination of the quadrature baseband signals which
can be used to support a complex antenna impedance. As depicted in Fig. 4.21, we have investigated
the optimum RX baseband recombination conditions in the presence of antenna impedance variation
in both simulation and measurement. An adaptive control algorithm that can find the optimum
recombination conditions in real time is an important topic for future research. In FDD systems
where transmission and reception are separated into different frequency bands, cancellation of the
SI at the RX input does not guarantee cancellation of the RX-band TX noise at the input, as
their transfer functions through the antenna interface will be different. Consequently, the TX noise
remains in both the CG and CS paths, and can desensitize the receiver. Since noise is small,
TX noise can be cancelled down the receiver chain [63]. A second injection point is introduced
in current mode at the output of the CS device (Fig. 4.3). With appropriate scaling using the
CS canceller, TX noise can be nulled upon baseband recombination. The noise penalty of the CS
canceller is alleviated by the CS gain. At this second injection node, the main TX-band signal is
injected together with the RX-band TX noise, and flows down the receiver CS down-conversion
path. This main TX-band signal is filtered out in the baseband TIAs, and current mode design
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mitigates the potential linearity issues caused by it.
The SI currents flowing down the CG and CS paths to baseband can degrade receiver perfor-
mance through mixer impairments such as the generation of second-order inter-modulation (IM2)
products. It should be noted that these SI currents are similar to the currents in these paths in
the absence of cancellation. IM2 challenges can be mitigated through mixer calibration techniques
[82],[83].
4.3 Noise Analysis
In this section, the noise performance of the NC-SIC RX is analyzed. A subtle mechanism of
NF penalty is revealed, produced by the fact that the optimal baseband recombination condition
for cancellation of the CG canceller noise is different from the condition that minimizes receiver
NF in the absence of SIC circuitry. The CS canceller noise contribution is not included in the
noise analysis, since the CS canceller is only activated when TX noise in the RX band dominates.
Furthermore, since noise is a small signal, TX noise cancellation can be performed further down
the receiver chain, minimizing the noise impact even further.



























4kTRF,CG + V 2n,eq,CG
)
δ2 + 4kTRF,CS + V 2n,eq,CS
]
4kT (gm,CGRF,CGδ + gm,CSRF,CS)2RS
,
(4.3)
where KFold ≈ 0.9dB is a constant that factors in the noise folding effect of 4-phase mixing,
δ = gCGI/gCSI is the ratio between the recombination weights on receiver’s CG and CS paths,




n,eq,CS are the input-referred
noise of the OTAs. The noise has been computed at the output vOUTI . Also, gCSQ and gCGQ are
assumed to be zero for a purely resistive source impedance. Complex recombination weights may be
required to compensate for complex source impedance and other sources of signal path phase-shift
differences between the CS and CG paths but such cases are not considered here for simplicity. Note
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Figure 4.4: NC-SIC RX model for noise and distortion analysis.
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Figure 4.5: Receiver NF with and without the CG canceller active and normalized CG canceller
noise as a function of the (real) relative path gain setting in the baseband recombination block.
Markers depict simulation results for the actual receiver implementation at 500 MHz LO frequency.
Solid lines depict theoretical results calculated using eq. (4.3).
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that the weighting to compensate for the ratio of the LNTA CG and CS device transconductance
has been performed in baseband TIAs (RF,CG=r × RF,CS where r = gm,CS/gm,CG). The NF in
(4.3) includes three contributors: the CG device and CG canceller noise, CS device noise and
the noise of the TIAs. Fig. 4.5 depicts the calculated and simulated NF when the canceller is
inactive (V 2n,canc = 0) across δ. The simulations presented in this section are for the actual receiver
implementation described in the following subsection at 500 MHz LO frequency, but without layout
parasitics to ease simulation time and with ideal mixer switches and LO drive. Hence, the final
performance numbers are close to the measured values but are slightly lower. As indicated by (4.3),
the noise from the CG device gets cancelled when relative path gain δ = RSgm,CSRF,CS/RF,CG = 1
(assuming gm,CGRS = 1 for input matching). However, the optimum relative path gain for the
receiver NF is around 1.5 in Fig. 4.5 as this optimizes the contributions from other noise sources
([80]), including the CS device and baseband TIAs. On the other hand, the CG canceller noise
(V 2n,canc) still gets cancelled when the δ equals 1 as is indicated by the CG canceller normalized
noise (i.e., CG canceller NF component, calculated as the noise contribution from the canceller
divided by that from the source impedance RS) in Fig. 4.5. Therefore, when CG canceller is active,
the relative path gain δ is very close to 1, as the noise from the CG canceller dominates. This
change in the optimal baseband recombination condition is an indirect source of NF penalty in the
proposed scheme. However, the resultant NF penalty is only 0.3-0.4 dB in Fig. 4.5.
4.4 Linearity Analysis and Simultaneous Noise and Distortion
Cancellation
As discussed earlier, the noise cancelling architecture also cancels the distortion of the CG device. In
this section, the linearity analysis of the NC-SIC RX is presented with a focus on cross-modulation
distortion as it typically is the linearity performance bottleneck of RF front-ends (see Chapter 2).
Next, the distortion cancellation condition under RF SIC is given and compared with the noise
cancellation condition, unveiling the feasibility of simultaneous noise and distortion cancellation in
the NC-SIC RX.
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Figure 4.6: Circuit model for the analysis of cross-modulation distortion in the NC-SIC LNTA in
the presence of the TX SI and an in-band CW jammer.
Figure 4.7: Effective IIP3 of the implemented NC-SIC LNTA across SIC in the RF domain from
simulations and theory. The in-band jammer and the two-tone TX SI signal (peak power of -6dBm)
are located at 500 MHz and 600/605 MHz, respectively. The TX replica signal at the gate of the
CG device is swept to vary RF SIC.
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4.4.1 LNTA Cross-Modulation Distortion Analysis
In current-mode receivers, the OOB linearity is typically limited and determined by the LNTA
when the SI (or any interference in general) is located sufficiently outside the BW of the RX
analog baseband circuits [84]. In order to perform the LNTA linearity analysis under RF SIC, two
excitations are included as depicted in Fig. 4.6 – one at the input of the LNTA containing the SI
vSI and the jammer signal vJam, and the other at the gate of the LNTA CG device containing a
scaled TX replica signal. To model the CG device nonlinearity, we expand the input voltage vIN
into a 2-variable power series of the SI and the jammer signals.
vIN =α1T vSI + α2T 2v
2
SI + α3T 3v
3









Jam + · · · .
(4.4)
The device current is assumed to depend (nonlinearly) on gate-source voltage primarily. The first
number in the subscripts of the α coefficients represents the order of the nonlinearity arising from
the LNTA CG device and the exponents of T and S in the subscripts denote the exponents of the
TX SI and the jammer signal in that term respectively. For instance, α3T 2S arises from the 3
rd
order nonlinearity of the CG device and is the coefficient of the v2SIvJam term. To model the CS
device nonlinearity, its drain current is expanded into a power series of its gate voltage.










IN + · · · . (4.5)
Memory elements such as capacitive parasitics as well as off-chip biasing inductors and capaci-
tors have been ignored. Consequently, the analysis is valid within the RF bandwidth of the receiver
where these memory elements are ineffectual.The output is defined as ICS − n × δ × ICG where n
is the nominal (real) weighting achieved in the baseband TIAs (= 4 in our implementation) and δ
is the programmable recombination weighting.
Now, assuming a two-tone signal for the TX SI (each with amplitude of VSI), the TB [46] is
defined as the ratio of the jammer power to the power of the cross-modulation distortion tones in
the output as shown in Fig. 4.6 (also see Chapter 2). Circuit analysis along with (4.4) and (4.5)
can be used to obtain the following expression for the LNTA TB.




(gm,CSRS − rδ)α3T 2S + g′m,CS(α2T 2α1S + α2TSα1T )RS + 12g′′m,CSα21Tα1SRS
]
A2SI






(if gm,CSRS = rδ , α1T = 0 and α1S = 0.5),
(4.6)















), and an interaction between the 2nd









). The 3rd order distor-
tion of the CG device gets cancelled upon baseband recombination due to the simultaneous noise
and distortion cancellation property of the noise-canceling architecture as indicated in Fig. 4.3.
This corresponds to the condition gm,CSRS = rδ in (4.6) as gm,CG = 1/RS for input matching and
δ = 1 for cancellation of the CG device and CG canceller noise. Under TX SI cancellation, the CS
device is protected (α1T ≈ 0), and so the 3rd order distortion from the CS device is also minimized.
From (4.6), we note that part of the distortion arising from the interaction between the 2nd order
nonlinearities gets cancelled as well since α1T ≈ 0 under TX SI cancellation. Therefore, the final
residual TB after TX SI and distortion cancellation is limited by the 2nd order nonlinearity of the
CG and the CS devices.
A complementary topology is used for the implemented LNTA (Fig. 4.13) for achieving high
2nd and 3rd order linearity simultaneously [79][85]. Fig. 4.7 shows the simulated LNTA effective
IIP3 across RF SIC. The in-band jammer and the two-tone TX SI signal (peak power of −6dBm)
are located at 500 MHz and 600/605 MHz, respectively. The relative strength of the TX replica
signal (represented by k in Fig. 4.6) at the gate of the CG device is swept to vary TXRR. The
significance of the effective IIP3 , which is calculated from the TB, is that it represents the IIP3
requirement that a conventional LNTA/receiver without TX SI cancellation must achieve to have




TB + PTX,avg. (4.7)
In simulation, the recombination weight is chosen to satisfy the CG device and canceller noise
cancellation condition [δ = 1 in eq. (4.6)] , so that the CG device’s 3rd-order distortion is cancelled.
As shown in Fig. 4.7, the LNTA effective IIP3 starts from approximately +10 dBm, and keeps
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increasing as TXRR increases until the effective IIP3 saturates at almost +30 dBm, where it is
limited by the finite 2nd order nonlinearity of the CG and CS devices. A good match between
simulation and theory [equation (4.6)] is also observed. This effective IIP3 level also agrees well
with the measurements detailed later in this paper.
4.4.2 Receiver Cross-Modulation Distortion
For the NC-SIC RX, the cross-modulation distortion analysis in the previous subsection takes into
account only the broadband nonlinearity of the LNTA with embedded RF SIC. Such an analysis is
accurate for FDD systems with a large normalized TX/RX frequency separation1 (e.g. ≈ 8). For
small normalized TX/RX frequency separation (e.g. 2.05 in LTE FDD band 202), the distortion
introduced by the baseband filtering TIA must be considered. This subsection presents a current-
mode RX OOB linearity analysis that factors in not only the LNTA but also the frequency-selective
baseband TIA. It should be noted that this linearity analysis is applicable to current-mode receivers
in general [86][87], such as the NC-SIC RX presented here and the Frequency-Translational Noise
Cancelling (FTNC)-RX in [87][88].
Fig. 4.4 depicts a model for our RX linearity analysis. The noise-cancelling LNTA is modeled
by a CG device and a CS device with ideal current source loads. Memory elements in the LNTA as
well as in the source impedance have been ignored. The current outputs in the LNTA CG and CS
paths are iCG and iCS , respectively. The four-phase passive mixers are modeled by ideal switches
driven by 25% non-overlapping LO signals with a period of T0. The current outputs of the CG
and CS path passive mixers are iCGx and iCSx respectively, where x = 0, 1, 2, 3. vCSIP , vCSIN ,
vCSQP , and vCSQN are the voltage outputs of the TIAs in the RX CS path, while vCGIP , vCGIN ,
vCGQP , and vCGQN are the outputs in the RX CG path. The TIA in the CS path is an r× scaled
version of the TIA in the CG path to compensate for the ratio of the LNTA CG and CS device
transconductance (gm,CS = r× gm,CG).Finally, the outputs of the TIAs from CG and CS paths are
combined through the recombination circuits to create the RX voltage outputs of voutI and voutQ.
1The normalized TX/RX frequency separation is defined as TX/RX frequency separation divided by the TIA
BW.
2Assume 20 MHz TIA BW to support 20 MHz LTE channel BW. LTE FDD band 20 has a TX/RX frequency
separation of 41 MHz
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gCGI , gCGQ, gCSI , and gCSQ are the transconductances of the recombination circuits.
The I-channel RX’s output is:
voutI(t)
RL
= (vCGIP − vCGIN )gCGI + (vCGQP − vCGQN )gCGQ
+ (vCSIN − vCSIP )gCSI + (vCSQN − vCSQP )gCSQ. (4.8)













qk(τ1, . . . , τk)x(t− τ1) . . . x(t− τk) dτ1 . . . dτk.
(4.9)
Qk[·] is the k-th order Volterra operator, iin and vout are the input current and the output voltage
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where x = 0, 1, 2, 3. Since the LOs are non-overlapping, iCGx and iCSx can be written as:
iCGx(t) = swx(t)iCG(t),
iCSx(t) = swx(t)iCS(t). (4.12)























Due to the low-pass filtering nature of the TIA, only components at baseband frequency after



















Since we focus on cross-modulation distortion analysis for FDD here, only 1st- and 3rd-order
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Similarly, for the RX CS path we have:















































































Now, (4.10) can be simplified by substituting in (4.15), (4.16), and (4.17). This results in:
voutI(t)
RL
≈2 [Q1(iCGMI) +Q3(iCGMI)] gCGI




























Based on (4.18), one can derive the RX TB as (see Appendix A for detailed derivation steps):
TB−1 = |(gm,CSRS − rδ)α3T 2S +XRS














32[(1 − α1S)rδ + gm,CSRSα1S ]|Q1(ω1B)|R2S
| · V 2SI ,
(4.19)






1Tα1S , Y = 3(sinc
π
4 )
2|Q3,sym(ω1B , ω2B ,−ω3B)|,
φ = ∠Q3,sym(ω1B , ω2B ,−ω3B) − ∠Q1(ωxB), δ = gCGI−jgCGQgCSI−jgCSQ , ω1B , ω2B, ω3B are the baseband
frequencies of a CW jammer and a two-tone SI, and ωxB is the baseband frequency of the cross-
modulation distortion. It should be noted that, when normalized TX/RX frequency separation is
larger, |Q3,sym(ω1B , ω2B ,−ω3B)| is small, and the second term in (4.19) is negligible compared to
the first term. Therefore, 4.19 can be simplified as follows:
TB−1 ≈ |(gm,CSRS − nδ)α3T 2S +XRS
2(1 − α1S)nδ + 2gm,CSRSα1S
| · V 2SI ,
= TB−1LNTA.
(4.20)
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Therefore, for large normalized TX/RX frequency separation, (4.20) is simplified to (4.6) where
only the broadband LNTA’s nonlinearity is taken into account.
4.4.3 Simultaneous Noise and Distortion Cancellation
In the NC-SIC RX, both the noise and distortion associated with the SI canceller can be cancelled.
A natural question is whether the noise and distortion cancellation mechanisms share the same RX
baseband recombination condition. In this section, the recombination condition for the distortion
cancellation is derived which matches well with the noise cancellation condition derived in our noise
analysis, showing the feasibility of simultaneous noise and distortion cancellation.
By letting (4.19) to be zero, we can find the real part and the imaginary part of δ in (4.21) and
(4.22), which result in perfect cancellation of the cross-modulation distortion product. In deriving
(4.21) and (4.22), we’ve assumed cancellation of the SI, so that the cross-modulation products from
the TIAs in the RX CS path can be ignored.
Re {δ} ≈ 16(gm,CSα3T 2S +X)|Q1(ωxB)|R3S ·
[
G+




Im {δ} ≈ (1− α1S)(1 − α1T )
2rY sinφ
G
Re {δ} , (4.22)
where G = 16rα3T 2S |Q1(ωxB)|R2S − (1− α1S)(1 − α1T )2rY cosφ.
For a large normalized TX/RX frequency separation, we have |Q3,sym(ω1B , ω2B ,−ω3B)| ≈ 0.
Furthermore, assuming gm,CSRS = r and X ≈ 0 (negligible LNTA 2nd-order nonlinearity), (4.21)
and (4.22) can be reduced to Re {δ} = 1 and Im {δ} = 0 which are exactly the same as the optimum
noise cancellation condition derived before.
4.5 Design Example and Simulation Results
Fig. 4.8 shows an implementation example of an NC-SIC RX using a 65 nm CMOS process. LNTA
uses complementary topology for high 2nd-order linearity. The SI cancellation circuitry is mod-
eled as voltage-controlled voltage source at the gate of the CG device of the LNTA. Thick-oxide
MOSFET is adopted for the CG devices to handle powerful SI. Due to the discontinuity of the 2nd-
derivative of MOSFET drain current in BSIM model, ideal switch with finite on-resistance is used
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Figure 4.8: An NC-SIC RX design example using a 65 nm CMOS process. LNTA uses complemen-
tary topology for high 2nd-order linearity. Ideal switch with finite on-resistance is used for passive
mixer for linearity simulation. LNTA and passive mixer are AC-coupled through large capacitors.
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for passive mixer for linearity simulation[91]. In [91], +30 dBm IIP3 is measured for current com-
mutating passive mixer with 800 Ω source impedance and 5 Ω load impedance. LNTA and passive
mixer are AC-coupled through large capacitors. Baseband TIAs use two-stage Miller-compensated
OTA based on [92][86]. Class-AB output stage is used to handle large voltage swing for high OOB
linearity.
4.5.1 Cross-Modulation Distortion Results
The NC-SIC receiver depicted in Fig. 4.8 reduces to an FTNC RX [84][88], by turning off the SIC,
i.e. setting k in Fig. 4.8 to zero. The jammer at 520 MHz has a power of −30 dBm, while a two-tone
SI is located at various frequencies based on the normalized TX/RX frequency separation with a
peak power of −6 dBm. The TIA has a BW of 20 MHz. The two tones are separated by 10 MHz,
and the LO frequency is 500 MHz. Fig. 4.9 shows the simulated and calculated FTNC RX IIP3,XM
calculated from RX TB using (4.7)[46], together with calculated distortion contributions from the
LNTA and from the TIA. From Fig. 4.9 we can see that with small TX/RX frequency separations,
the current-mode RX OOB linearity performance can be limited by the baseband TIAs. Therefore,
higher order TIA [93] or large-signal blocker robust TIA [94] may be required. While with large
TX/RX frequency separations, the FTNC RX OOB linearity is ultimately limited by the LNTA
input linearity. The LNTA broadband IIP3 is typically below +20 dBm (even with input linearity
enhancement techniques, e.g. in [95][79]). Therefore, to support low-cost/compact/tunable antenna
interface with powerful TX SI, cancellation is required to achieve >+30 dBm RX OOB IIP3.
Now, we activate the gate injection of the CG device of the LNTA, so that the SI is cancelled
right at the input of the receiver. The scaling factor k in Fig. 4.8 is set to be −1.22, resulting in
about 25 dB SIC across all duplexing ratios. Fig. 4.10 shows the simulated and calculated IIP3,XM
of the RX depicted in Fig. 4.8. The jammer at 504 MHz has a power of −30 dBm, while a two-tone
SI is located at various frequencies based on the normalized TX/RX frequency separation with a
peak power of −6 dBm. The TIA has a BW of 25 MHz. The two tones are separated by 2.5 MHz,
and the LO frequency is 500 MHz. The nominal baseband recombination setting (δ = 1) is used.
Similarly, calculated RX IIP3,XM results contributed by LNTA and TIA are plotted separately.
Different from the FTNC RX without SIC, the LNTA linearity is improved significantly thanks to
the TX-leakage cancellation at its input. This indicates the linearity performance of the NC-SIC
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Figure 4.9: Simulated and calculated TB of the FTNC RX. The jammer at 520 MHz has a power
of −30 dBm, while a two-tone SI is located at various frequencies based on the normalized TX/RX
frequency separation with a peak power of −6 dBm. The TIA has a BW of 20 MHz. The two tones
are separated by 10 MHz, and the LO frequency is 500 MHz.The nominal baseband recombination
setting (δ = 1) is used.
Figure 4.10: Simulated and Calculated NC-SIC RX TB under cancellation of TX SI. The jammer
at 504 MHz has a power of −30 dBm, while a two-tone SI is located at various frequencies based
on the normalized TX/RX frequency separation with a peak power of −6 dBm. The TIA has a
BW of 25 MHz. The two tones are separated by 2.5 MHz, and the LO frequency is 500 MHz. The
nominal baseband recombination setting (δ = 1) is used.
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Figure 4.11: Simulated and calculated δ values for infinite large TB across various duplexing ratios:
(a) real part of δ, and (b) imaginary part of δ.
receiver can be severely limited by the baseband TIAs, if nominal recombination settings are used
at small TX/RX frequency offset.
Optimum conditions for the cross-modulation distortion cancellation (4.21) and (4.22) together
with simulation results are plotted in Fig. 4.11. As from Fig. 4.11, given a normalized TX/RX
frequency separation larger than 3, the NC-SIC RX baseband recombination conditions are within
about 20% range to the nominal baseband recombination setting that correspond to the canceller
noise cancellation cancellation condition. To support small TX/RX separation frequencies, TIAs
with higher-ordering filtering [93] or large-signal blocker robust TIAs [94] are required.
4.5.2 Optimum Conditions for Simultaneous Noise and Distortion Cancellation
As shown in the previous subsection, the optimum baseband recombination conditions for the noise
cancellation and for the distortion cancellation can be different. Thus, the overall receiver per-
formance and ultimate baseband recombination setting should be determined jointly by both. A
sensitivity defined in (4.23)[96], which includes the effects of cross-modulation distortion, is used
to quantify the overall NC-SIC receiver performance under cancellation of strong TX SI. By sub-
stituting (4.6) and (4.3) into (4.23), we plot the RX sensitivity across the baseband recombination
settings in Fig. 4.12. Signal bandwidth BW = 2.5 MHz, and SNR = 10 dB. The same inter-
ferences condition as for Fig. 4.10 is applied here. The sensitivity are plotted with normalized
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TX/RX frequency separation set to be 4. In Fig. 4.12(a), for a sensitivity< −90 dBm, the real and
imaginary part of δ can have a tolerance of about ±0.25. Fig. 4.12(b) plots the sensitivity without
cross-modulation distortion effects by setting TB to be infinite large. In this case, the tolerance in δ










The NC-SIC receiver (Fig. 4.13) is implemented in 65 nm CMOS. The LNTA uses a complementary
topology for high linearity as was discussed in Section 4.4.1. The LNTA CG and CS devices
are sized to have 20 mS and 80 mS transconductance, respectively. The 4-phase current-driven
passive mixers are driven by 25% non-overlapping LO signals and are followed by baseband Rauch
TIAs [93]. 8-phase mixing [84] would lower the receiver NF further by reducing noise folding
effects, and would enable harmonic rejection. The 3nd order Rauch TIAs offer high selectivity
and low in-band impedance [93]. Large input shunt capacitors are used to help sink OOB TX
SI current in the TIAs. The Rauch TIAs in the CS path are scaled by a factor of 4 to provide
the nominal CG-CS recombination weighting. In addition, programmable recombination circuits
combine the receiver outputs from the CG and CS paths for noise and cross-modulation distortion
cancellation. They consist of eight 5-bit binary-weighted transconductance cells for programmable
complex recombination weights, as each (I/Q) receiver output is driven by 5-bit cells from the CS
and CG I and Q paths. Under large TX SI and TX noise, CG and CS cancellers are activated,
respectively.
Both CG and CS cancellers adopt a Cartesian phase rotator topology which consists of two
(I/Q) 6-bit variable-gain transconductance amplifiers (VGAs) as depicted in Fig. 4.13. For the CG
canceller, an RF variable-gain TIA (VG-TIA) is inserted between the LNTA CG device and the
phase rotator for gain variation and current-to-voltage conversion. Note that in the Cartesian phase
rotators, the magnitude of the output current can also be modified through the VGAs at the expense
of phase resolution. The phase-rotator VGAs are built using inverter-based transconductance
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Figure 4.12: Simulated NC-SIC RX sensitivity across various baseband recombination settings:
(a) with cross-modulation distortion effects, for a sensitivity< −90 dBm, the real and imaginary
part of δ can have a tolerance of about ±0.25; (b) without cross-modulation distortion effects, the
tolerance in δ is significantly increased, indicating that the RX sensitivity here is more sensitive to
the distortion cancellation.
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Figure 4.13: Block diagram and schematic for the implemented 65nm CMOS 0.3-1.7GHz NC-SIC
receiver.
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Figure 4.14: Simulated CG canceller performance at the highest gain setting: (a) two-tone large
signal simulation where the output cancellation signal is the current generated by the CG device,
represented in terms of the incident average TX SI power that can be cancelled, (b) AC small signal
CG canceller power gain, and (c) CG canceller NF at the RX input.
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Figure 4.15: Chip microphotograph of the 65nm CMOS 0.3-1.7GHz NC-SIC receiver.
cells for high linearity. Both the RF VG-TIA and the LNTA CG device use thick oxide devices
to handle large TX SI as shown in Fig. 4.13. Note that the CS canceller must be designed to
deliver more current than the CG canceller by a factor equal to the CS device gain (4 in our
prototype). The phase rotators require broadband quadrature signal generation which has not been
implemented on chip in this prototype, but the proposed low-noise active cancellation scheme eases
their implementation. Passive or active Polyphase Filters (PPFs) [97][98] may be employed. The
loss of cascaded broadband passive PPFs can be compensated by the gain of the active canceller,
while the noise of the broadband/reconfigurable active PPFs would be cancelled using the proposed
scheme.
The simulated CG canceller performance is shown in Fig. 4.14 for peak gain setting. Fig. 4.14(a)
depicts a two-tone simulation where the output cancellation signal is the current generated by the
CG device, and is represented in terms of incident average TX SI power that can be cancelled (the
peak TX SI power is 3dB higher). The CG canceller is able to generate a ¿0dBm cancellation
signal (+3 dBm peak TX SI) while generating distortion products that are less than -30 dBm.
Consequently, a TXRR of more than 30 dB is achievable before the CG canceller nonlinearity
starts dominating the cross-modulation performance. Fig. 4.14(b) shows the small signal power
gain of the CG canceller. It has a peak power gain of approximately 4 dB and a 3 dB bandwidth of
approximately 2 GHz which is mainly limited by the thick oxide devices and is more than sufficient
to cover the operating range. Finally, the simulated CG canceller NF is shown in Fig. 4.14(c).
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Figure 4.16: (a) Measured receiver S11, and (b) measured receiver NF across LO frequency with
the cancellers inactive.
Figure 4.17: Measured receiver linearity with cancellers inactive: (a) receiver IIP3 versus offset
frequency of the first tone of the two-tone input, and (b) receiver input-referred blocker P1dB.
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4.7 Measurement Results
The chip micrograph is shown in Fig. 4.15. It has an active area of 1.2 mm2. The chip is wire
bonded and packaged in a 48-pin QFN package, and mounted on a 4-layer FR-4 PCB.
Generic receiver measurements are performed with both cancellers inactive, and without TX
SI. The measured and simulated receiver S11 is plotted in Fig. 4.16(a)
3. The measured receiver
noise figure (Fig. 4.16(b)) ranges from 4.2 to 5.6 dB. The recombination weighting is optimized
for NF in this measurement. Larger LNTA CS device transconductance and 8-phase mixing would
further lower the receiver NF below 4.2dB at the low end of frequency. Simulations reveal that
the degradation of NF versus frequency can be mitigated by optimizing the LO path design. The
receiver has a measured OOB IIP3 of +12 dBm, and OOB blocker-induced P1dB of +2 dBm
(Fig. 4.17). While high OOB linearity is achieved through current-mode design, it is insufficient to
tolerate >0 dBm TX SI.
Next, the receiver is measured in the presence of TX SI and with the CG canceller active
(Fig. 4.18(a)). A two-tone signal with 1 MHz separation is fed into an off-the-shelf +30 dBm
power amplifier. Couplers are used to couple a fraction of the transmitted power to the cancellers
for TX SI and RX-band TX noise cancellation. A PCB-based planar antenna pair is used to
model a co-existence environment with measured 30 dB isolation[99]. To measure cancellation at
higher TX SI levels, an attenuator-based measurement setup is also used. Approximately 30 dB
suppression is measured at the receiver input across a peak SI level ranging from −24 dBm to
+2 dBm (Fig. 4.18(b)).
Next, the TB is measured by introducing an in-band jammer together with the two-tone OOB
TX signal. Without cancellation, reducing our receiver to a generic current-mode receiver, the TB
decreases at 20 dB/decade as TX SI power increases (Fig. 4.19(b)). The effective IIP3 (calculated
from the TB using eq. (4.7)) remains at +12-14 dBm, which matches the receiver OOB IIP3
measurement shown in Fig. 4.17(a). Leakage cancellation is then enabled using the CG canceller.
The baseband recombination circuits adjust the weights on the CG and CS paths for optimum TB
performance. Currently, this adjustment is performed manually using trigonometric calculations
3The difference between the measured and simulated S11 is due to an erroneous RF SMA connector landing pad
design on the PCB.
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Figure 4.18: (a) Setup for TX SI cancellation measurements, and (b) cancellation of TX SI at the
receiver input using the CG canceller using an antenna-pair based setup as well as an attenuator-
based setup for higher SI levels.
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Figure 4.19: Receiver triple beat and effective IIP3 measurement: (a) without cancellation, and
(b) with TX SI cancellation using the CG canceller. The baseband recombination circuits adjust
the weights on the CG and CS paths for optimum TB performance.
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Figure 4.20: Measured receiver NF without the CG canceller active, with the CG canceller active,
configured for cancelling +2 dBm peak TX SI and recombination cells configured for optimum TB
performance, and with the CG canceller active but with noise cancellation disabled by turning off
the recombination circuits in the CS path.
based on the cross-modulation product levels in the individual I and Q outputs of the CG and
CS paths. The TB with TX SI cancellation remains constant at around 68 dB independent of
the peak TX SI level ranging from −22 dBm to +2 dBm (Fig. 4.19(b)). The calculated receiver
effective IIP3 is as high as +33 dBm at +2 dBm peak TX SI. These TB and effective IIP3 levels
represent enhancements of 38 dB and 19 dB respectively over the RX performance in the absence
of cancellation.
Fig. 4.20 shows the receiver NF when the CG-canceller is active and configured for cancelling
+2 dBm peak TX SI. The recombination cells are also configured for optimum TB performance as
was the case for Fig. 4.19(b). The noise figure degradation is less than 0.8 dB when compared to the
receiver with the canceller disabled and with recombination cells configured for optimum NF. The
analyses in Sections 4.3 and 4.4.1 quantify the achievable TB when the recombination is configured
for optimum NF, but here we have measured the NF when the recombination is configured for
optimum TB since TB typically limits the sensitivity in the presence of strong modulated TX SI.
Hence, the NF increase is slightly higher than the theoretical result in Section 4.3. In addition, the
receiver noise figure with the CG canceller active but with noise cancellation disabled by turning
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Figure 4.21: (a) Mechanisms of variation in source impedance. (b) Measured and simulated relative
path gain in the baseband recombination cells for optimum noise performance of the receiver with
CG canceller active and configured for maximum gain across frequency. (c) Measured and simulated
relative phase adjustment in the baseband recombination cells for optimum noise performance.
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off the recombination circuits in the CS path is measured. The noise figure is degraded by almost
7 dB, representing the penalty of performing active cancellation at the receiver input without our
approach.
The SI, noise and cross-modulation cancellation have a dependence on the source impedance,
which can deviate from 50 ohms due to on-chip and package parasitics, off-chip biasing components,
as well as variations in the antenna impedance (Fig. 4.21(a)). The recombination condition for
optimum receiver NF across frequency with CG canceller active and configured for maximum gain
is measured to quantify the impact of the varying source impedance caused by package parasitics
and off-chip biasing components (Fig. 4.21(b) and Fig. 4.21(c)). The optimum relative path gain
for overall receiver NF is close to the nominal condition with less than 20% variation, while the
optimal relative path phase varies from 32 to −22 degrees. They are relatively robust with respect
to varying source impedance, and closely match simulations. While antenna tuner modules (ATMs)
[100] somewhat limit antenna impedance variation, it is expected that adaptive digital calibration
techniques will be required in practical scenarios.
Finally, both CG and CS cancellers are activated for simultaneous TX SI and TX noise cancel-
lation. The TX SI is fixed at −6 dBm peak power4 with varying RX band noise level. The effective
TX noise in RX band after cancellation is computed from the measured total receiver noise after
subtracting the contribution of the receiver itself. The CS-canceller’s noise is not subtracted for a
fair calculation. From Fig. 4.22, despite the CS canceller adding noise, up to 13 dB reduction of
effective TX noise in the RX band is observed.
Table 4.1 summarizes the performance of the proposed receiver. When compared with the
receivers with TX SI cancellation or suppression, our work exhibits wider operation bandwidth,
higher OOB linearity and 30 dB improvement in maximum handled TX SI with less than 0.8 dB
noise figure degradation. The NF degradation is even smaller than prior works where the TX SI is
30 dB weaker. When compared with highly linear software-defined receivers[54][101][93], our work
has higher OOB linearity in the face of powerful modulated TX SI. Finally, our work also alleviates
4 The reduced TX SI power level in this measurement is partly due to the measurement setup and partly due to the
current delivery capability of the CS canceller. An auxiliary current-mode downconversion path for the cancellation
of PA noise (similar to [63]) with independent baseband gain control would enable power-efficient cancellation at
higher power levels.
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Table 4.1: Performance summary and comparison with the state of the art.
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Figure 4.22: Measured TX noise cancellation results when both CG and CS cancellers are activated.
The TX SI is fixed at −6 dBm peak power with varying RX band noise level.
the TX’s RX-band noise requirement.
4.8 Summary
We presented an NC-SIC RX technique which breaks a fundamental trade-off between support for
low antenna interface isolation levels (or equivalently, the power of TX SI being cancelled) and RX
sensitivity degradation. This is accomplished through the insight that an active canceller that is
integrated with the RX on the RFIC can be co-designed with the RX – by embedding the canceller
within a noise-cancelling LNTA, the noise and distortion of the cancellation path is cancelled.
Fundamentally, this co-design strategy introduces more degrees of design freedom when compared
to a block-by-block partitioned design methodology where RF system building blocks are treated
as ”black boxes” with only input-output relations being defined.
The NC-SIC RX scheme can also be viewed as an active combining circuit that has ideally no
noise penalty, and is able to handle large signals without generating distortion. Consequently, the
scheme can be used to cancel any interference signal for which a replica can be generated.
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A 0.3-1.7 GHz NC-SIC RX prototype was implemented in 65 nm CMOS for multiband FDD
applications. It can cancel up to +2 dBm peak TX SI at the receiver input. The triple beat at
+2 dBm peak TX SI is 68 dB and the effective IIP3 is +33 dBm, representing increases of 38 and
19 dB, respectively, over the receiver without cancellation. The associated increase in receiver NF
is less than 0.8 dB. In addition, the scheme effectively suppresses TX noise in RX band by up to
13 dB. It should be noted that the NC-SIC RX prototype presented here aimed for multiband FDD
applications, but variants of the NC-SIC architecture based on a similar co-design methodology
(such the one in [9] which has been developed in parallel) can be employed for full-duplex wireless
communication systems.
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Chapter 5
Frequency-Domain Equalization at
RF for Integrated Wideband
Self-Interference Cancellation
One of the fundamental challenges associated with SIC in the RF domain as discussed in Chapter
3 is the cancellation BW due to the frequency selectivity of the antenna interface. Conventional
integrated SI cancellers have frequency-flat magnitude and phase response, and thus can only em-
ulate the antenna interface isolation at a single frequency point, resulting in narrowband SIC. In
this Chapter, we introduce integrated wideband SIC in the RF domain based on frequency-domain
equalization (FDE) of the wireless SI channel. This concept brings FDE, a functionality that is
traditionally implemented in the digital signal-processing block, to the RF domain – multiple RF
bandpass filters (BPFs) are included in the SI canceller that channelize the desired signal band-
width; within each channel, the BPF mimics the wireless SI channel in the frequency domain. The
applicability of this technique to integrated wideband SIC in the RF domain is enabled by recent
advances in the implementation of tunable, reconfigurable, high quality factor (high-Q) RF BPFs
in nanoscale CMOS, namely N-path filters [12][37][39][40][102][41].
This Chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 discusses the division of classic RF system
functional domains and an emerging trend of unifying the different functional blocks to enable new
wireless communications paradigms. Section 5.2 presents the integrated FDE-based wideband SIC
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technique in the RF domain. For the realization of high-Q, widely-tunable RF BPFs, a two-port
N-path Gm-C filter with embedded variable attenuation and phase shifting is introduced in Section
5.3. Sections 5.4 discusses the implementation of a 0.8-to-1.4 GHz 65 nm CMOS receiver that
employed the FDE-based canceller for full-duplex and multi-band FDD wireless communications
systems. Measurement results are given in Section 5.5 using a pair of frequency-selective antenna
interfaces: (i) a custom-designed LTE-like 0.780/0.895 GHz LC-based duplexer for FDD with 30 dB
peak TX/RX isolation, 11 ns peak isolation group delay and 7 dB isolation magnitude variation
across the TX band, and (ii) a 1.4 GHz antenna pair for full-duplex with 32 dB peak TX/RX
isolation, 9 ns peak isolation group delay and 3 dB isolation magnitude variation over 1.36 GHz to
1.38 GHz. Finally, Section 5.6 summaries this Chapter.
5.1 Classic RF System Functional Domains
RF systems are divided into several functional domains, namely the antenna, RF, analog, and
digital domains as illustrated in Fig. 5.1. There are several reasons for this classic RF system
division. One reason is that historically different technologies were used in different domains for
performance or cost considerations. For instance, amplifiers and mixers at RF front-end used
III-V compound semiconductor technology [103][104], analog baseband circuitry (such as filters
and variable amplifiers) adopted bipolar process [105], and digital signal processing unit employed
CMOS technology [106]. Another reason for this division is that different disciplines are applied
to these domains – electromagnetics is required in designing antennas, microwaving engineering
guides the RF front-end design, circuits theory is applied to analog baseband circuitry, and signal
processing techniques are employed in the digital domain.
Today, ultra-scaled CMOS technology allows increasing functional integration onto a single
silicon platform. This integration potential opens up a plethora of new design spaces, where a
holistic approach that unifies the different functional blocks in a traditional RF system is emerging.
For instance, channel selection that is conventionally performed in the analog and digital domains
has been brought to RF for the simplicity that it affords in RX design and the promise of emerging
concepts like cognitive radio [107][95][79]. In the following sections, we will demonstrate how
equalization, a functionality that is traditionally implemented in the digital domain, can be realized
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Figure 5.1: Classic RF system functional domains and an emerging trend of unifying the different
functional blocks. In this Chapter, we will demonstrate how equalization, a functionality that is
traditionally implemented in the digital domain, can be realized at RF, enabling wideband SIC for
full-duplex and multiband frequency-division duplexing wireless applications.
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Figure 5.2: Conventional frequency-flat RF canceller based on amplitude-and-phase scaling: (a)
block diagram and (b) frequency responses of an antenna interface and the RF canceller and the
resultant SIC. Measured isolation transfer function (TF) of a 1.4 GHz antenna pair (see Fig. 5.24)
is used for HSI(s).
at RF, enabling wideband SIC for full-duplex and multiband frequency-division duplexing (FDD)
wireless applications.
5.2 Frequency-Domain-Equalization-based SIC in the RF Domain
5.2.1 Concept
As discussed in Chapter 3, RF SIC BW is typically limited by the frequency selectivity of the
antenna interface isolation (such as that of a T/R antenna pair, duplexer or circulator and including
environmental reflections for full-duplex). Figure 5.2(a) illustrates a full-duplex transceiver with a
conventional frequency-flat RF canceller based on amplitude-and-phase scaling. Fig. 5.2(b) plots
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the measured isolation Transfer Function (TF) 1 of a 1.4 GHz antenna pair (see Fig. 5.24) HSI(jω)
with 32 dB peak TX/RX isolation, 9 ns peak isolation group delay and 3 dB isolation magnitude
variation over 1.36 GHz to 1.38 GHz. The TF of a frequency-flat amplitude-and-phase-based
RF canceller is also plotted in Fig. 5.2(b). The conventional RF canceller can only emulate the
frequency selective antenna interface at a single cancellation frequency, resulting in a 20 dB SIC
BW of about 3 MHz in Fig. 5.2(b). This matches very well with the result in (3.3) given in Chapter
3.
To enhance the cancellation BW, 2nd-order reconfigurable BPFs with amplitude and phase
control in each path are introduced in the RF canceller [Fig. 5.3(a)]. The reconfigurable BPFs can
be modeled using a 2nd-order RLC BPF as shown in Fig. 5.4, where transconductance gi and phase
φi present the amplitude and phase control in the i
th path. The short termination at the canceller
output represents the virtual ground created by SIC. The TF of the ith path is:
Ĥi(jω) =
Aiexp(−jφi)








represents the quality factor, ωi= 1/
√
LiCi is the center frequency, and Ai=
giRp,i
Rp,i+R
and φi are the magnitude and phase settings of the i
th BPF, respectively. Thus, an RF
canceller with a reconfigurable 2nd order RF BPF features four degrees of freedom (Ai, φi, Qi,
and ωi) and enables the replication of not just the magnitude and phase of the antenna interface
isolation at a frequency point, but also the slope of the magnitude and the slope of the phase (or
group delay), enhancing the 20 dB SIC BW from 3 MHz to 19 MHz as shown in Fig. 5.3(b).
The use of a filter bank with independent BPF parameters enables such replication at multiple
points in different frequency sub-bands, further enhancing SIC BW. In Fig. 5.3(c), the use of two
filters enhances the 20 dB SIC BW to 32 MHz, respresenting a 10× improvement over a conventional
RF canceller. Essentially, this approach is frequency-domain equalization (FDE) in the RF domain.
1To obtain this isolation TF, the antenna pair S-parameters are first measured. Using the measured S-parameters,
the RX port output current is simulated with a short-circuit termination at the RX port The short represents the
virtual ground created by SIC at the RX port. The isolation TF is then computed by multiplying the short-circuit
output current by the reference resistance.
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Figure 5.3: Proposed RF canceller based on frequency-domain equalization: (a) block diagram, (b)
frequency responses of the antenna interface and the RF canceller with one filter and the resultant
SIC, and (c) frequency responses of the antenna interface and the RF canceller with two filters and
the resultant SIC. The HSI(s) is the same as in Fig. 5.2. The TFs of the canceller filters Ĥ1 and
Ĥ2 follow (5.1). The canceller filter settings are mentioned in the text.
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Figure 5.4: The equivalent 2nd-order RLC BPF model for the BPF in Fig. 5.3(a). Transconductance
gi and phase φi represent the amplitude and phase control. The short termination at the canceller
output represents the virtual ground created by SIC.
5.2.2 RF SIC Equalizer Coefficient Derivation
Similar to traditional FDE in digital (e.g., [108]), the RF SIC equalizer coefficient (Ai, φi, Qi,
and ωi) can be derived from the SI channel transfer function HSI(jω). Furthermore, an iterative
successive approach is employed to configure the RF BPFs in the equalizer.
From the RF BPF transfer function (5.1), we have the ith BPF magnitude, phase, magnitude


































). Using ith BPF to emulate the antenna interface isolation magnitude,
phase, magnitude slope, and phase slope (group delay) at the ith BPF cancellation frequency ωSIC,i
results in:
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|Ĥi(jωSIC,i)| = |HSI(jωSIC,i)|,














Therefore, the coefficients of the equalizer RF BPF can be solved from (5.2) and (5.3) as:



















where ωSIC,i is the cancellation frequency for the i



















In Fig. 5.3(b), ωSIC,1 is chosen to be 2π×1.370 Grad/sec. Based on (5.4), ω1 = 2π×1.377 Grad/sec,
Q1 = 40.6, A1 = −32.4 dB and φ1 = −33.3◦.
As mentioned before, an iterative successive cancellation approach is used for FDE in the RF
domain. In Fig. 5.3(c), Ĥ1 first emulates the antenna interface HSI at ωSIC,1 = 2π×1.370 Grad/sec,
then Ĥ2 replicates the residual response (HSI − Ĥ1) at ωSIC,2 = 2π×1.350 Grad/sec. Since the
introduction of Ĥ2 will adversely affect the cancellation originally achieved at ωSIC,1, iteration of
Ĥ1 and Ĥ2 is required. In Fig. 5.3(c), the filter parameters calculated using (5.4) in an iterative
successive fashion are: ω1 = 2π × 1.377 Grad/sec, Q1 = 40.6, A1 = −32.4 dB, φ1 = −33.3◦,
ω2 = 2π × 1.343 Grad/sec, Q2 = 81.2, A2 = −44.2 dB, φ2 = 133.3◦.
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5.3 Bandpass Filters for the RF SIC Equalizer
As shown in the previous Section, reconfigurable RF BPFs with high quality factor (e.g. as high as
81.2 in the example shown in Fig. 5.3) are required to channelize the SI signal bandwidth for FDE
in the RF domain. However, integrated RF BPFs have been notoriously difficult to implement. In
this section, we first review two popular approaches to the implementations of integrated RF BPFs
and then introduce our proposed two-port N-path Gm-C filter with embedded variable attenuation
and phase shifting.
5.3.1 Integrated RF Bandpass Filters
This sub-section discusses and compares two commonly used approaches for the design of integrated
high-Q RF BPFs, namely the Q-enhanced LC-based technique [109][11][110][111] and N-path filters
[12][37][39][40][102][41] 2.
RF BPFs can be realized by using LC circuitry. However, the qualify factor of integrated RF
BPFs based on LC topology is limited by the inductor qualify factor. To compensate the loss
in the LC tank, the Q-enhanced LC-based technique has been proposed [109][11][110]. Fig. 5.5
shows a basic RF BPF design using the Q-enhanced technique. A negative resistor RN that can
be implemented as a transconductor with positive feedback is introduced to offset the LC tank loss
represented by RP [11]. In theory, the achievable quality factor for Q-enhanced RF BPFs can be as
high as desired. However, at large quality factor enhancements, the negative resistance RN must
be carefully controlled to avoid oscillation, limiting the achievable quality factor. While a Q-factor
of 400 at 2.4 GHz has been reported in [111], Q-enhanced LC RF BPFs have several disadvantages
such as the need for inductors which are not friendly with process scaling, limited frequency tuning
range, and poor dynamic range performance. In addition, phase shifting capability that is required
by the RF equalizer BPF cannot be easily embedded within a Q-enhanced BPF.
The idea of N-path filters dates back to the 1940s and was demonstrated by using an electrome-
chanical circuit [12]. As depicted in Fig. 5.6(a), a mechanical wheel holding a number of capacitors
is rotated by the rotating brushes, making each capacitor charge to the input first through R1
and then discharge at the output through R2. The magnitude response of the circuit is shown in
2A review of the implementations of integrated high-Q analog/RF BPFs can be found elsewhere (such as [112]).
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Figure 5.5: A basic Q-enhanced RF BPF design with a lossy LC tank and a negative resistor [11].
Figure 5.6: (a) A 1948 electromechanical circuit that produces a “comb filter” type of frequency
response and (b) the type of frequency response produced. The mechanical rotational frequency
fixes the location of the pass bands of the “comb filter”, and the RC time constant fixes the width
of each pass band [12].
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Figure 5.7: Intuitive explanation of N-path filters operation: (a) N-path filters conceptual diagram;
(b) low-pass response at the intermediate node of N-path filters; and (c) the bandpass response of
N-path filters that can be intuitively understood as the low-pass response being upconverted to RF
by the mixer switching actions.
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Figure 5.8: One-port N-path filter in CMOS: (a) schematic and (b) clock timing diagram.
Fig. 5.6(b) revealing a “comb filter” type of response. The mechanical rotational frequency fixes
the location of the pass bands of the “comb filter”, and the RC time constant fixes the width of
each pass band.
The operation of N-path filters can be understood intuitively. The two rotating brushes in
Fig. 5.6(a) can be treated as two sets of mixers at the input and output sides as shown in Fig. 5.7(a),
and the resistors and capacitors form a low-pass filter between the mixers. An input signal is first
downconverted to a baseband frequency, then processed by the RC low-pass filter, and finally
upconverted back to the RF frequency. This process essentially transfers an RC low-pass response
[Fig. 5.7(b)] to a bandpass response [Fig. 5.7(c)] centered around the mixer switching frequency
and its harmonics. For exact modelings of N-path filters, linear periodically time-variant (LPTV)
analyses can be applied [38][39][41].
Thanks to the advancement in modern ultra-scaled CMOS technology, transistors are able to
efficiently switched at gigahertz frequency range, making N-path filters a promising solution for the
implementation of integrated widely-tunable high-Q RF filters as shown in Fig. 5.8 [39][40]. When
compared to the Q-enhanced LC-based RF BPFs, N-path filters in CMOS have more compact
size, wider frequency tuning range, and better dynamic range performance that is decoupled with
Q-factors [112]. Furthermore, as we will discuss in the next subsection, phase shifting can be
embedded within a two-port N-path filter, making N-path filters a viable solution for the RF FDE
technique.
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5.3.2 Proposed Two-Port N-path Canceller Filter with Embedded Phase Shift-
ing
As discussed in the previous subsection, N-path filters in CMOS have advantages of being area
efficient, widely tunable, and having better dynamic range performance when compared to other
approaches to the design of integrated RF BPFs (such as the Q-enhanced LC RF BPF). Here, we
introduce a two-port N-path Gm-C filter that has embedded variable attenuation and phase shifting
for the realization of RF equalizer BPFs.
Fig. 5.9(a) depicts a two-port N-path filter, where RS and RL are the resistive loads at the
TX and RX sides, respectively. CC weakly couples the cancellation signal to the receiver input for
self-interference cancellation. The quality factor of an N-path filter may be reconfigured via the
baseband capacitor CB, given fixed RS and RL. LPTV analysis yields [38]:
Q = 4πfS((RS +Ron)||(RL +Ron))CB , (5.6)
where Ron is the on-resistance of the N-path switches, fS is the switching frequency, and we have
ignored the loading effect of CC . Through clockwise/counter-clockwise [only counter-clockwise
connection is shown in Fig. 5.9(a) for simplicity] connected baseband reconfigurable transconductors
(Gm), an upwards/downwards frequency offset with respect to the switching frequency can be
obtained [113]. The frequency offset of the center frequency to the switching frequency is given by
∆ω = GmCB
[113]. Variable attenuation can be introduced by reconfiguring RS and RL relative to





























RS +RL + 2Ron
, (5.7)
where we have ignored the loading effect of CC when calculating Vout. It should be noted that once
cancellation is performed, VRX is a virtual ground. The canceller transfer function is computed by
finding the Icanceller that flows into the virtual ground and multiplying it by the reference resistance
R0. Also, in (5.7), the center frequency is assumed to be ωS, i.e. Gm=0, for simplicity.
Interestingly, phase shifting can be embedded in a two-port N-path filter by phase shifting the
LOs driving the switches on the output side as in Fig. 5.9. A complete LPTV analysis of a two-port
N-path filter with embedded phase shifting in [41] reveals that phase shifting the LOs driving the
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Figure 5.9: A two-port Gm-C N-path filter implementation with embedded variable attenuation
and phase shift: (a) block diagram, and (b) illustration of variable quality-factor (group delay),
frequency shift, attenuation, and phase shift.
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Figure 5.10: Simulated (a) magnitude and (b) phase responses of the two-port N-path filter shown
in Fig. 5.9(a). In simulation, ideal 25% non-overlapping LOs drive ideal N-path switches with
Ron = 3.3 Ω, RS = RL = 50 Ω, CB = 200 pF , CC = 0 pF . All Gm = 0 S and do not load the
N-path filter.
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output-side switches imparts constant phase shifts to the two-port N-path filter frequency response
with no other impact on close-in response. Fig. 5.10 plots the simulated magnitude and phase
responses of the two-port N-path filter shown in Fig. 5.9(a) with embedded phase shifting. In
simulation, 25% non-overlapping LOs are used with Ron = 3.3 Ω, RS = RL = 50 Ω, CB = 200 pF ,
CC = 0 pF . All Gm = 0 S and do not load the N-path filter.
5.4 Circuit Implementation
A canceller bank of two reconfigurable 2nd-order Gm-C N-path filters together with a 0.8-1.4 GHz
reconfigurable current-mode receiver is implemented in a 65 nm standard CMOS process. The
block diagram is shown in Fig. 5.11. The canceller filters have separate LO and TX replica signal
inputs, lending flexibility in their use (e.g. cancellation of two separate TX signals for MIMO
applications). The receiver uses a noise-cancelling CG, CS LNTA followed by 4-phase current-
driven passive mixers and baseband TIAs [56]. Programmable baseband recombination circuits
combine the receiver outputs from the CG and CS paths for noise cancellation [56][84].
For each canceller filter as illustrated in Fig. 5.12, the coupling capacitor CC bank is designed to
enable a −10 dB coupling across the operating frequency range based on our discussion in Section
II-A. In addition, a relatively weak coupling is important for SIC at the RX input to not degrade
the RX input matching as well as to prevent N-path filters from interacting with each other and
with the receiver. Next, RRX (nominal value 50 Ω) is sized to be smaller than |ωCC |−1, so that the
capacitive loading effect of CC on the N-path filter is weak. Based on the required attenuation range
and (5.7), the resistance range of RTX can be obtained. Once RTX and RRX are set, using (5.6),
the N-path filter baseband capacitance range is determined by the required group delay or quality-
factor range. Finally, the transconductance range of the baseband Gm is designed using ∆ω =
Gm
CB
based on the required frequency shift range as well as the CB capacitance range. Based on the
aforementioned design principles, both canceller filters are designed to have a digitally-controlled
peak group delay that ranges from 1 to 28 ns, a frequency shift that ranges from −10 MHz to
+10 MHz under the peak group delay setting, full 360◦phase shift range, and an attenuation range
from 20 to 40 dB including the 10 dB RX-side capacitive coupling. The capacitive load present at
the receiver input due to the capacitive coupling is resonated out using a combination of wirebond
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Figure 5.11: Block diagram and schematic of the implemented 0.8-1.4 GHz 65 nm CMOS receiver
with FDE-based SIC in the RF domain featuring a bank of two filters.
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Figure 5.12: Block diagram and schematic of each canceller filter.
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Figure 5.13: (a) Illustration of noise filtering for FDD, (b) the simulated canceller filter noise figure
NFfilter, and (c) receiver NF degradation due to one canceller filter assuming NFRX=6 dB. To
obtain the NFfilter, the attenuation that precedes the filter input has been simulated and de-
embedded. (RTX = RRX = 50 Ω, Rmatch = 60 Ω, CB = 200 pF , Gm = 26 mS, CC = 2.5 pF ,
fS = 1 GHz, resulting in a total attenuation of about 20 dB including RX-side coupling, frequency
shift of 15 MHz, phase shift of 0◦, and Q of about 67.)
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and off-chip inductance. Furthermore, programmable capacitor banks (Cm) are included to tune
the input match to the desired frequency.
The schematic of the Gm cells is shown in Fig. 5.12. To ensure a high canceller linearity, the Gm
cells of the canceller filters are source-degenerated and operate under slightly higher supply voltage
(1.5 V) than the rest of the chip (1.2 V). In addition, the on-resistance (Ron) of the N-path switches
is designed to be 3.3 Ω (much smaller than RTX and RRX), so that its impact on overall canceller
linearity is minimized. The bulk nodes of the switches are connected to the source nodes to allow
optimum DC biasing conditions. Linearity simulations of the canceller filters (and N-path filters in
general) are challenging due to discontinuities in the higher order derivatives of drain current and
terminal charges in BSIM models for MOSFET devices operating as switches [91]. Measurements
of in-band RX effective IIP3 under cancellation of full-duplex SI described in the following section
confirm that the IM3 distortion of the canceller filters remains within the performance specifications
discussed in Section II-B.
An interesting benefit for FDD applications of using a frequency-selective reciprocal canceller
is noise-filtering. In this work, for FDD, we target the cancellation of the powerful main SI signal
in the TX band at the RX input. Cancellation of the TX noise in the RX band can be performed
later in the RX chain [56] or even in the digital domain [63]. Since the filter banks are tuned to the
TX frequency, the RX band noise of RTX , Gm cells and even RRX will be filtered by the low RX-
band impedance of the N-path filter (see Fig. 5.13(a)). Using the canceller filter settings annotated
in the caption, the simulated canceller filter noise figure NFfilter and RX NF degradation (given
NFRX=6 dB) is shown in Fig. 5.13(b) and Fig. 5.13(c). To obtain the NFfilter, the attenuation
that precedes the filter has been simulated and de-embedded. As shown in Fig. 5.13(c), for TX/RX
frequency offset >30 MHz, the NF degradation is less than 0.3 dB. NF degradation for TX/RX
frequency offsets between −10 MHz and +10 MHz ranges from 0.1 dB to 0.8 dB and the maximum
NF degradation is only slightly higher than 1 dB, thanks to the weak coupling at the RX side. In
addition, the Gm cells use channel length of 200 nm to lower the flicker noise.
The LO path of each filter includes a divide-by-2 quadrature divider, LO slew-rate-control filters,
I/Q vector-interpolation phase shifters and 25% duty-cycle generators. The slew-rate-control RC
filters attenuate the harmonics to ensure the linearity of the subsequent vector interpolators.
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Figure 5.14: Chip microphotograph of the 65 nm CMOS 0.8-1.4 GHz self-interference-cancelling
receiver.
5.5 Measurement Results
The chip microphotograph is shown in Fig. 5.14 and has an active area of 4.8 mm2. The chip is
wire bonded and packaged in a QFN package, and mounted on a PCB for all measurements.
5.5.1 Receiver without SIC
Basic receiver measurements are performed with the canceller inactive and without SI. The receiver
has a measured programmable conversion gain that ranges from 27 to 42 dB. The measured receiver
noise figure [Fig. 5.15(a)] ranges from 4.8 to 5.8 dB over the operating frequency range. The receiver
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Figure 5.15: Measured receiver performance with canceller inactive and without SI: (a) noise figure,
and (b) IIP3 and blocker-induced 1 dB compression point. IIP3 is plotted versus the frequency
offset of the first tone in the two-tone test.
has a measured out-of-band (OOB) and in-band (IB) IIP3 of +17 dBm and −20 dBm, respectively
[Fig. 5.15(b)]. The measured receiver OOB and IB blocker-induced 1 dB gain compression points
(blocker P1dB) are +4 dBm and −30 dBm, respectively.
5.5.2 SIC with a 30 dB TX/RX Isolation Duplexer for FDD
For FDD, the SI canceller enables the usage of a custom-designed LTE-like duplexer employing
surface-mount-device-based 2nd-order LC filters with TX band isolation as small as 30 dB, which
is 25 dB relaxed compared to commercial SAW/FBAR duplexers[70]. The TX and RX 1 dB
bandwidths are 762 to 798 MHz and 872 to 918 MHz (Fig. 5.16). The highly-selective duplexer has
a peak isolation group delay of 11 ns and 7 dB magnitude variation across the TX band.
An iterative successive cancellation approach as described in Section 5.1 is used for canceller
calibration3. The measured TX/RX isolation with SIC is shown in Fig. 5.17. The SI canceller
achieves a 20 dB cancellation BW of 17/24 MHz for one/two filters enabled, while a conventional
frequency-flat amplitude-and-phase-based canceller has a 20 dB SIC BW of only 3 MHz. Note that
in measurement, the two canceller filters share the same LO, namely the TX LO frequency which
3The calculated parameters using (5.4) are used as initial settings. Subsequent manual tuning is used for optimal
SIC BW.
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Figure 5.16: A custom-designed LTE-like 0.780/0.895 GHz duplexer employing surface-mount-
device-based 2nd-order LC filters: (a) schematic, (b) duplexer photo, (c) measured duplexer inser-
tion loss, and (d) measured duplexer TX/RX isolation magnitude and phase response.
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Figure 5.17: Measured TX/RX isolation of the FDD LTE-like duplexer shown in Fig. 5.16 without
SIC, and with the proposed SIC. The proposed SI canceller achieves a 20 dB cancellation BW of
17/24 MHz for one/two filters enabled, while a conventional frequency-flat amplitude-and-phase-
based canceller has a theoretical 20 dB SIC BW of only 3 MHz.
Figure 5.18: Measured RX NF degradation with one/two filters enabled versus TX/RX frequency
offset. In other words, the RX LO frequency is swept with respect to the TX LO frequency used
for the cancellers. Canceller settings for the FDD SIC measurement in Fig. 5.17 are used.
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Figure 5.19: FDD linearity measurement:(a) TB and (b) IIP2 measurements with and without
SIC with a two-tone OOB SI of varying power. For TB measurement, a −33 dBm in-band CW
jammer is present at the RX input. To be fair, we ensure that the two-tone TX signal undergoes
a cancellation of not more than 25 dB for these measurements (the average cancellation over the
24 MHz 20 dB SIC BW in Fig. 5.17).
is set at the center of the TX band, and the Gm cells are used to impart frequency shifts.
The associated NF increase is only 0.5 dB/0.6 dB due to noise filtering (Fig. 5.18), as the NF
degradation is lower in the FDD region i.e. in the vicinity of the RX frequency than in the vicinity
of the TX frequency. In measurement, SIC of up to −4 dBm of peak OOB TX leakage at the RX
input is demonstrated. The SIC enhances the receiver effective OOB IIP3 from +17 dBm to +25
to +27 dBm from cross-modulation (triple-beat) measurements (Fig. 5.19(a)) and OOB IIP2 from
+61 dBm to an effective +90 dBm (Fig. 5.19(b)). To be fair, we ensure that the two-tone TX
signal undergoes a cancellation of not more than 25 dB (the average cancellation over the 24 MHz
20 dB SIC BW).
5.5.3 SIC across an Antenna Pair for Full-Duplex Wireless
For same-channel full-duplex, we use a 1.4 GHz narrowband antenna-pair interface with peak
isolation group delay of 9 ns, peak isolation magnitude of 32 dB4 and 3 dB of isolation magnitude
4More than 30 dB antenna isolation is achieved through physical separation here, but can also be obtained through
antenna cancellation in practice [27][55]. It should be noted that the 9 ns group delay significantly exceeds the delay
associated with the physical separation (about 0.4 m) due to the tuned nature of the antennas.
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Figure 5.20: Measured TX/RX isolation of the 1.4 GHz full-duplex antenna pair shown in Fig. 5.24
with and without the proposed SIC: (a) TX/RX isolation phase and group delay, and (b) TX/RX
isolation magnitude without SIC, with conventional SIC (theoretical), and with the proposed SIC.
The proposed SI canceller achieves a 20 dB cancellation BW of 15/25 MHz for one/two filters
enabled, while a conventional frequency-flat amplitude-and-phase-based canceller has a 20 dB SIC
BW of only 3 MHz.
Figure 5.21: Measured RX NF degradation with one canceller filter and both canceller filters
enabled versus TX/RX frequency offset. Canceller settings for the same-channel full-duplex SIC
measurement in Fig. 5.20 are used.
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Figure 5.22: Measured RX gain compression of a weak desired signal with and without SIC versus
varying full-duplex SI power level at the receiver input.
Figure 5.23: Full-duplex linearity measurement: receiver in-band (IB) IIP3 and IIP2 measurements
with and without SIC for a two-tone in-band SI of varying power. To be fair, we ensure that the
two-tone TX signal undergoes a cancellation of not more than 25 dB for these measurements (the
average cancellation over the 25 MHz 20 dB SIC BW in Fig. 5.20(b)).
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Figure 5.24: Wireless demonstration of same-channel full-duplex RF SI cancellation of a 1.37 GHz
27 MHz-BW RRC-filtered 64-QAM signal across the 1.4 GHz antenna pair showing signal spectrum
at various points and 20 dB SIC across the entire 27 MHz signal BW at the receiver output. Off-
the-shelf components are used to form the transmitter path.
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variation over 1.36 GHz to 1.38 GHz. Please note that this is the same antenna interface assumed
for the analyses presented in Section 5.1. The SI canceller achieves a 20 dB cancellation BW
of 15/25 MHz (one/two filters) in Fig. 5.20. When a conventional frequency-flat amplitude-and-
phase-based canceller is used, the SIC BW is about 3 MHz. Once again, in measurement, the two
canceller filters share the same LO.
The associated NF increase is 0.9-to-1.1 dB/1.1-to-1.3 dB (Fig. 5.21). Measured RX gain
imparted to a weak desired signal without and with SIC are shown in Fig. 5.22. SIC of up to
−8 dBm of peak in-band SI at the RX input results in negligible gain compression of a desired
signal (as opposed to nearly 22 dB of compression in the absence of SIC). SIC also improves the
impact of receiver nonlinearity on the SI itself, improving effective in-band IIP3 from −20 dBm to
+2 dBm and effective in-band IIP2 from +10 dBm to +68 dBm.
In the effective in-band IIP3 measurement under SIC, there is no way to separate the canceller
and RX IM3 contributions. We may infer their relative contributions from the fact that RX effective
in-band IIP3 should improve by the amount of SIC achieved (around 25 dB). The fact that it
improves by 22 dB indicates that the RX and canceller have roughly equal IM3 contribution, which
is consistent with the system-level design guideline outlined in Chapter 2. Even with both IM3
contributions, the effective in-band IIP3 under SIC of +2 dBm exceeds the +0.5 dBm specification
dictated by RX IM3 alone in Section II-A. Also, while IIP3 is an extrapolated metric, consistent
IM3 levels are maintained up to a single-tone SI power level of −19 dBm, which corresponds to an
average two-tone TX power of +14 dBm assuming 30 dB ISO. At that level, under SIC, the IM3
tones are 40 dB below the incident SI, exceeding the 37 dB requirement.
While IM2 was not considered in Chapter 2, the required RX effective IIP2 under SIC is
PTX,main − ISO− 3+SICRF +SICBB = +19 dBm so that RX SI IM2 distortion does not exceed
the residual SI after RF and analog SIC. The achieved RX effective IIP2 greatly exceeds this.
Fig. 5.24 illustrates a wireless same-channel full-duplex SIC demonstration. A 27 MHz-BW
64-QAM signal is transmitted using an off-the-shelf mixer and power amplifier through one of the
1.4 GHz antennas. The modulated SI appears at the receiver input with 35 dB antenna isolation.
Using the proposed canceller, 20 dB cancellation across the entire 27 MHz SI BW is measured.
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Table 5.1: Summary of the specifications for a full-duplex system (see Chapter 2) and corresponding
measurement results.
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Table 5.2: Performance comparison with the state of the art.
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5.5.4 Performance Summary and Comparison
Table 5.1 summarizes the system-level analysis and specifications presented in Chapter 2 and com-
pares them to the measurement results just described. Table 5.2 compares the measurement re-
sults with prior art. This work achieves superior SIC BW, while achieving comparable SI power
handling, NF degradation and linearity enhancement under FDD SIC to [76] and supporting same-
channel full-duplex wireless. When compared with [8], a recently-reported full-duplex RFIC, this
work achieves lower NF degradation and incorporates equalization functionality for wideband SIC.
However, [8] achieves superior in-band linearity with and without SIC due to a passive-mixer-
first architecture. When compared with [9], another recently-reported full-duplex RFIC, this work
exhibits superior SI power handling and in-band linearity to SI.
Canceller DC power depends on antenna interface selectivity and desired SIC BW, and must
be compared with the TX power consumption, as it can be powered down when the TX is inactive,
or in the absence of a CW jammer for FDD. Measured canceller LO (TX LO) feedthrough to the
RX input is about −55 dBm, low enough to not affect FDD/full duplex operation. Calibration
techniques can further suppress the LO leakage [114].
5.6 Summary
The concept of frequency-domain equalization (FDE) in the RF domain is introduced in this Chap-
ter that enables wideband SIC at RF for full-duplex and frequency-division duplexing wireless com-
munications systems. For FDE in the RF domain, reconfigurable RF bandpass filters (BPFs) are
employed in the canceller. The reconfigurable BPFs enable replication of not only the magnitude
and phase of the frequency-selective antenna interface isolation, but also their slopes in different
sub-bands, thus greatly enhancing SIC BW. Similar to traditional FDE in digital, the RF equalizer
coefficient can be derived from the SI channel transfer function. In addition, an iterative successive
approach is proposed to further configure the RF BPFs in the equalizer.
FDE in the RF domains requires high-Q, widely-tunable RF BPFs. When compared to other
approaches to the design of integrated RF BPFs (such as the Q-enhanced LC RF BPF), N-path
filters in CMOS have advantages of being area efficient, widely tunable, and having better dynamic
range performance. In the Chapter, a two-port Gm-C N-path filter with embedded variable at-
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tenuation and phase shift is introduced to implement the reconfigurable canceller BPFs. Variable
attenuation is introduced by reconfiguring N-path filter source and load resistance relative to each
other, and phase shifting is accomplished by phase shifting the LOs driving the switches on the
output side of a two-port N-path filter.
A proof-of-concept 0.8-1.4 GHz SIC receiver prototype based on RF FDE in 65 nm CMOS val-
idates the claims and achieves >20 MHz cancellation BW (nearly 10× improvement over conven-
tional frequency-flat amplitude- and phase-based RF cancellers) across a custom-designed LTE-like
0.780/0.895 GHz duplexer for FDD and a 1.4 GHz antenna pair for full-duplex wireless.
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Chapter 6




As discussed in Chapter 3, the progression towards short-range wireless communications relaxes
SI suppression requirements in full-duplex systems. However, a full-duplex system with −6 dBm
transmit power, 10 MHz signal bandwidth and 12 dB NF budget still requires 86 dB of SI suppres-
sion to reach the −92 dBm noise floor. Another fundamental challenge is related to the full-duplex
antenna interface. When compared to antenna pairs, shared-antenna interfaces enable compact
form factor, translate easily to MIMO, and ease system design through channel reciprocity. The
realization of compact CMOS-compatible full-duplex shared-antenna interfaces with low loss, low
noise, high linearity, and high TX-to-RX isolation is an important open research topic. In this
Chapter, we present a full-duplex RX with an integrated non-magnetic N-path-filter-based passive
circulator1 and analog BB SI cancellation [52][42]. This full-duplex receiver (1) enables a compact
full-duplex radio with an integrated low-loss shared-antenna interface, (2) achieves 42 dB on-chip
1This work was performed in collaboration with Negar Reiskarimian. The integrated non-magnetic passive circu-
lator presented here is a research project conducted by Negar.
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Figure 6.1: Short range full-duplex transceiver block diagram with SI suppression across the circu-
lator, analog, and digital domains.
SI suppression across the antenna and analog BB domains over 12 MHz signal bandwidth, and (3)
demonstrates 85 dB overall SI suppression in conjunction with digital SI and its IM3 distortion
cancellation, enabling a full-duplex link budget of −7 dBm TX average output power and −92 dBm
noise floor.
This Chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 discusses the specifications of the short-
range full-duplex radio. Section 6.2 briefly describes the operation principle of the integrated
non-magnetic N-path-filter-based passive circulator. A detailed treatment of the circulator can
be found in [42][115]. A joint SIC approach across the antenna and analog domains is presented
in Section 6.3. The implementation of the 65 nm CMOS 0.6-0.8 GHz full-duplex receiver with
the integrated circulator and the joint SIC across the antenna and analog domains is described in
Section 6.4. Measurement results are given in Section 6.5. Section 6.6 summaries the Chapter.
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6.1 Short-Range Full-Duplex System Requirements
The block diagram of the short-range full-duplex wireless transceiver is depicted in Fig. 6.1. A
TX baseband signal is first upconverted to RF and then amplified by a PA. The TX signal at
PA output including the TX main signal (PTX) and its nonlinear distortion signal leaks to the
RX LNA input (becoming SI) through the integrated circulator with certain amount of TX-to-RX
isolation (ISO). SIC in the analog domain taps from the TX analog baseband and cancels the SI
at the RX analog baseband. Finally, SIC in the digital domain suppresses both the main SI and
the associated distortion signal generated by the TX, circulator, RX, and analog SI canceller.
We assume a short-range wireless system with 10 MHz RX bandwidth and 12 dB RX NF
(NFRX ), which results in an RX input-referred noise floor (PNoiseF loor) of −92 dBm2. Given a
−6 dBm PTX , the required overall SIC can be calculated as −6 dBm − (−92 dBm) = 86 dB and
is distributed across the circulator, analog, and digital domains as depicted in Fig. 6.1. Assuming
a required SNR of 15 dB, 2 dBi TX and RX dipole antenna gain, implementation losses of 5 dB,
15 dB margin for signal fading, and 5 dB (3×) sensitivity degradation due to the residual SI and
its IM3, the link budget of −6 dBm+ 4 dBi− (−92 dBm+5 dB)− 15 dB− 5 dB− 15 dB = 50 dB
translates to a transmission distance of 10 meters at a frequency of 750 MHz. The required overall
SIC can be calculated as −6 dBm − (−92 dBm) = 86 dB and is distributed across the circulator,
analog, and digital domains as depicted in Fig. 6.1.
SI suppression in the antenna and analog domains is critical for relaxing the ADC DR require-
ment. At the ADC input, assuming an identical power level for the main SI and its associated
distortion signal, the required ADC DR can be calculated as DRADC = (PTX − ISO − SICBB +
6) − (PNoiseF loor − 6), where SICBB is the amount of SIC achieved in the analog domain and we
have included a 6 dB margin at both ends3. Therefore, the ADC DR requirement is relaxed by the
amount of SI suppression in the antenna and analog domains.
The SI suppression in the antenna and analog domains also determines the SI-cancelling RX
effective in-band IIP3 (i.e. IIP3 under analog SIC). Let us assume the integrated circulator and
the SI-cancelling receiver contribute equally to the SI-induced distortion signal at the ADC input.
2
PNoiseF loor is the original half-duplex noise floor.
3The 12 dB margin accounts for the addition of the residual SI and its distortion signals, among other things.
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Figure 6.2: Required ADC DR, RX effective IIP3, circulator ISO IIP3, and digital SIC versus the
amount of analog BB SIC.
Table 6.1: Summary of the short-range full-duplex system specifications.
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Since we’ve assumed that the SI-induced distortion signal at the ADC input has the same power
level as the residual main SI after the circulator isolation and analog SIC, the RX effective in-band
IIP3 can be calculated as:
IIP3,RX,eff = (PTX − ISO − 3) +
1
2
(SICBB + 3), (6.1)
where the single tone power of a two-tone main SI at the RX input is PTX − ISO − 3 and the
input-referred IM3 signals are below the main SI by SICBB + 3. The 3 dB
4 margin is for the IM3
signals generated by the integrated circulator. Similarly, the TX-port-referred IP3 of the integrated
circulator’s TX-to-RX isolation can be calculated as:
IIP3,Cir,ISO = PTX − 3 +
1
2
(SICBB + 3). (6.2)
Equations (6.1) and (6.2) indicate that enhancing SICBB beyond a certain point carries no benefit.
More SIC in the analog BB relaxes the ADC DR requirement. However, more analog BB SIC results
in more stringent RX and circulator ISO IIP3 requirements in order to prevent SI IM3 products
from dominating the residual SI at the ADC input. It should be noted that a higher circulator
isolation relaxes both the ADC DR and the SI-cancelling RX effective IIP3 requirements. Finally,
the required SIC in the digital domain for the main SI and SI-induced IM3 signals can be calculated
as PTX − PNoiseF loor − ISO − SICBB each.
Assuming 20 dB isolation from the circulator, the required ADC DR, RX effective IIP3, circu-
lator ISO IIP3, and digital SIC are plotted versus the amount of analog BB SIC in Fig. 6.2. In
our design, we choose SICBB=20 dB, resulting in ADC DR of 58 dB (2×6 dB margin is included
as mentioned before), RX effective IIP3 of −17.5 dBm, and circulator ISO IIP3 of +2.5 dBm. In
addition, 46 dB SIC is required in the digital domain for both the main SI and SI-induced IM3
signals. Table 6.1 summaries the full-duplex system specifications. It should be mentioned that
the supported TX power level is limited by the total achievable SIC across antenna, analog and
digital domains (as will be seen later in this Chapter), and not by the power handling capability
of the integrated circulator.
4The circulator generated IM3 and the RX generated IM3 are coherent, so they may add up or cancel out with
each other. We assume a 3 dB increase here as the middle ground.
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Figure 6.3: A two-port N-path filter with phase-shifted clocks driving the two switch sets at the
input and output sides. Signals traveling in opposite directions experience phase shifts with identical
magnitude (2π∆TfLO) but with opposite sign as they see a different ordering of commutating N-
path switches.
6.2 Integrated Non-Magnetic Passive Circulator
This Section briefly describes the operation principle of the integrated non-magnetic N-path-filter-
based passive circulator. A detailed treatment regarding the circulator can be found in [42][115].
This circulator is the work of Negar Reiskarimian, and is only described briefly here to support the
description of the full-duplex receiver that integrates this circulator.
Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) passive systems based on conventional materials are reciprocal.
A three-port, matched, reciprocal network cannot be lossless [116]. Consequently, a three-port,
matched, reciprocal antenna interface with high TX-to-RX isolation, such as electrical balance
duplexers[72][73][117][118], necessarily features at least 3 dB loss between TX and antenna and
between antenna and RX.
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Figure 6.4: Non-reciprocal wave propagation in a ring structure where a 3λ/4 transmission line is
wrapped around the phase-non-reciprocal N-path filter with +90◦ clock phase shift.
The fundamental 3 dB loss can be mitigated via non-reciprocal operation. Reciprocity can be
broken by using magnetic materials, active devices, time-variant systems, or non-linear systems
[42]. Based on the approaches that can break reciprocity, various circulator technologies have been
reported. Conventional ferrite circulators rely on magnetic materials, and are consequently bulky
and cannot be integrated on silicon [13]. Circulators using active devices can be integrated, but they
have poor noise and linearity performance [75]. Non-magnetic passive circulators leveraging time-
varying systems have been reported recently. Non-magnetic non-reciprocity has been achieved
by modulating varactors along transmission lines in [119]. However, this technology based on
distributedly modulated capacitors has large form factor and requires an extra duplexer to separate
the transmit and receive signals. Parametric modulation of coupled resonator loops, resulting
in angular momentum biasing, can also create non-reciprocity, and has been used to build non-
magnetic circulators[120][121]. However, circulators based on parametric modulation of coupled
resonators suffer from either high loss or poor linearity, primarily due to the use of varactors for
modulation.
The circulator idea presented here is based on the phase-non-reciprocal behavior of two-port N-
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Figure 6.5: A highly-linear passive three-port circulator realization with the RX port being placed
next to the N-path filter.
path filters [115]. As discussed in Chapter 5, phase shifting can be embedded in a two-port N-path
filter by phase shifting the clocks driving the switches on the output side, essentially staggering
the commutating action of the two-port N-path filter as shown in Fig. 6.3. LPTV analysis shows
that this introduces constant phase shifts near the switching clock frequency (fLO) with no other
impact on the close-in magnitude response [41]. Interestingly, as can be seen in Fig. 6.3, signals
traveling in opposite directions experience phase shifts with identical magnitude (2π∆TfLO) but
with opposite sign as they see a different ordering of commutating N-path switches. This phase
non-reciprocity behavior can also be intuitively understood by viewing the two sets of switches
as reciprocal quadrature mixers, and viewing the baseband capacitors together with the source
resistance at the two ports as a low-pass filter. The low-pass filter attenuates the up-converted
signal from the first mixer in either propagation direction. The phase non-reciprocity is achieved
by the different roles that the phase-shifted clocks play in different signal propagation directions –
the phase-shifted clocks act as up-conversion local oscillators in the left to right direction, and act
as down-conversion local oscillators in the right to left direction.
To create non-reciprocal wave propagation, a 3λ/4 transmission line is wrapped around the
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N-path filter with +90◦ clock phase shift as depicted in Fig. 6.4. In such a ring, signals can only
propagate in one direction. In the clock-wise direction, the −270◦ phase shift of the 3λ/4 line
combines with the −90◦ shift of the N-path filter creating constructive interference. Counter-clock-
wise, the −270◦ shift of the line adds with the +90◦ shift of the N-path generating destructive
interference.
A three-port circulator can be realized by introducing three ports anywhere on the transmission
line, as long as they maintain a λ/4 circumferential distance between them. However, if the RX
port is placed next to the N-path filter, then for TX port excitations, the RX port, and hence one
end of the N-path filter, is quiet due to the isolation of the circulator. The S-parameters of the
non-reciprocal N-path filter given in [42] force its two port voltages to be equal in magnitude, and
consequently, its other end is quiet as well. In other words, voltage swings across the N-path filter
are suppressed, resulting in high linearity to excitations at the TX port.
In the circuit implementation, the 3λ/4 transmission line is miniaturized using three CLC
sections that are each equivalent to a λ/4 transmission line. The circulator can also be configured
to operate as a reciprocal T/R switch for half-duplex TDD applications as illustrated in Fig. 6.6.
If the clock drive is cut and the switches are left open, the circulator simply becomes a low-loss
50 Ω transmission line from ANT to RX. Similarly, the circulator reduces to a low-loss 50 Ω line
from ANT to TX if a pair of switches is held high.
6.3 Joint-SIC In the Antenna and Analog Domains
As mentioned in Section 6.1, the analog BB SIC together with the initial circulator isolation in the
antenna domain relax the ADC DR and digital SIC requirements. It is known that SI suppression
across different domains must be jointly optimized to obtain the best performance [57]. In this
section, a joint-SIC methodology across domains is presented with enhanced performance when
compared to an approach where the antenna interface and the analog BB SI canceller are configured
independently.
Figure 6.7(a) illustrates the SI-cancelling full-duplex radio with the integrated circulator and
an impedance tuner at the circulator antenna port. Circulators typically require an impedance
tuner at their antenna ports to counter reflections due to antenna impedance mismatch [116].
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Figure 6.6: Time-division duplexing (TDD) mode of operation: (a) TX-antenna transmission mode
and (b) antenna-RX transmission mode.
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Figure 6.7: Joint SIC in the antenna and analog domains: (a) diagram, (b) overall SIC with an
impedance tuner being used to provide 35 dB peak narrowband circulator isolation, (c) overall SIC
with an impedance tuner being used to provide a frequency-flat circulator isolation of 16 dB.
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The impedance tuner here is modeled as a transmission line with a variable length loaded with
a programmable resistive termination [122]. The residual SI at the RX input after the antenna
interface isolation can be written as:
PR = (S31 + S21S32ΓLe
−2jβl)PTX , (6.3)
where S31, S21, and S32 are the S-parameters of the circulator, ΓL is the reflection coefficient of the
impedance tuner, l is the variable length of the impedance tuner transmission line, and β is the
propagation constant of the impedance tuner transmission line.
In a joint-SIC approach, the residual SI after the antenna interface isolation is designed to mimic
the response of the analog SI canceller. An amplitude-and-phase-based analog BB SI canceller as
depicted in Fig. 6.7(a) has a relatively flat frequency response. Therefore, the residual SI after the
antenna interface isolation needs to be flat across frequency. Having frequency-flat residual SI is
mathematically equivalent to d|PR|df = 0 and
d∠PR
df = 0, which require
dRe{PR}
df = 0 and
dIm{PR}
df = 0.
Assuming ΓL 6= 0 and cos(∠S21 + ∠S32 − 2βl) 6= 0, we have:
(tan∠P −Q) d|S21||S32|
df
+ (1 +Rtan∠P )
d∠P
df
|S21||S32| = 0, (6.4)
where P = ∠S21 +∠S32 − 2βl, Q = d(|S31|cos∠S31)/dfd(|S31|sin∠S31)/df . From (6.4), l can be solved numerically using





df sin∠P + |S21||S32|cos∠P d∠Pdf
. (6.5)
To illustrate the benefit of the proposed joint-SIC approach, Figs. 6.7(b), (c) show a couple
of SIC examples across the antenna and analog domains. The results in Figs. 6.7(b), (c) are
based on the measured S-parameter results of the integrated circulator (see Section VI-A) and a
frequency-flat amplitude-and-phase-based analog BB SI canceller. The impedance tuner is used to
provide 35 dB peak narrowband circulator isolation for the example shown in Fig. 6.7(b), while
it ensures frequency-flat circulator isolation of 16 dB in the other example shown in Fig. 6.7(c).
With a frequency-flat analog BB SI canceller, the 40 dB SIC bandwidths in Figs. 6.7(b) and (c) are
2.3 MHz and 9.5 MHz respectively, indicating a greater-than-four-times improvement in the SIC
bandwidth using the joint-SIC approach.
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The circulator was designed for tunable operation around 750 MHz in 65 nm CMOS. The schematic
of the circulator is depicted in Fig. 6.8. The 3λ4 line is miniaturized using three CLC sections
implemented with on-chip MiM capacitors and off-chip air-core 8.9 nH inductors (0806SQ from
Coilcraft, QL >100). The N-path filter uses 8-paths. Clock phase-shifting is accomplished using
4-phase vector-interpolation phase-shifters at twice the switching frequency, followed by a second
frequency division to achieve 8 phases.
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Figure 6.9: Block diagram and schematic of the implemented 65 nm CMOS full-duplex receiver
with the integrated circulator and analog BB self-interference cancellation.
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Figure 6.10: Measured circulator S-parameters in full-duplex mode between its antenna port and
TX port, showing non-reciprocal operation and 1.7 dB TX-to-antenna insertion loss. (Ports 1 and
2 are TX and ANT port, respectively.)
6.4.2 Integrated Receiver and Analog Baseband SI Canceller
As depicted in Fig. 6.9, the circulator is integrated with a noise-canceling current-mode RX that is
similar to the one in [4]. Both the circulator and the RX are powered from 1.2V supplies. The analog
BB canceller taps from the TX BB (TX BB buffers are integrated on chip for this purpose), adjusts
the amplitude and the phase, and injects the cancellation current at the TIA input. Performing
BB SIC at the TIA input not only protects the RX analog BB circuits, but also enhances the RX
mixer and LNTA linearity by creating a virtual ground at the passive mixer output. Amplitude
and phase scaling are achieved through two 5-bit digitally-controlled phase rotators injecting into
the I- and Q-paths of the RX analog BB. Each phase rotator consists of 31 identical cells with
independent controls, similar to [8]. The unit cell of the phase rotator adopts a noise-canceling CG
and CS topology, allowing the partial cancellation of the noise from the CG devices (dependent on
the phase rotator setting). 1.3V and 2.2V supplies are used for the BB canceller as indicated in
Fig. 6.9.
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6.5 Measurement Results
6.5.1 Integrated Circulator
Measurements from a breakout of the circulator in full-duplex mode reveal 1.7 dB loss in TX-
ANT and ANT-RX transmission and broadband isolation better than 15 dB between TX and RX
(the narrowband isolation can be as high as 50 dB) as shown in Fig. 6.10. The in-band ANT-
RX IIP3 is +8.7 dBm while the in-band TX-ANT IIP3 is +27.5 dBm, significantly higher due
to the suppression of swing across the N-path filter. The ANT-RX NF is 4.3 dB, degraded from
the expected 2 dB NF. This NF degradation is due to the implementation approach of the clock
phase shifter (the square-wave digital clocks are attenuated and filtered to produce weak sine waves
for linear vector interpolation, leading to susceptibility to phase noise). Elimination of the phase
shifters (not necessary as only a static 90◦ phase shift is desired) or a redesign of the phase shifters
using a purely digital topology restores the NF to around 2 dB in simulation. Comprehensive
circulator characterization results can be found in [42][115].
6.5.2 Receiver with Circulator
The chip microphotograph of the 65nm CMOS SI-cancelling full-duplex receiver with the integrated
circulator is shown in Fig. 6.11. The chip has an active area of 1.44 mm2 and is mounted in a
QFN56 package. The SI-cancelling full-duplex receiver with the integrated circulator operates
over 610-850 MHz, with peak gain of 42 dB, IB IIP3 of −33 dBm at peak gain, and OOB IIP3
of +19 dBm at 200 MHz offset and +11 dBm at 40 MHz offset when the circulator is in full-
duplex mode (Fig. 6.12). All these results are referred to the ANT port. When the circulator is
configured in TDD mode, the measured peak gain and IB IIP3 at peak gain are the same as when
the circulator is in full-duplex mode. The measured OOB IIP3 is +16 dBm at 200 MHz offset and
+4 dBm at 40 MHz offset. The OOB IIP3 in full-duplex mode benefits from the filtering effect of
the circulator’s N-path filter at the RX input. The measured NF is 5.0 dB in TDD RX mode, and
increases to 8.4 dB in full-duplex mode due to the circulator LO path phase noise issue described
earlier [as in Fig. 6.12(b)]. The improved LO design described earlier restores the full-duplex mode
NF to 5 dB in simulation.
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Figure 6.11: Chip microphotograph of the 65 nm CMOS full-duplex receiver with integrated circu-
lator and analog BB self-interference cancellation.
Figure 6.12: Measured circulator ANT-to-RX-BB characteristics: (a) conversion gain, (b) noise
figure, and (c) IIP3.
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Figure 6.13: Measured small-signal SI suppression across the circulator and analog domains using
the presented joint-SIC approach.
6.5.3 Transmitter and LO Path
The transmitter uses an off-the-shelf quadrature modulator from Texas Instruments [123] that is
driven by the integrated TX baseband buffers, and has a measured output IP3 of +20 dBm. The
TX output noise level is measured to be −145 dBm/Hz. Given 20 dB circulator isolation, the
TX noise floor at the receiver input would be −165 dBm/Hz, which is 3 dB lower than the RX
input-referred noise floor. The measured transmitter image rejection ratio is greater than 30 dB
and thus doesn’t limit the targeted 20 dB analog BB SIC.
The circulator and the full-duplex receiver receive clock inputs at four times and twice the
RF carrier frequency, respectively. In the measurement, a custom-designed discrete-component-
based divide-by-two divider was used in the receiver LO path allowing the circulator and the
full-duplex receiver to share one LO source. The TX modulator which receives an LO at the RF
carrier frequency used a separate LO source. Thanks to a relatively-low transmitter output power
level and the fact that we used high-quality signal sources, the noise floor induced by the lack of
correlation between TX and RX phase noise doesn’t degrade the original noise floor of the receiver.
6.5.4 Full-Duplex Operation
As discussed in Section 6.3, a joint-SIC approach was used for achieving better overall SIC across
the antenna and analog domains. In the measurement, an integrated overall SI suppression of 42 dB
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Figure 6.14: Measured and simulated impact of the analog BB SI canceller on RX NF in the
full-duplex mode.
Figure 6.15: Measured ANT-to-RX-BB gain compression of a weak desired signal with and without
analog BB SIC versus varying TX output power level.
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Figure 6.16: The nonlinear tapped delay line used for digital SIC.
was achieved across the circulator and analog BB SIC over a BW of 12 MHz (Fig. 6.13).
As shown in Fig. 6.14, the analog BB SI canceller further increases the RX NF to 10.9 dB (TX
signal not present). With the improved LO design for the circulator as described earlier, a 7 dB
NF with the BB SI canceller on is obtained in simulation. Fig. 6.15 depicts linearity tests under
powerful SI with the same antenna tuning mentioned before for 42 dB average overall SIC. SIC of
up to −4 dBm of TX power results in small gain compression (1 dB) of a desired signal, as opposed
to nearly 15 dB of compression in the absence of analog BB SIC.
Fig. 6.17 depicts both the main two-tone SI at the RX output as well as IM3 distortion generated
on the SI by the circulator, RX and BB canceller for varying TX two-tone power. All signals are
referred back to the ANT port to enable comparison with the noise floor of −92 dBm. The same
antenna tuning that was applied in the joint-SIC approach is used here. Analog BB SIC improves
the effective in-band RX IIP3 from −33 dBm to −18 dBm. We have also implemented digital
SIC in Matlab after capturing the baseband signals using an oscilloscope (an 8-bit quantizer). The
digital SIC is based on a nonlinear tapped delay line (see Fig. 6.16) which essentially models the





















where y[n] is the nonlinear tapped delay line output, x[n] and x[n − k] (k represents the delay
index) are the current and past TX digital baseband signals, N corresponds to the maximum
delay in the modeled SI channel, and hi[k] (i = 1, 2, 3 . . . , p) is the i-th order digital canceller
coefficient for a delay index of k. The truncation of the Volterra series helps to reduce the digital
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Figure 6.17: Measured two-tone linearity test with SI suppression across antenna, analog BB and
digital domains, demonstrating a full-duplex link budget of −7 dBm TX average output power and
−92 dBm noise floor.
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Table 6.2: Performance summary and comparison.
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SI canceller complexity to a manageable level. In our measurement, nonlinear terms up to 4th
order are considered (i.e., p = 4) with a delay spread length of 41 samples, resulting in 164 total
unknown canceller coefficients. The digital SI canceller coefficients are determined using a two-tone
pilot signal. By taking into account both the delay spread and the nonlinearities of the SI channel,
the digital SIC cancels not only the main SI but also the IM3 distortion generated on the SI . After
digital SIC, the main SI tones are at the noise floor, while the SI IM3 tones are 8 dB below for
−7 dBm TX average power. This corresponds to a total SI suppression of 85 dB. The −7 dBm
TX average power is not limited by the power handling of the circulator, but rather by the need
to cancel the main SI down to the noise floor in our measurement (in other words, by the achieved
total SI suppression).
Table 6.2 compares this work to prior integrated full-duplex receivers. The novel aspects of this
work include the integrated non-magnetic non-reciprocal passive circulator with very low TX-ANT
loss (1.7 dB) and 85 dB total SI suppression in conjunction with digital SIC.
6.6 Summary
This Chapter introduced a self-interference-cancelling full-duplex receiver with an integrated non-
magnetic passive N-path-filter-based non-reciprocal circulator and analog baseband SIC that achieves
42 dB on-chip SI suppression across the antenna and analog BB domains over a 12 MHz signal BW
using a joint-SIC approach. In conjunction with digital SI and its IM3 distortion cancellation, the
full-duplex receiver demonstrates 85 dB overall SI suppression, enabling a full-duplex link budget
of −7 dBm TX average output power and −92 dBm noise floor.
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Chapter 7
Cross-Layer Analysis and Design of
Full-Duplex Wireless Systems
To fully utilize the benefits of full-duplex communication, wireless systems will require a careful
redesign of not only the PHY layer but also the MAC layer. While the focus of this thesis is on
integrated radios for full-duplex wireless at the PHY layer, cross-layer investigations have been
performed in our collaborative efforts with researchers at higher layers of the stack and has allowed
us to make concrete steps towards practical full-duplex wireless networks. This larger cross-layer
project has been dubbed the Columbia FlexICoN (The Full-duplex Wireless: From Integrated
Circuits to Networks) project [125].
As outlined in Fig. 8.1, our full-duplex cross-layer research is based on integrated self-interference-
cancelling radios presented in the previous Chapters at the PHY layer. Based on our model of the
remaining SI in integrated full-duplex radios, power control algorithms are derived and rate gains
are characterized for full-duplex wireless communication systems in [21][126]. Section 7.1 discusses
the model of the remaining SI for integrated full-duplex radios and touches upon some of the key re-
sults from [21][126]. To enable experimental characterization of full-duplex MAC layer algorithms,
we have developed a cross-layered software-defined full-duplex radio testbed. Section 7.2 discusses
the full-duplex radio testbed and a practical real-time full-duplex wireless demonstration [22]. At
the end of this Chapter (Section 7.3), a multi-band FDD demonstration using a tunable duplexer
based on microwave cavity filters [43][127] and our integrated widely-tunable SI-cancelling receiver
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Figure 7.1: Outline of our full-duplex cross-layer research in collaboration with Profs. Gil Zussman
and Yuan Zhong, Dr. Jelena Marasevic, and Tingjun Chen from Columbia University.
in [4] is presented.
The full-duplex cross-layer research was performed in collaboration with Professors Gil Zussman
and Yuan Zhong, Dr. Jelena Marašević, and Tingjun Chen from Columbia University. The model
of the remaining SI for integrated full-duplex radios was developed in collaboration with Jelena.
Based on the model, power control algorithms and rate gains were derived and characterized ex-
clusively by Jelena. The full-duplex radio testbed and the practical real-time full-duplex wireless
demonstration (including our RF and real-time digital SIC algorithms) were developed in collab-
oration with Tingjun. The realization of our RF and real-time digital SIC algorithms and data
communications in commercial software-defined radios were performed exclusively by Tingjun. The
FDD demonstration was performed in collaboration with Professor Dimitrios Peroulis, Dr. Mo-
hammad Abu Khater, and Yu-Chen Wu from Purdue University, and the tunable duplexer based
on microwave cavity filters was developed exclusively by Dr. Mohammad Abu Khater, Yu-Chen
Wu, and Professor Dimitrios Peroulis.
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7.1 Resource Allocation and Rate Gains in Full-Duplex Networks
Much existing work on full-duplex rate improvement assumes perfect SIC [128][129][130][131] – SIC
that suppresses SI to at least the RX noise floor and is flat across frequencies. However, such SIC
has been only reported in discrete-component-based full-duplex radios (e.g., [2]). For integrated
full-duplex radios, SIC can be frequency selective as we discussed in Chapter 3. Note that the
realization of integrated full-duplex radios is critical if we are to bring full-duplex functionality to
handheld devices such as smartphones.
The frequency selectivity of SIC using integrated full-duplex radios has not been considered
in any analytical work regarding full-duplex rate improvement. This is an important feature that
is inherent in integrated full-duplex radios, where frequency selectivity is mainly a consequence
of the cancellation in the analog/RF domain [64][56][65]. While continued research progress will
improve the quality of the SIC that can be achieved in integrated radios, the technology constraints
associated with integrated implementations and the form factor and power consumption constraints
associated with mobile devices will always render SIC in such implementations more challenging
than implementations based on discrete components or laboratory bench-top equipment.
Hence, one of the main contributions of the work presented in [21] is a thorough analytical study
of rate gains from full-duplex under non-negligible SI based on a mathematical model that captures
the practical frequency-dependent SIC at mobile stations using integrated full-duplex radios.
7.1.1 Model of the Remaining SI in Integrated Full-Duplex Radios with Frequency-
Flat RF Canceller
A mathematical model of the remaining SI in integrated full-duplex radios with frequency-flat
amplitude- and phase-based RF SI cancellers is derived here.
Figure 7.2 depicts the block diagram of a full-duplex radio employing SI suppression in the
antenna, RF, and digital domains. The magnitude and phase response of the RF SI canceller is
assumed to be frequency flat and is denoted by |HC,R| and ∠HC,R. In addition, the magnitude
and phase response of the canceller is assumed to be programmable. For the antenna interface’s
SI isolation, we assume a flat magnitude response |HA(f)| = const = |HA| and a constant group
delay equal to τ , so that HA(f) = |HA|e−j2πfτ . For the digital SIC, we assume that the amount
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Figure 7.2: Block diagram of a full-duplex radio employing RF and digital self-interference cancel-
lation with a frequency-selective antenna interface.
of cancellation, denoted by SICD, is constant across frequency, as delay can be easily generated in
the digital domain.
We assume that the network bandwidth of size B is subdivided into K orthogonal frequency
channels of width B/K each, and index the frequency channels with k ∈ {1, ...,K}. An example
of such sub-channelization is Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) with each fre-
quency channel consisting of an integral number of subcarriers. Let fk denote the central frequency
of the kth channel, so that fk = f1 + (k − 1)B/K. Then, the remaining SI after cancellation can
be written as:
RSIm,k = |Pm,k(HA −HC,R)SIC−1D |
= Pm,k||HA|e−j∠HA(fk) − |HC,R|e−j∠HC,R |SIC−1D
= Pm,k||HA|2 + |HC,R|2 − 2|HA||HC,R| · cos(∠HA(fk) + ∠HC,R)|SIC−1D ,
(7.1)
where Pm,k is the Mobile Station (MS) transmission power on channel k, Pm,k(HA −HC,R) is the
remaining SI after the RF SIC, and Pm,k(HA−HC,R)SIC−1D is the remaining SI after both the RF
and digital SIC. We assume a common oscillator for the TX and RX, with the phase noise of the
oscillator being good enough so that it does not affect the remaining SI.
The RF canceller’s settings can be programmed in the field to adjust the frequency at which
peak SIC is achieved. With the amplitude (|HC,R|) and the phase (∠HC,R) of the RF canceller set
to |HA| and −∠HA(fc), respectively, peak SIC is achieved at frequency fc. Therefore, the total
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remaining SI on channel k can be written as:
RSIm,k = 2|HA|2Pm,k(1− cos(2πτ(fk − fc)))SIC−1D , (7.2)
where τ is the group delay from the antenna interface with a typical value at the order of nanosec-
onds. Frequency bands used by commercial wireless systems are at most 10s of MHz wide. It follows
that 2πτ(fk − fc) << 1, and using the standard approximation cos(x) ≈ 1 − x2/2 for x << 1, we
further get:
RSIm,k ≈ |HA|2Pm,k(2πτ)2(fk − fc)2SIC−1D . (7.3)
Recalling that fk = f1 + (k − 1)B/K = f0 + kB/K for f0 = f1 − B/K, and writing fc as
fc = f0 + cB/K, for c ∈ R, we can combine all the constant terms and represent the remaining SI
as:
RSIm,k = gmPm,k(k − c)2, (7.4)
where gm = |HA|2(2πτ)2(B/K)2SIC−1D .
Fig. 7.3 shows the SI suppression based on (7.4) and based on measurement results using a
commercial 2110-2170 MHz miniature circulator [13] and an integrated RF canceller with flat
magnitude and phase response. The parameter gm in Eq. (7.4) was determined via a least square
estimation. As Fig. 7.3 shows, our model of the remaining SI closely matches the remaining SI that
we measured.
7.1.2 Power Control and Rate Gain
Based on the model presented in Section 7.1.1, our collaborators have derived power control algo-
rithms and characterized rate gains for full-duplex wireless links [21]. Here, we briefly discuss some
of the numerical results given in [21].
The numerical evaluation setup assumes a bidirectional full-duplex link between an MS that uses
an integrated full-duplex radio and a discrete-component-based Base Station (BS) (see Fig. 7.4).
We further consider a total bandwidth of 20 MHz being subdivided into 33 orthogonal frequency
channels (i.e. B=20 MHz and K=33). Since measurement-based modeling was performed only for
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Figure 7.3: Self-inference suppression profile using a commercial 2110-2170 MHz miniature circu-
lator [13] and an integrated RF canceller with flat magnitude and phase response. Our model of
the remaining SI closely matches the remaining SI in the measurement.
Figure 7.4: A bidirectional full-duplex link between an MS that uses an integrated full-duplex radio
(featuring a frequency-flat RF SI canceller) and a discrete-component-based BS. We assume a total
bandwidth of 20 MHz is subdivided into 33 orthogonal frequency channels.
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Figure 7.5: Full-duplex power allocation across 33 channels over a 20 MHz bandwidth at the (a)
mobile station and (b) base station. The TX power is normalized to 1.
the RF part of the integrated full-duplex transceiver, we assume additional 50 dB of broadband
cancellation from the digital domain (SICD=50 dB). At BS, we assume SI gets suppressed evenly
across the entire frequency band based on the reported discrete-component-based implementations
(such as the one in [2]). Similar to [2], we assume that when either station transmits at maximum
total power that is equally allocated across channels, the noise on each channel is 110 dB below
the transmitted power level. In addition, we consider flat frequency fading, and perform numerical
evaluations for the same SNR at the MS and BS.
Fig. 7.5 shows the power allocation at the MS and at the BS computed by MaximumRate, a
full-duplex power control algorithm developed in [21] that maximizes the sum of rates on uplink
and downlink, for both measured and modeled SI and for different values of average SNR (from
30 dB to 50 dB). In Fig. 7.5, the total transmitted power has been normalized to 1. As we can see
from Fig. 7.5, at the BS side, the transmit power is allocated evenly across all channels. At the MS
side, the power is concentrated at a few channels. These power control results make intuitive sense,
as they resemble the corresponding cancellation profiles at the BS and MS sides. Regarding full-
duplex rate gain improvement, the analysis presented in [21] shows that in the high SNR regime
(30-50 dB SNR), more than 60% throughput gain gain over conventional TDD can be achieved
from full-duplex operation (Fig. 7.6). Higher throughput gains can be obtained with a narrower
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Figure 7.6: Evaluated full-duplex rate gain for 33 channels versus SNR. With 30-50 dB SNR, 60-
80% throughput gain can be achieved from full-duplex operation using a frequency-flat amplitude-
and phase-based integrated RF SI canceller.
bandwidth or by using the more advanced frequency-domain-equalization-based integrated RF SI
canceller described in Chapter 5. It should be noted that the results in [21] use the Shannon
capacity formula for the rates, so they give the upper bound on the achievable rates under any
modulation and coding scheme (no particular modulation and coding schemes are assumed). The
aforementioned 60% improvement is comparing the rates achievable in half-duplex and full-duplex
cases considering the highest achievable rates under any modulation and coding scheme for both
cases with the given SNR. In addition, the high SNR required here is mainly due to the limited
achievable SIC especially at the MS side using a frequency-flat amplitude-and-phase-based RF
canceller. Full-duplex radios with higher SIC across wide bandwidths are critical for a relaxed SNR
requirement and are a part of important future research plans.
While the work in [21] aims to maximize the sum of uplink and downlink rates, our collaborators
have subsequently developed algorithms in [132] that maximize one of the (uplink and downlink)
rates when the other is fixed using the frequency-domain-equalization-based integrated RF SI can-
celler described in Chapter 5. These algorithms can be used in scenarios with asymmetric data
rates on the uplink and downlink.
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Figure 7.7: Block diagram of the full-duplex transceiver used in our cross-layered full-duplex
testbed.
7.2 Cross-Layered Full-Duplex Testbed
To enable experimental performance evaluation of MAC algorithms, we have fabricated discrete-
component-based prototype RF cancellers that emulate the integrated canceller in [56], and in-
tegrated them in a cross-layered software-defined testbed. In the testbed, these SI cancellers are
used in a full-duplex transceiver (see Fig. 7.7) that consists of an antenna, a ferrite circulator, the
custom-designed RF SI canceller, and an NI Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) [133].
The RF SI canceller taps a reference signal at the output of the PA and performs SIC at the input
of the LNA at the RX side. An adaptive RF SIC control algorithm and digital SIC are implemented
in NI LabVIEW.
The implementations of the full-duplex transceiver and the RF SI canceller are shown in Fig. 7.8.
The implemented RF SI canceller depicted in Fig. 7.8(b) operates from 0.8 GHz to 1.3 GHz. The
TX input and output ports of the canceller connect to the PA output and the circulator’s TX
port, respectively. The RX input and output ports of the canceller connect to the circulator’s RX
port and the USRP’s RX input, respectively. A portion of the TX signal is coupled from the PA
output through a 6 dB directional coupler. The TX reference signal is then adjusted in amplitude
and phase using a passive phase shifter and an attenuator, which are software-controlled from a
PC (see Fig. 7.7). The passive phase shifter covers full 360◦ and is controlled by a control circuit
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Figure 7.8: (a) The implementation of the full-duplex transceiver, and (b) the 0.8-1.3 GHz
frequency-flat amplitude- and phase-based RF SI canceller.
that consists of an 8-bit digital-to-analog converter (DAC), resulting in a resolution of about 1.5◦.
The attenuator provides an attenuation range from 0 dB to 15.5 dB with a 0.5 dB resolution. The
attenuation and phase control resolution result in a worst-case peak SIC of about 28 dB.
7.2.1 Adaptive RF SIC Algorithm
The SI channel response varies as the environment changes. Therefore, an algorithm that can
adaptively configure RF SI canceller amplitude and phase settings is required. An iterative gradient
descent algorithm has been reported to adaptively control an RF SI canceller [134]. However, this
algorithm can be extremely slow due to a large number of canceller setting combinations 1, imposing
huge overhead for using this algorithm for full-duplex wireless communications [2].
In [22], an algorithm that can be significantly faster than an iterative gradient descent search
is presented 2. The insight behind this algorithm is that the unknown RF SI canceller amplitude
and phase settings can be solved using trigonometric equations based on inputs from a few SIC
measurements with pilot signals. We found experimentally that this algorithm provides about
1Given the 8-bit phase shifter and the 5-bit variable attenuator in our design, there are 31×255=7905 canceller
amplitude and phase combinations.
2This algorithm was developed in collaboration with Tingjun Chen from Columbia University.
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Figure 7.9: Block diagram and mathematical model of a full-duplex transceiver with a frequency-flat
amplitude- and phase-based RF SI canceller used in deriving our adaptive RF SIC algorithm.
10 dB RF SIC. Therefore, a local search is performed to obtain at least 20 dB RF SIC. It should
be noted that even with the local tuning, the entire adaptive algorithm converges within about 10
attempts which is still significantly faster than a brute-force iterative gradient descent algorithm.
The RF SI canceller amplitude and phase settings can be solved as follows. Fig. 7.9 shows a
mathematical model of a full-duplex transceiver with a frequency-flat amplitude- and phase-based
RF SI canceller. The signal at the PA output is cos(ωRF t) with normalized amplitude and phase
for simplicity. The SI channel has a magnitude and phase response of ASI and φSI at ωRF , and
the canceller has a magnitude and phase response of AC and φC at ωRF . We assume the antenna
interface and the RF SI canceller are linear due to their purely-passive implementations. The
residual SI present at the LNA input is VRE cos(ωRF t+ φRE) with VRE and φRE being calculated
as:
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The receiver mixer is driven by the local oscillator signals cos(ωCt+φ0) and sin(ωCt+φ0), resulting
in baseband signals vI(t) and vQ(t) at I and Q channels, respectively. vI(t) and vQ(t) are given as
below:
vI(t) = AI cos((ωRF − ωC)t+ φRE − φ0)
= AI cos(φRE − φ0),when ωRF = ωC ,
(7.8)
vQ(t) = −AQ sin((ωRF − ωC)t+ φRE − φ0)
= −AQ sin(φRE − φ0),when ωRF = ωC ,
(7.9)
where ωC is the local oscillator frequency, φ0 denotes the local oscillator clock phase, and AI and AQ
are gains from the LNA input to the baseband I and Q outputs, respectively. Finally, substituting
(7.8) and (7.9) into (7.5)(7.6)(7.7), we have:
(ASI cos(φSI)−AC cos(φC))2 + (ASI sin(φSI)−AC sin(φC))2 =
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where we have assumed AI = AQ = ARX . In (7.10) and (7.11) we have total four unknowns
including the SI channel amplitude and phase settings ASI and φSI , the receiver gain ARX , and
the receiver clock phase φ0. vI(t) and vQ(t) are known measurement outputs, and two sets of SIC
measurements with the pilot sinusoidal signal cos(ωCt) using different RF SI canceller settings AC
and φC can generate four equations based on (7.10) and (7.11) which should be sufficient to solve
for the four unknowns.
We implemented this adaptive RF SIC algorithm in our full-duplex wireless demonstration
(discussed later). We found experimentally that this algorithm provides about 10 dB RF SIC.
Therefore, a local search is performed to obtain at least 20 dB RF SIC. To enhance the performance,
our next steps include understanding the factors that limit the achievable RF SIC using the adaptive
algorithm.
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7.2.2 Digital SIC
In Chapter 6 (Section 6.5.4), we discussed the implementation of our digital SI canceller and the
digital SIC results with a two-tone signal. Here, we focus on the approach that is used to configure
the digital SI canceller in a real-time fashion and factors that can fundamentally limit the amount
of digital SIC in full-duplex systems.
The SI channel can be modeled in the digital domain by a truncated discrete Volterra series





















where x[n] and x[n−k] (k represents the delay index) are the current and past TX digital baseband
signals, N corresponds to the maximum delay in the modeled SI channel, hi[k] (i = 1, 2, 3 . . . , p) is
the i-th order Volterra series coefficient for a delay index of k, and w[n] represents the noise along
with the received residual SI. Equation (7.12) can also be written as:
Y = XH+W, (7.13)
where H = (h1[0], h1[1], · · · , h1[N ], · · · , hp[0], hp[1], · · · , hp[N ])T is a Q × 1 vector (Q = pN), W
and Y = (y[0], y[1], · · · , y[M ])T are M × 1 vectors (M is the length of the training sequence used
in the digital SIC and needs to be larger than Q to avoid an under-determined system), and X is
the corresponding M ×Q matrix.
The digital SI canceller presented in Section 6.5.4 is realized based on a nonlinear tapped delay
line [44][124], and the goal of the digital SIC is to minimize the residual SI power ||Y−XĤ||2 by ad-
justing the digital SI canceller coefficients Ĥ = (ĥ1[0], ĥ1[1], · · · , ĥ1[N ], · · · , ĥp[0], ĥp[1], · · · , ĥp[N ])T .
This essentially becomes a least-squares problem with the optimal solution being given as Ĥ =
X+Y, where X+ is the pseudo-inverse of X [136][2]. Since X is a known sequence based on the TX
digital baseband signal, X+ can be pre-computed and does not need to be calculated on the fly.
Therefore, given an M -length pilot sequence, we have implemented a real-time digital SI canceller
and computed its coefficients as Ĥ = X+Y in NI LabVIEW as presented in [22].
There are several factors that can fundamentally limit the amount of digital SIC achievable in
full duplex systems, including ADC DR and LO phase noise [57]. The required ADC DR needs to
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be no less than the budgeted amount of digital SIC, while the required TX and RX phase noise
performance depend on the system implementation and the RF SI channel delay spread [57].
If a common LO is shared between TX and RX, phase noise in the TX and the RX path are
nominally fully correlated and will not limit the digital SIC. In practical scenarios, however, there
will be some delay between the transmission and reception of the SI introduced by the wireless
channel. This delay reduces the correlation between the phase noise in the transmitted SI signal
and the phase noise in the RX local oscillator and hence limits the subsequent digital cancellation
[57]. In Section 2.2.3.3, we have derived the resultant noise floor power spectral density pn(∆f)Hz due







where PTX,main is the TX output power, ISO is the amount of isolation achieved at the antenna
interface, SICRF is the amount of SIC in the RF domain, and τSI is the time delay in the antenna
interface. We have assumed a common LO being shared between TX and RX, and the LO phase
noise is L{∆f} at an offset frequency of ∆f . As we can see from (7.14), given fixed TX output
power PTX,main and LO phase noise performance L{∆f}, to prevent digital SIC from being limited
by phase noise, sufficient amount of antenna interface isolation ISO and RF SIC SICRF before
down-conversion is important.
In some commodity software-defined radios (such as the NI USRP [133]), separate LOs are used







where we have assumed the TX and RX LOs have the same but uncorrelated phase noise of L{∆f}.
This noise floor can be much higher than that given in (7.14) and can significantly limit the overall
achievable SIC [57].
In the full-duplex transceiver implementation shown in Fig. 7.8, the USRP uses a 14-bit ADC
with an Spurious-Free Dynamic Range (SFDR) of 88 dB which is significantly higher than the
typical amount of digital SIC. However, the separate LOs in the USRP can limit the digital SIC as
we will see in the following section.
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7.2.3 A Real-Time Full-Duplex Demonstration
A demonstration of real-time full-duplex wireless communication is presented in [22], in which a
pair of the full-duplex transceivers described at the beginning of Section 7.2 performs simultaneous
transmission and reception on the same frequency channel as depicted in Fig. 7.10(a).
In this demonstration, the full-duplex transceiver operates at 0.9 GHz. The USRP is controlled
from a PC that runs NI LabVIEW, which both performs digital signal processing and provides a
graphical user interface. Through the panel of NI LabVIEW [Fig. 7.10(b)], the transmitted and
received signals in both time and frequency domains can be visualized. Furthermore, the amount of
SIC in each domain is constantly updated and displayed. The transmitted multi-tone signal has a
bandwidth of 5 MHz with a peak output power of 10 dBm and an average output power of 0 dBm.
The desired signal is a single-tone signal at 2.5 MHz baseband frequency as shown in Fig. 7.10(b).
The received signal is shown after each SIC phase. Without performing SIC, the SI signal is too
strong for the desired signal to be detected. Once the SI signal is suppressed close to the −90 dBm
noise floor, the desired signal is revealed. The circulator and the RF SI canceller together provide
40 dB SIC before the USRP RX, of which around 20 dB is obtained from the RF SI canceller. The
additional 50 dB suppression comes from the digital SIC which eventually allows us to detect the
desired signal under the powerful SI. The digital SI canceller has a maximum delay of 80 samples
with a nonlinear order of 3. 5000 samples from the pilot signal are used to train the digital SI
canceller.
The adaptive RF SIC algorithm described before in Section 7.2.1 is employed here. We found
experimentally that the control algorithm based on solving trigonometric equations provides about
10 dB RF SIC. A further automatic local fine tuning is performed to obtain >20 dB RF SIC. The
run time of our adaptive RF SIC algorithm is currently limited by our canceller control interface.
The development of a much faster control interface is one of our on-going projects.
Using the same full-duplex transceiver, we have also demonstrated SIC using modulated wave-
forms with higher average TX power. Binary Phase-Shift Keying (BPSK) waveforms are generated
using NI LabVIEW modulation toolkits with root-raised-cosine filtering, a sampling rate of 5 MS/s,
and a symbol rate of 625k symbol/s. The symbol rate is limited by the computation capability
of the PC that runs NI labVIEW for both the real-time digital SIC and the high-speed data link.
Migrating digital SIC to the Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) inside the USRP can signif-
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Figure 7.10: (a) Two full-duplex transceivers that transmit and receive simultaneously on the same
frequency channel around 0.9 GHz, and (b) NI LabVIEW user interface showing the transmitted
signal (left column), residual SI with the desired signal after circulator isolation and RF SIC (middle
column), and recovered desired signal after digital SIC (right column). The transmitted multi-tone
signal has a bandwidth of 5 MHz with a peak output power of 10 dBm and an average output
power of 0 dBm. The RX is configured to have a noise floor of −90 dBm. The circulator and the
RF SI canceller together provide 40 dB SIC before the RX, of which around 20 dB is obtained from
the RF SI canceller. An additional 50 dB suppression comes from the digital SIC which eventually
allows us to detect the desired signal under the powerful SI.
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Figure 7.11: Measured USRP TX LO phase noise at 900 MHz carrier frequency.
icantly reduce the computational load on the PC, allowing higher symbol rates. This is part of our
on-going efforts. The measured average TX output power is +9 dBm, and the RX has a noise floor
of −95 dBm. Therefore, +9 −(−95) dBm=104 dB overall SIC from the antenna, RF, and digital
domains is required to suppress the SI to the noise floor.
In our measurements, 43 dB SI suppression was achieved from the circulator and the RF SI
canceller. As discussed in Section 7.2.2, the NI USRP uses separate local oscillators for its TX
and RX, resulting in a relatively high noise floor due to phase noise. Fig. 7.11 shows the measured
USRP TX LO phase noise at 900 MHz carrier frequency. The integrated phase noise from 1 kHz to
2.5 MHz is −51 dBc, resulting in an RX noise floor of +9 dBm −43 dB +(−51+3) dBc = −82 dBm
based on (7.15). This means that phase noise will limit the overall SIC to be +9 dBm − (−82 dBm)
= 91 dB.
The received residual SI at the USRP RX digital baseband after the 43 dB SI suppression in
the antenna and RF domains is plotted in Fig. 7.12 with and without digital SIC. To ensure that
digital SIC is not limited by the SI channel delay spread and nonlinearity, or the estimation error,
the amount of digital SIC is plotted versus the maximum delay in the modeled SI channel [N
in (7.12)], the digital SI canceller nonlinear order [p in (7.12)], and the number of points in the
training sequence [M in (7.13)], respectively, in Fig. 7.13. From Fig. 7.13, we can see that the
digital SIC achieved is limited to 45 dB, resulting in an overall SIC of 43 + 45 dB=88 dB. This
matches reasonably well with our analysis based on (7.15) which predicted an achievable overall
SIC of 91 dB. In order to suppress the SI to the RX noise floor, more isolation and cancellation are
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Figure 7.12: Received residual BPSK SI at the USRP RX digital baseband after 43 dB SI suppres-
sion from the circulator and RF SI canceller. The average transmit signal power is +9 dBm and
the RX noise floor is −95 dBm. 45 dB subsequent digital SIC is achieved and is limited by the
USRP phase noise.
Figure 7.13: The amount of digital SIC versus the maximum delay in the modeled SI channel [N
in (7.12)], the digital SI canceller nonlinear order [p in (7.12)], and the number of points in the
training sequence [M in (7.13)].
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required in the antenna and RF domains before frequency down-conversion. Alternatively, finding
a way to use a common LO in the USRP would greatly improve digital SIC, and consequently,
the overall SIC. It should also be mentioned that while nonlinear digital SIC is essential for our
integrated full-duplex radios, the USRP RX is sufficiently linear at these power levels that a linear
digital SI canceller (p=1) performs as well as a nonlinear canceller (Fig. 7.13).
7.3 A Multi-Band Frequency-Division Duplexing Demonstration
Modern wireless communication standards support numerous frequency bands as mentioned in
Chapter 1. Consequently, wireless devices (e.g., smartphones) need to support FDD operation
across transmit-receive band pairs that range from several hundreds of megahertz to several giga-
hertz. Multiband FDD operation requires numerous off-chip duplexers which limit the system form
factor. Research efforts have been making progress toward tunable duplexers [34][35][36]. How-
ever, the incorporation of tunability is typically associated with an increase in loss. Consequently,
tunable duplexers tend to have less TX-to-RX isolation for the same insertion loss when compared
with fixed-frequency duplexers. To relax TX-to-RX isolation, SIC is required.
Using the SI-cancelling RX presented in Chapter 5 together with a tunable duplexer based on
cavity filters with a real-time feedback control system [43][127], we demonstrated a multi-band FDD
system as shown in Fig. 7.14 3. The SI-cancelling RX and the duplexer support tunable operation
from 0.8 GHz to 1.1 GHz, covering multiple cellular frequency bands [33]. Fig. 7.14 shows the
block diagram and the implementation of the multi-band FDD system that consists of the cavity-
filter-based tunable duplexer and our SI-canceller RX RFIC sitting on a demonstration board. The
measured duplexer insertion loss results are shown in Fig. 7.15(a). The filter’s frequency tuning
and real-time feedback control operation can be found in [127] and [43], respectively. As shown
in Fig. 7.15(b), the tunable duplexer provides 38-40 dB initial TX-to-RX isolation, and the self-
interference cancelling receiver further improves the isolation to >50dB across a 5 MHz bandwidth
which is comparable to the isolation of existing fixed-frequency commercial acoustic-technology-
based duplexers. It should be noted that being able to design the tunable duplexer to only have
3This demonstration was performed in collaboration with Prof. Dimitrios Peroulis, Dr. Mohammad Abu Khater,
and Yu-Chen Wu from Purdue University.
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Figure 7.14: Block diagram and implementation of a multi-band FDD system that consists of
a cavity-filter-based tunable duplexer and our SI-canceller RX RFIC sitting on a demonstration
board.
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Figure 7.15: (a) Measured tunable duplexer insertion loss for TX and RX band center frequencies
of 1.06 and 0.99 GHz, and (b) measured tunable duplexer TX-to-RX isolation with and without
RF SIC.
around 40 dB isolation enabled a lower order filter design in the duplexer, thus relaxing insertion
loss.
Further measurements that target wider SIC bandwidths and use modulated waveforms with
higher power levels are ongoing. An adaptive tuning mechanism that dynamically adjust the cavity-
filter-based tunable duplexer and the SI-cancelling RX in a joint fashion is also an important topic
for future research.
7.4 Summary
Our cross-layer analysis and design of full-duplex wireless systems has been presented in this Chap-
ter. A mathematical model of the remaining SI in integrated full-duplex radios with frequency-
flat amplitue- and phase-based RF cancellers is derived, enabling the derivation of power control
algorithms and the characterization of rate gains in practical full-duplex links. A cross-layered
software-defined full-duplex testbed is introduced with details related to our RF and digital SIC
algorithms. A real-time full-duplex link demonstration is presented using a 5 MHz multi-tone signal
with +10 dBm peak and 0 dBm average power. In our full-duplex demo, the SI is cancelled to
the −90 dBm noise floor by applying our RF and digital SIC algorithms. Finally, we discussed a
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multi-band frequency-division duplexing demonstration using a tunable duplexer based on cavity
filters together with our integrated self-interference-cancelling full-duplex receiver.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
Full-duplex wireless, an emergent wireless communication paradigm, has been revolutionizing the
concept of duplexing in existing wireless systems and networks, and requires extensive interactions
between the MAC and PHY layer designs. Allowing simultaneous transmission and reception at
the same frequency, full-duplex operation can result in significant improvement in wireless network
performance, such as spectral efficiency, link capacity, and network latency.
The biggest challenge associated with full-duplex wireless is the tremendous amount of TX SI
right on top of the desired signal. This thesis presents a study of TX SIC in wireless communications
systems. New approaches, at both system and circuit levels, of suppressing SI are introduced that
enable future integrated full-duplex radios and tunable multi-band frequency-division duplexing
systems. A number of prototype self-interference-cancelling receivers in CMOS are implemented to
validate the theoretical findings.
To fully utilize the benefits of full-duplex communication, wireless systems will require a careful
redesign of the PHY layer and the MAC layer. In collaboration with researchers at higher layers
of the stack, concrete steps towards practical full-duplex wireless networks have been made.
8.1 Summary
SI mitigation strategies and SIC architectures strongly depend on the performance and specifica-
tions of the corresponding wireless systems. This dissertation starts with a briefly review of the
wireless transceiver basics and a qualitative discussion about SI and its mitigation in full-duplex
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Figure 8.1: High-level illustration of the presented innovations at both system and circuit lev-
els. Implemented prototype self-interference-cancelling receivers in CMOS are placed next to the
corresponding innovations.
systems. This is followed by a quantitative example full-duplex system-level analysis. The impact
of SI under reduced TX-to-RX isolation at the antenna interface in multi-band FDD systems is
also discussed, and a fundamental benefit of performing RF SIC over having an ultra-linear RX for
FDD systems is unveiled.
After an overview of existing SI mitigation architectures and techniques, several fundamental
challenges associated with SIC are identified, motivating the need of innovative solutions at both
system and circuit levels.
Many RF system designs adopt a block-by-block partitioned design methodology which allows
the experimental determination of input and output port parameters without the need to know
the internal block details. However, this methodology misses many degrees of design freedom as it
ignores the low-level device/component characteristics, resulting in fundamental design trade-offs.
An integrated implementation of RF systems enables easy access and utilization of device internal
nodes, opening doors to co-design opportunities that can substantially enhance the system per-
formance. In this dissertation, a noise-cancelling, self-interference-cancelling receiver is introduced
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where an active canceller that is integrated with a receiver on the radio-frequency integrated circuits
is co-designed with the receiver (see Fig. 8.1), breaking a fundamental trade-off between support
for low antenna interface isolation levels (or equivalently, power of TX SI being cancelled) and RX
sensitivity degradation.
Traditional RF systems are divided into several functional domains, namely the antenna inter-
face, RF front-end, analog baseband, and digital baseband. One reason for this classical system
division is that historically, different technologies have been used in the different domains. To-
day’s ultra-scaled CMOS technology allows increasing functional integration onto a single silicon
platform. This integration potential opens up a plethora of new design spaces, where a holistic
approach that unifies the different functional blocks in a traditional RF system is emerging. This
approach manifests itself in this work. In order to emulate SI channels at RF over a wide frequency
range for wideband SIC, we introduce FDE at RF, a technique and functionality that is tradition-
ally implemented in the digital signal-processing block (see Fig. 8.1). In addition, we demonstrate
joint-SIC with nearly one part-per-billion accuracy across the antenna interface, analog baseband,
and digital baseband that suppresses the SI to the RX noise floor as depicted in Fig. 8.1.
At the circuit level, ultra-scaled CMOS technology with transistors that can be efficiently
switched at high frequencies enables Linear Time-Varying (LTV) circuits at RF. Recently, high-
quality-factor (high-Q) RF filtering has been demonstrated using LTV circuits. By leveraging
this RF filtering, N-path filters, to a preliminary level, enable the unification of high-Q antenna-
interface filters and RF front-end circuits [39][40]. In this work, we find that RF LTV circuits can
enable many new features (such as RF FDE) that go beyond RF filtering and would be extremely
challenging, if not impossible, to achieve using a traditional LTI approach. As is illustrated in
Fig. Fig. 8.1, LTV switched-capacitor circuits together with transconductors, resistors, and clock-
path phase shifters form the integrated high-Q programmable BPF that is the core building block
of the RF frequency-domain equalizer. While LTI passive systems based on conventional materials
are reciprocal following the Lorentz reciprocity theorem, RF LTV circuits enable non-magnetic
non-reciprocity and the realization of integrated high-performance RF circulators1 [42][115].
Finally, a cross-layer approach used in our collaborative research with theoreticians at higher
1The integrated non-magnetic passive circulator mentioned here is a research project conducted by Negar
Reiskarimian from Columbia University.
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layers of the stack has allowed us to make concrete steps towards practical full-duplex wireless
networks: based on the model of the proposed integrated fullduplex radios, the power control
algorithms and the full-duplex rate gains have been derived and characterized [21]; to enable ex-
perimental characterization of full-duplex MAC layer algorithms, cross-layered software-defined
testbeds have been developed and a practical real-time full-duplex wireless demonstration has been
demonstrated [22]. In collaboration with researchers from the field of micro-electro-mechanical sys-
tems, we demonstrate a multi-band frequency-division duplexing system using a cavity-filter-based
tunable duplexer and our integrated widely-tunable self-interference-cancelling RX.
8.2 Future Research
The study presented in this dissertation leads to several topics for future research.
For wireless systems adopt LTV N-path filters, phase noise can degrade the system performance
through spectral spreading or reciprocal mixing. The FDE-based RF canceller presented in this dis-
sertation relies on two-port N-path filters for the realization of the high-Q widely tunable canceller
filters. Therefore, phase noise mitigation technique is an important future research topic.
While we have developed a set of mathematical equations and an iterative successive approach
to configure the FDE-based RF SI canceller for wide SIC bandwidths, how to automate this con-
figuration process fast enough so that it changes accordingly as the environment changes is an
important problem for practical full-duplex systems. In addition, research regarding an algorithm
that optimizes total SIC jointly between the FDE-based RF SIC and the tapped-delay-line-based
(essentially time-domain-based) digital SIC is desirable.
FDE has been used in digital for single-carrier broadband wireless systems to avoid inter-
symbol interference [137]. When compared with time domain equalization, FDE can offer a better
performance/complexity trade-off for large multipath spread [138]. Therefore, it is worthwhile
to investigate FDE-based SIC in digital, especially in conjunction with the FDE-based RF SIC
presented in this work for a joint frequency-domain SIC across the RF and digital domains.
In a full-duplex network, an in-band unknown interference from another user can greatly af-
fect the overall performance as it cannot be canceled. To address this challenge, simultaneous
unknown interference suppression and SIC across antenna and RF/analog domains are required.
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The unknown interference can be mitigated through spatial- and frequency-domain filtering at the
antenna input using a phased-array receiver with RF channel selection. But, how to cancel SI in a
phased-array receiver remains an interesting research topic. In addition, it is important to consider
interference management in OFDM networks jointly at the PHY and MAC layers.
In order to bring the full-duplex technology to wireless applications that have higher TX power
levels and more stringent RX sensitivity requirements (e.g., cellular applications), integrated full-
duplex transceivers need to have increased total SIC over wide bandwidths. In addition, improved
linearity is necessary for integrated RXs and SI cancellers to handle the higher TX power levels.
A synergy between full duplex and MIMO can dramatically increase spectral efficiency. When
compared with a single-input and single-output (SISO) full-duplex radio, the challenge associated
with MIMO full-duplex radios is that the output signals from all transmitting elements can all
couple to one receiving element, requiring multiple SIC paths. A brute force solution is to use as
many SIC paths as the number of transmitting elements in each receiver. However, this approach
results in a system complexity that grows quadratically with the number of antennas, limiting the
size of the antenna array. A lot of circuit and architecture innovations are needed towards MIMO
full-duplex using integrated circuit technology.
Regarding multi-band frequency-division duplexing systems, development of small-form-factor
tunable duplexers that can benefit from the presented SIC techniques can be a promising topic for
further research. An adaptive tuning mechanism that can dynamically adjust the tunable duplexer
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Appendix A
Out-of-Band Linearity Analysis for
Current-Mode Receivers
Following the linearity analysis in Chapter 4, we first find the expressions for the LNTA’s output
current, and then derive the TIA’s Volterra kernels. Finally, the RX TB is derived.
A.0.1 Broadband LNTA Distortion Analysis
As depicted in Fig. 4.6, we assume the magnitude of the LNTA output impedance is much larger
than the magnitude of the input impedance of the passive mixer. Thus, the LNTA’s output current
iCG and iCS can be found with short circuit output terminations. DC blocking capacitors in
Fig. 4.6 are assumed to be large. Memory elements such as capacitive parasitics as well as off-chip
biasing inductors and capacitors in a practical implementation of the LNTA (see Fig. 4.8) have
been ignored. Consequently, the analysis is valid within the RF bandwidth of the LNTA where
these memory elements are ineffectual.
In order to perform the LNTA linearity analysis under TX leakage cancellation, two excitations
are included - vs at the input of the LNTA , and vg at the gate of the LNTA CG device. We expand
the input voltage vin into a 2-variable power series of vg and vs.













s + · · · .
(A.1)
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These nonlinearity coefficients represent the nonlinearity of the CG device. Cross-modulation
distortion is quantified using TB where the modulated TX signal is modeled using an OOB two-tone
signal (vSI) and an in-band continuous-wave jammer (vjam) is assumed to be present. Substituting
vs = vSI + vjam and vg = kvSI into (A.1), we have the following expression. Note that k represents
the scaling factor for injection at the gate to achieve TX leakage cancellation at the input vin.
Setting k = 0 allows this formulation to model an FTNC-RX, i.e. a noise-cancelling current-mode
RX without leakage cancellation.
vin(t) =α1T vSI + α2T 2v
2













+ · · · ,
(A.2)
where α1S = β1S , α2S = β2S , α3S = β3S , α1T = kβ1G + α1S , α2T = k
2β2G + α2S + kβ2GS ,
α3T = k
3β3G + β3S + k
2β3G2S + kβ3GS2 , α2TS = 2β2S + kβ2GS , α3T 2S = 3β3S + k
2β3G2S +2kβ3GS2 ,




[vin − (vSI + vjam)] . (A.3)
Setting vSI = Vtx cos(ω2t)+Vtx cos(ω3t), vjam = Vj cos(ω1t), and assuming that cross-modulation
























+ · · · ,
(A.4)
where ωx = ω1 + ω2 − ω31. In not considering the compression of main leakage and jammer signal,
we’ve further assumed that the power level of the TX leakage and jammer are below the LNTA
compression point.
1Cross-modulation products will appear on both sides of the jammer, i.e. at ω1 + ω2 − ω3 and ω1 − ω2 + ω3. ωx
represents one of the sidebands and the other sideband can be computed in a similar fashion.
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To model the CS device nonlinearity, its drain current is expanded into a power series of its
gate voltage.










in + · · · . (A.5)
Similarly, we assume that cross-modulation products only arise from the v2SIvjam term. Thus, the








ejω2t + e−jω2t + ejω3t + e−jω3t
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A.0.2 TIA Volterra Series based Distortion Analysis
A 1st-order TIA is depicted in Fig. A.1, with a two-stage Miller-compensated operational transcon-
ductance amplifier (OTA)[86; 139; 56]. The evolution of the TIA model for the distortion analysis
is shown in Fig. A.2. In Fig. A.2(a), the RC feedback network (RF and CF ) of the TIA is modeled
using its Y-parameter equivalent circuits. The forward path of the feedback network is ignored
by setting Y12 = 0, as the OTA forward gain is large[?]. The OTA first stage is modeled with a
nonlinear voltage-controlled current source (VCCS) in parallel with the output resistance of the
first stage (R1) and a loading capacitor C1. C1 captures the Miller effect on the intermediary
dominant pole, as C1 = (1 + Av2)CC , where Av2 is magnitude of the OTA second stage voltage
gain at low frequency. We’ve ignored the drain side nonlinearity for the first stage, as the OOB
signal will be suppressed by the dominate pole of the OTA. The OTA second stage is modeled with
a nonlinear VCCS controlled by both input and output voltages (v1 and vout). Pole splitting and
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Figure A.1: Diagram of a 1st-order TIA with a two-stage Miller-compensated operational transcon-
ductance amplifier.
pole-zero compensation of the two-stage OTA are indirectly captured by eliminating the compen-
sation RC-CC and ignoring any capacitive loading at its output (i.e. CF ). Finally, the nonlinear
VCCS id2 together with its load RF can be modeled as a voltage-controlled voltage source shown
in Fig. A.2(b). In Fig. A.2(b), Y21 = −sCF −R−1F , R0 = RF ||RS , and C0 = Cin + CF .
If the Volterra operators of the system Q with input iin and output vout are known, then vout
can be written as in (4.9) as we mentioned before. Furthermore, the first, second, and third order
nonlinear transfer function (or Volterra kernel transform) can be found as [90]:
Q1(s) = H1(s)R(s),
Q2(s1, s2) = H2(s1, s2)R(s1)R(s2)R(s1 + s2),
Q3(s1, s2, s3) = R(s1)R(s2)R(s3)[H3(s1, s2, s3)−
2H2(s1, s2)F (s1 + s2)R(s1 + s2)H2(s3, s1 + s2)] ·R(s1 + s2 + s3),
Q3,sym(s1, s2, s3) =
1
3
[Q3(s1, s2, s3) +Q3(s1, s3, s2) +Q3(s2, s3, s1)].
(A.7)
In (A.7), R(s) = ((1 +H1(s)F (s)))
−1 is a shorthand notation. Q1, Q2, and Q3 can also be
considered as the multi-dimensional Laplace transform of Volterra kernels q1, q2, and q3 in (4.9).
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Figure A.2: Evolution of the TIA model for the distortion analysis.
H1, H2, and H3 are the first, second, and third order nonlinear transfer functions of the system
H depicted in Fig. A.2. Note that, we’ve forced the symmetry for Q3, resulting in a symmetric
transform Q3,sym with respect to all its 3 arguments[140]. Finally, F (s) = Y21 = −sCF −R−1F .
Next, we’ll find the nonlinear transfer functions of the system H. In Fig. A.2, the drain current
of the first stage (id1 is expanded into a power series as:
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in + · · · ,
(A.8)
we’ve ignored the drain side nonlinearity for the first stage, since the OOB signal will be suppressed
by the dominate pole of the OTA. For the second stage, the voltage output v′out of the nonlinear
voltage-controlled voltage source in Fig. A.2(b) is written as a power series as:




1 + · · · ,
(A.9)
The nonlinear transfer functions of the sub-system P indicated in Fig. A.2, a cascade system







1 + (s1 + s2)R1C1
,
P3(s1, s2, s3) =−
g1,3gR1
1 + (s1 + s2 + s3)R1C1
.
(A.10)
The sub-system L indicated in Fig. A.2 is a cascade system of a LTI system (R0 and C0) and


















· P3(s1, s2, s3).
(A.11)
The system H is a cascade of system L and M, and its nonlinear transfer functions can be
written as [90]:
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H1(s) =Av2L1(s),
H2(s1, s2) =Av2L2(s1, s2) +Av2,2L1(s1)L1(s2),




Av2,2[L1(s1)L2(s2, s3) + L1(s2)L2(s1, s3)
+ L1(s3)L2(s1, s2)].
(A.12)
Finally, the nonlinear transfer functions of system Q can be found by substituting (A.12) into
(A.7).
A.0.3 RX Cross-modulation Distortion Analysis and Calculated TB
Now, we know both the LNTA output current (iCG and iCS) and the nonlinear transfer functions
of the TIA, the cross-modulation distortion (and its resulting TB) of the entire RX can be found
using (4.10)(4.15)(4.16).











jω2t + e−jω2t + ejω3t + e−jω3t)].
(A.13)
Therefore, by the definition of the Volterra operator in (4.9), Q1(iCGMI) can be calculated as,








































1st-order transfer function of system Q, which can be found using (A.7). To arrive at (A.14), we’ve
applied that for symmetric nth-order transfer functions, its complex conjugate can be obtained by
changing the sign of the frequency arguments[90]. Note that, in (A.14), Q1(iCGMI) is a linear
combination of components at multiple frequencies, and we only write components at the jammer
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(A.15)
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(A.16)













· · · .
(A.17)
To calculate Q3(iCGMI) and Q3(iCGMQ), we ignore the cross-modulation components in iCG
since they are weak in power. By doing this, we’ve also ignored the cross-modulation components
coming from Q3(ωx, ω2,−ω2), Q3(ωx, ω3,−ω3), and Q3(ωx, ω1,−ω1). Furthermore, due to the low-






























[Q3,sym(ω1B , ω2B ,−ω3B)ejωxBt+
Q∗3,sym(ω1B, ω2B ,−ω3B)e−jωxBt].
(A.19)






















[Q3,sym(ω1B , ω2B ,−ω3B)ejωxBt−
Q∗3,sym(ω1B , ω2B ,−ω3B)e−jωxBt],
(A.20)















[Q3,sym(ω1B , ω2B ,−ω3B)ejωxBt+
























, Ay = −12gm,CSα1SVj, and Az = −12gm,CSα1TVtx.
Finally, the RX TB can be calculated by substituting (A.14)(A.15)(A.16)(A.17)(A.19)(A.20)(A.21)(A.22)
into (4.18), and grouping components at jammer frequency and at cross-modulation product fre-
quency:
TB−1 = |(gm,CSRS − rδ)α3T 2S +XRS














32[(1 − α1S)rδ + gm,CSRSα1S ]|Q1(ω1B)|R2S
| · V 2SI ,
(A.23)






1Tα1S , Y = 3(sinc
π
4 )
2|Q3,sym(ω1B , ω2B ,−ω3B)|,
φ = ∠Q3,sym(ω1B , ω2B ,−ω3B) − ∠Q1(ωxB), δ = gCGI−jgCGQgCSI−jgCSQ , ω1B , ω2B, ω3B are the baseband
frequencies of a CW jammer and a two-tone SI, and ωxB is the baseband frequency of the cross-
modulation distortion.
A.0.4 TIA Distortion Simulation Results
The TIA described in Section 4.5 is characterized here and is driven by a current source with TIA
input capacitor Cin being its source impedance. Fig. A.3 plots the simulated and calculated TB
at TIA output versus normalized TX/RX frequency separation. The jammer current is 45 µA at
4 MHz, while a two-tone TX leakage locates at ”Normalized TX/RX frequency separation”×”TIA
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Figure A.3: Simulated and calculated TIA TB across normalized TX/RX frequency separation.
The TIA BW is 20 MHz. The TX leakage current is 0.72 mA for each tone of the two-tone signal,
and the TX signal has a BW of 2.5 MHz. The jammer located at 4 MHz has a current of 45 µA .
BW=20 MHz” with 2.5 MHz signal BW. The current is 0.72 mA for each tone of the two-tone
signal. As can be seen from Fig. A.3, the TIA TB improves as the normalized TX/RX frequency
separation increases. This can be intuitively understood as the input capacitor of the TIA (Cin)
sinks more TX leakage at larger TX/RX frequency offset.
Interestingly, the TIA TB highly depends on the jammer frequency location, given fixed nor-
malized TX/RX frequency offset, fixed TX-leakage signal current, and fixed TX-leakage signal BW.
Fig. A.4 plots the TIA TB across various jammer frequencies. The TIA BW is 20 MHz, while the
normalized TX/RX frequency separation is set to be 5. The TX-leakage signal current and BW
are 0.72 mA for each tone of the two-tone signal and 2.5 MHz, respectively. From Fig. A.4, we can
find that the TIA TB drops rapidly starting at <1.5 MHz, but decreases much gradually at larger
frequency locations. The behavior of the TIA TB over jammer frequencies is closely related to the
TIA loop gain as plotted on the auxiliary y-axis in Fig. A.4. This can be intuitively understood as
any feedback system is linearized by its loop gain [141]. The less the loop gain, the stronger the
nonlinearity of the system would be. The of the TIA calculated as LG = H1(s)F (s) has a dominant
pole set by the OTA’s internal node R1 and C1. This pole is typically at very low frequency for the
stability of a two-stage Miller OTA [141], resulting the TIA linearity decreases starting from very
low frequency. The LG drops more gradually after the TIA BW set by the feedback network RF
and CF , so as the TIA TB. To avoid the very low frequency dominant pole of a two-stage Miller
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Figure A.4: Simulated and calculated TIA TB across various jammer frequencies. The loop gain
of the TIA calculated as LG = H1(s)F (s) is plotted on top of the TIA TB at the auxiliary y-axis.
The TIA BW is 20 MHz, while the normalized TX/RX frequency separation is set to be 5. The
TX leakage current is 0.72 mA for each tone of the two-tone signal, and the TX signal has a BW
of 2.5 MHz. The jammer current is 45 µA.
OTA, single stage OTAs can be used [84].





BPSK Binary Phase-Shift Keying
BS Base Station
BW Bandwidth






DSP Digital Signal Processing
FDE Frequency-Domain Equalization
FDD Frequency-Division Duplexing
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FIR Finite Impulse Response
FPGA Field-Programmable Gate Array
FSK Frequency-Shift Keying
FTNC Frequency-Translational Noise Cancelling
IB In-Band
IIP3 input third-order intercept point
IM3 third-order inter-modulation
IM2 second-order inter-modulation
IP3 third-order intercept point
LNA Low-Noise Amplifier
LNTA Low-Noise Transconductance Amplifier
LO Local Oscillator
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NF Noise Figure
NI National Instruments
OFDM Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing
OFDMA Orthogonal-Frequency-Division Multiple Access





QAM Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
QPSK Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying
RF Radio Frequency
RX Receiver
SAW Surface Acoustic Wave





TDMA Time-Division Multiple Access
TDD Time-Division Duplexing




USRP Universal Software Radio Peripheral
VGAs Variable-Gain Amplifiers
VM Vector Modulator
WCDMA Wideband Code Division Multiple Access
